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ABSTRACT

Supervising Professor: R. Clay Reynolds, PhD

Throughout the Second World War, a gulf existed between the experience of American civilians
and that of the American combat soldier. Official propaganda posters sanctioned by the Office
of War Information argued that the war was being fought in accordance to higher principles.
Yet, for a large number of servicemen overseas, the war was a never-ending, unpleasant job far
removed from the comforts of home. Many men were eager for their service to end and did not
know precisely what the war was about. The decades following World War II mark a significant
transition for American war literature as soldiers, sailors, airmen, and marines returned home to
write about how the war affected individuals—not tools of war, but people at times trapped
between their own personal identities and the military’s construction of their obscurity. In ten
important American novels, published between 1942 and 1969, the authors draw upon their own
war experience to counteract the iconic status of the WWII victory within cultural memory. Like
the photographs taken by embedded reporters, these novels focus on the human face as the most
revealing detail of war. In doing so, they deal with questions of availability and accessibility.
vi

They navigate between myth and reality, between combat serviceman and civilian, and between
individuals and themselves. Within the literary, visual, and memorial culture of the Second
World War, the face exhibits authentic truths about war and becomes a hub through which a
myriad of issues like division, absurdity, and sensual onslaught, are revealed. In the twenty-first
century, when war continues to define global perspective, war studies have become integral to an
inter-disciplinary approach to Humanities. The representations of individual servicemen thus
refute the concept of “Government Issue” and instead stand like monuments to the true price of
war.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

In February of 1944, an American military photographer took a picture [Figure 1] of the face of a
marine returning from combat in the Pacific Theater.1 This anonymous photograph, shot with a
close-cropped composition, which magnifies the details of one man’s head, reveals a face that
appears shocked.2 Indeed, the eyes of the marine seem transfixed, locked in a terror-induced
stupor known as the “thousand-yard stare.”3 The original caption accompanying the photograph
gives some indication as to what this man has seen: “Back to a Coast Guard assault transport
comes this marine after two days and nights of Hell on the beach of Eniwetok in the Marshall
Islands. His face is grimey with coral dust but the light of battle stays in his eyes.”4 Due in large
measure to the magnification and central placement of the man’s face, the photograph privileges
the marine’s expression as the sole object of the viewer’s gaze. The face appears in sharp focus
and is the only feature forcing attention to the dirty skin, open mouth, and vacant, staring eyes.
In contrast, the elements around the man, such as his rifle, his shoulders, his right hand, and the

1

The original photograph is now part of the Still Picture Branch of the National Archives and is
identified as 26-G-3394 in Marine Corps Record Group 127. The name of the marine and of the
photographer is unknown. It is possible the image shown in Figure 1 could have been taken by
famed WWII photographer George A. Strock, who was at Eniwetok in February of 1944.
2
Here it is important to note the difference between a formal portrait and an action-shot taken in
the field. The tradition of taking formal portraits of military units and individual servicemen,
particularly officers before war, is different from capturing images of faces, many of which
belong to enlisted men, in the midst of combat. The photograph of the Eniwetok marine is not a
formal portrait.
3
The term “thousand-yard stare” is associated with artist Tom Lea’s 1944 painting That 2,000Yard Stare, first published by Life magazine on June 11, 1945.
4
National Archives- Military Records.
1

ledge of the boat, become less important as they blur slightly. Additionally, the background is
almost entirely undecipherable, and without the notation, it would be impossible to identify the
landscape as Eniwetok. With its looming face and obscured location, the photograph raises
several questions: Why would the military photographer, sent to document a specific battle, feel
compelled to take a camera shot of one man’s face, and why would a face tell more about what
happened at Eniwetok than a sweeping scene of beach carnage? The answer may be the face is
essential to human communication, and the representation of it individualizes the impact of war
in a way unlike any other physical detail.56

The Eniwetok marine photograph is a stark departure from the image of the marines
given in recruitment posters like the one seen in Figure 2. Created in 1942 by illustrator Haddon
H. Sundblom, the poster presents a single marine sergeant in his polished, Dress Blue uniform.
Even as he stands at ease, the marine is dominant and “ready” for action, as the poster claims.
His face is robust and shiny, and his mouth is formed into a tight, closed-lip smile. Although his
eyes are slightly shaded by the cover of his hat, light reflects off of the skin on his left side under
his eye, his nose, and on his chin.
The Sundblom marine and the Eniwetok marine inhabit disparate worlds—one meant to
inspire heroic enlistment, the other representative of combat reality. Such a juxtaposition of
different extremes of experience often becomes the substance of servicemen’s perception,

5

Studies in psychology and neuroscience indicate facial expression is instrumental in
determining a person’s emotional state, in turn revealing the values of a social community.
Thus, humans naturally look at each other’s faces in order to derive meaning. See Ralph
Adolphs.

2

especially as it is revealed in war literature. For example, in Leon Uris’ 1953 Battlecry, a novel
about the US Marines in the Pacific Theater, protagonist Danny Forrester explains his childhood
vision of the marines: “When I was a kid in Baltimore, the marines from Quantico came to play
the firemen every year…Those guys were real giants…I remember how they looked all decked
out in their blues—like some kind of gods” (127-128).7 Forrester and his friends notice how
once they became marines themselves, their perception changed: “The Corps sure has changed”
(128). The problematic vision of military men as “giants” and “gods” is a recurring theme in
Uris’ novel, but it is never even part of James Jones’ 1962 The Thin Red Line. Jones’ novel
follows a group of soldiers in Guadalcanal and provides descriptions of servicemen more akin to
the Eniwetok marine photograph than the Sundblom poster. One example can be seen halfway
through the novel when C Company falls under attack from Japanese forces and suffers
numerous casualties. Corporal Fife witnesses his friend Private First Class Eddie Bead bleed out
right in front of him. Fife is then injured and begins to lose control of his emotions and thoughts.
He looks around frantically at the other soldiers, “But everyone’s face wore that same vagueeyed, terrorized, in-drawn look” (260). Gone is any semblance of heroic principle.8
The disparities between the photograph and the poster, and the examples cited from Uris
and Jones, exemplify the dichotomy of seeing inherent to war (Hüppauf 133).9 These differences

7

The group of main characters has just finished basic training and is adjusting to their new lives
on the base before they go to war. When they see a group of marines wearing “dress blues”
practicing a marching drill, all of the newly-made marines are still in awe.
8
In the same passage, Fife realizes the visions of war he had in his mind do not match the reality
of his experience. He asks himself: “This was war? There was no superior test of strength here,
no superb swordmanship, no bellowing Viking heroism, no expert marksmanship” (260-261).
9
Bernd Hüppauf uses the term “dichotomy” to describe the difference between the historically
mythologized view of war as glorious and heroic, as seen in paintings, and a more modern view
3

speak to the issue of access to the reality of war—an access that wrestles with the desire to see
and the pain of seeing too much. No part of the human body registers this dichotomy more
succinctly than the face. It is the location of both the vision and the view of war: the face
actively does the looking and is also the object of others looking at it. The face is also a hub
through which a myriad of war issues are revealed: division, judgment, violence, absurdity,
monotony, sensual onslaught, and specificity. In the literature and visual art of modern war, the
human face serves as a detail both highlighting and exacerbating the connections between
individuals and demonstrates as “Government Issue,” the soldier is an imperfect tool to
participate in combat.
World War II in American Memory
Since the founding of the Republic, war has been part of the cultural reality of the United
States’ national experience. The first text outlining the identity of the new nation, the
Declaration of Independence, was a document declaring war (Rhodehamel 131).10 From 1776 to
1941, the US engaged in numerous additional wars, but these produced limited writing about
war.11 The Second World War, however, marks a significant transition for the nation’s body of
war literature. WWII led to the publication of more American war novels than all other wars.
One of the main reasons for this is approximately sixteen million American men served in the

of war as gruesome and unredemptive, which develops with the advent of photography. In The
Censored War, George Roeder has this same theory, however he uses the term “polarized” view
and applies it specifically to WWII (155).
10
The Declaration makes explicit those who oppose it are “Enemies in War,” and “that as Free
and Independent States, [the colonies] have full Power to levy War.”
11
Literary scholar Peter Aichinger goes so far as to suggest the war novel is a clear American
genre after 1880 (ix).
4

military during the Second World War—nearly four times more than the number who served in
World War I (Linderman 1; Adams 70). The majority of these men survived.12 As soldiers,
sailors, airmen, and marines returned from war, some had a lot to say about the reality of their
wartime experience—a reality that did not coincide with officially sanctioned Office of War
Information (OWI) propaganda films and LIFE covers that shaped civilian perceptions.13
Instead, veterans like Norman Mailer, Joseph Heller, and Kurt Vonnegut wrote about how the
war affected individuals—not tools of war, but people at times trapped in the cogs of the
American military’s vast machine.
Today, a bounty of popular culture sources continues to sustain a surprising nostalgia for
the war. The past twenty years have seen the creation of Stephen Ambrose’s Band of Brothers,
Tom Brokaw’s The Greatest Generation, Steven Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan, Ken Burns’
PBS television documentary The War, and the HBO miniseries The Pacific. Yet, the question
remains:
How could the most destructive event in human history hold such a revered place
in our national consciousness? Why continue to dwell, often nostalgically, on a
war that killed more than 50 million people—the majority of them noncombatants
who were burned, crushed, gassed, or starved to death—and left several times that
number with missing limbs, shattered faces, diminished mental capacity, and
other permanent physical and emotional disabilities? (Roeder 3)

12

Approximately 300,000 American servicemen died during the war—a less than 2% casualty
rate (Ambrose, Americans at War 140).
13
LIFE, although the most prominent, was not the only magazine to use war photographs—
others include TIME, The Saturday Evening Post, and Ladies Home Journal.
5

One argument as to why American memory of the Second World War continues to yield to
positive perspective is the United States emerged from WWII victorious, while experiencing
relatively few casualties by comparison to both its allies and enemies (Ambrose, Americans at
War 140). The war also led to a new era of prosperity for the nation that helped to transform the
world of many ordinary, American citizens (Brewer 138; Adams 2, 158). Historian George
Roeder suggests the mythology of the war lingers because WWII is a kind of cohesive, agreedupon memory in the modern world where Americans have few, if any, agreed-upon anythings:
“In this century of change and of exposure to diversity we have few widely agreed-upon moral
reference points. World War II was one” (3).14 Unfortunately, Roeder’s argument is
unconvincing. The only way to see the war as a “moral reference point,” as Roeder calls it, is to
not actually know anything about it. The Second World War looms large in American memory
because it was the largest war the modern world had ever seen, and in the scope of all of human
history, it was not too long ago. It ushered the US into a dominant global position in the areas of
commerce, industry, and technology. The war looms large simply because—it looms large.
One of the most enduring myths about WWII writers like Norman Mailer, Joseph Heller,
and Kurt Vonnegut try to dispel in their novels is the notion that it was fought by great heroes
who served in accordance to higher principles and who were willingly self-sacrificing. It is true
that often these men developed a fraternity that crossed social barriers. Indeed, camaraderie
became one of the single most important factors that kept servicemen alive (Linderman 263,
298). United States Marine Corps veteran Eugene Sledge states, “the only thing that kept you

14

Maggie Rivas-Rodriguez makes the same point in the preface to Mexican Americans and
World War II (xv).
6

going was your faith in your buddies” (Terkel 60). WWII veteran Robert Rasmus makes a
similar point: “The reason you storm the beaches is not patriotism or bravery. It’s that sense of
not wanting to fail your buddies” (Terkel 39). However, camaraderie did not always equate to
fondness (Linderman 283). The diversity in military units exposed men to other Americans
whom they often despised and perceived as culturally inferior to themselves (Linderman 284). 15
During the war, there was little uniformity in the assembling of GIs as the selective service, or
the draft, collected a broader swath of the American population than it would for later wars such
as Vietnam (Adams 76). The sixteen million American men called into active duty during World
War II were a representation of the diversity of the United States (Adams 82).16 Before the war,
most Americans had never traveled far beyond their individual regions of the country and were
not used to regular interaction with people outside of their own economic, religious, and racial
groups. As a result, a large number of servicemen came for the first time in contact with other
Americans whom they had never previously encountered in their lives at home. Rasmus
describes his entry into the Army as encountering “exotic” Americans: “When I went in the
army, I’d never been outside the states of Wisconsin, Indiana, and Michigan. The first time I
ever heard a New England accent was at Fort Benning. The southerner was an exotic creature to
me. People from the farms. The New York street-smarts. You had an incredible mixture of
every stratum of society” (Terkel 39).17 The “incredible mixture of every stratum of society”

Mauldin’s Willie and Joe infantry cartoon characters are an example of this. Mauldin said he
was inspired in his work by overhearing soldiers “who were personally incompatible or even
hostile…but who worked together as a team on patrols.”
16
Stephen Ambrose gives the same information in Band of Brothers (15).
17
Samuel Hynes discusses the same thing in his memoir Flights of Passage (15).
15

7

Rasmus describes is a military life where men from various social backgrounds were thrust
together: rich and poor, educated and uneducated, those from the East Coast, from the Midwest,
from the South, from urban areas, and from rural areas. In addition to the variety of ethnic and
religious traditions, this list also included a large age demographic stretching from eighteen to
the mid-thirties. Thus, as GIs supported each other in smaller units, they did not necessarily like
each other. The men worked together not as a result of military training but in spite of it and as a
reaction to the circumstances of war.
Many servicemen never saw combat, were eager for their service to end, and did not
know precisely what the war was about (Adams 7, 70). In 1943, the OWI would have liked
everyone to believe the war was simply about protecting America’s freedom. Emboldened by
Norman Rockwell’s images [Figure 3] of the “common man,” the Four Freedoms War Bond
Drive was launched to remind citizens what was at stake (Brewer 119). In Rockwell’s posters,
ordinary people enjoy life far away from war. They gather as a family to enjoy a Thanksgiving
feast at a table where everyone smiles and modestly drinks water. They tuck their sleeping
children into bed at night. They stand and participate in a local town hall meeting. And, they
worship in peace. The myth of WWII, nostalgic like Rockwell’s images, suggests these were the
tangible things soldiers were fighting for. Yet, as Army veteran and military cartoonist Bill
Mauldin explains, the concept of the war, especially in the European Theater, remained abstract
for overseas servicemen: “The American has lost nothing to the Germans, so his war is being
fought for more farfetched reasons” (11). It was difficult for soldiers in Europe to understand
exactly how the Germans were damaging American liberties on the other side of the world.
“Some resented their war terms of service, feeling they were doing everybody’s fighting”

8

(Adams 7). In the Pacific Theater, where the purpose of the war seemed a little more concrete
due to the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor, the endless violence and harsh terrain took a
considerable toll on morale. Men were anxious to finish the war and go home. Even “the news
of the atomic bomb was greeted with elation by GIs who thought if they didn’t have to invade
the Japanese home islands they might survive the war” (Adams 136). For a large number of
servicemen overseas, the war was a never-ending, unpleasant job far removed from the comforts
of home.
Throughout WWII, there was also a huge gulf between the experience of American
civilians and that of the American combat soldier (Brewer 122). This disparity is discussed by
two characters near the beginning of Mailer’s The Naked and the Dead. The older and more
experienced Sergeant Brown explains to the young Stanley what life will be like after the war:
Sergeant Brown nodded soberly, and then his face turned bitter. “What do you
expect? Do you think you're going to go home a hero? Listen, when you get
home folks are going to look at you and say, 'Arthur Stanley, you've been gone a
long time,' and you'll say, 'Yeah,' and then they'll say, 'Well, things've been pretty
rough here, but I guess they're going to improve some. You're sure lucky you
missed it all.” (16)
Brown is suggesting civilians will actually think they had it much worse than the soldiers, and
his resentment highlights the fact that most civilians will never understand what soldiers like he
and Stanley went through in war. This scene also calls attention to the scale of war in relation to
one man, as many servicemen saw themselves reduced to nondescript, expendable tools. By

9

asking Stanley if he thinks he will be welcomed home as a hero, Brown is saying it will be as if
their wartime experiences did not even happen and they as individual soldiers matter little.
While civilians did live on rations and often worked in some capacity outside of the
home, most Americans were still relatively well-off when compared to their European and Asian
counterparts. An abundance of war-time propaganda posters affirmed the idea that through a
little hard work and determination, everything would be okay (Brewer 117). For example, in
Figure 4, a golden-haired mother and daughter duo cheerfully can their own vegetables to do
their part in the war effort. Both the woman and the child appear to be the picture of perfect
health with glowing skin, rosy cheeks, and white teeth. They wear spotless, matching white
aprons that bear a dainty ruffle and red, geometric ribbon-trim detail. The table cloth is also
freshly starched, and the room is bright and clean. These two have an abundance of food, as
both the text and image proclaim. They are surrounded by a selection of vegetables as multicolored as their own clothing. War does not appear so bad in this image, and the message is that
not only is canning easy and fun, but it is still possible to look good during war as well. By the
standards of this poster, there hardly seems to be a major war going on at all.
The poster shown in Figure 4 is by famed American illustrator Al Parker, best known for
his covers for Ladies Home Journal. Between 1939 and 1952, Parker created a series of
illustrations for the magazine known as the “mother-and-daughter” covers: “Parker’s fair-haired
cover girls celebrated holiday traditions and shared a love of sport, but also played their part
during World War II. Resourceful and good-natured, they modeled best behavior by rationing,
sending letters abroad, and taking on dad’s chores at home and in the garden” (Kanzenberg 6).
Although the poster in Figure 4 was commissioned during the Second World War, it was also

10

part of a longer narrative of the idealized, American, suburban lifestyle so many aspired to both
before and after the war (Kanzenberg 4). For the two in Parker’s image, the impact of the war
seems hardly felt. They continue in their merry activities and matching ensembles throughout
the duration of the war without any significant visual alteration.
Many other pieces of visual propaganda also magnify the distance between the American
civilian and serviceman’s perception of the war. The woman in the War Bonds poster seen in
Figure 5 is happy to help “fight” the war by putting a portion of her paycheck towards
government bonds. Most likely, she has been working in a factory of some kind. The only
visible signs of such work are the slight, smudge marks on her right forearm and on the left side
of her neck just below her chin. However, with the dramatic black-and-white lighting of the
photograph, the dirty parts of her skin are easy to overlook. Her face remains clean and
unblemished, and like the two figures in Parker’s poster, this woman is also smiling. While the
woman in Figure 5 is working outside of her home, her work does not appear to be much more
strenuous than the work of canning vegetables.
The image in the War Bonds poster implies giving up some of every paycheck will make
a difference for the war. Figure 6 is one example meant to show evidence of how the efforts
displayed in Figures 4 and 5 pay off. Figure 6, an OWI war rationing propaganda poster, shows
the beaming face of a GI holding up a tin mug of presumed coffee. The large smile and perfectly
straight, white teeth of this soldier give the image a comforting tone similar to Parker’s canning
poster. Without any outward symbols of rank or name on his uniform shirt, the only real detail
defining him as a solider is his helmet. His face is freshly shaven, his eyes are bright, and his
hands and clothing are incongruently clean for a war zone. This is not the face of a weathered
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combat soldier. When seen in comparison to the Eniwetok marine photograph, the rationing
poster feels less authentic with its staged posture and chipper command. It is as if the soldier in
Figure 6 is raising his cup to offer a “cheers” to the both the viewer and also the women working
in Figures 4 and 5. Propaganda posters like the ones seen in Figures 4, 5, and 6 seem to inhabit
their own sheltered world with a limited perspective of war. Here, war is distant and
untroubling. Nothing could be further from the reality of the men who experienced fighting
situations in Europe and the Pacific.
In the two decades following the Second World War, ten important American war novels
were published. Each draws upon the combat experience of its author and works to counteract
the iconic status of the WWII victory within cultural memory: John Steinbeck’s The Moon is
Down (1942), James Michener’s Tales of the South Pacific (1947), Norman Mailer’s The Naked
and the Dead (1948), Irwin Shaw’s The Young Lions (1948), Herman Wouk’s The Caine Mutiny
(1952), Leon Uris’ Battle Cry (1953), John Hersey’s The War Lover (1959), Joseph Heller’s
Catch-22 (1961), James Jones’ The Thin Red Line (1962), and Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse
Five (1969). All of these novels have war as the main body of action around which the plot
revolves and have soldiers, sailors, airmen, or marines as their main characters. As they follow
individual servicemen through war, these texts present scenes of diversely mismatched GIs who
are annoyed by one another, who hate one another, and yet who are drawn together as a cohesive
unit in surviving combat. WWII veteran and literary historian Paul Fussell calls these GIs
“tools.” “If in the Second World War you’re one of sixteen million, you’re really nothing. You
might as well be an inert item of Government Issue, like a mess kit or a tool, entrenching”
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(Wartime 70). In many of these novels, characters express disillusionment about their
anonymous roles.
At the start of James Jones’ The Thin Red Line, the third-person narrator explains the
soldiers are disenchanted as they approach the beach because they understand they are
disposable: “Before they had arrived, during the long sea voyage, the cargo of men had been
cynical—honestly cynical, not a pose, because they…knew that they were cargo.” To those
transporting them, the men are simply tools of war to be distributed: “To their crews, this was a
routine mission and one they knew well: that of delivering fresh reinforcement troops. But to the
men who comprised the cargo of infantry this trip was neither routine nor known” (1). Similarly,
Kurt Vonnegut’s narrator in Slaughterhouse Five claims soldiers are merely the “listless
playthings of enormous forces” (208). In other literary texts, servicemen are reminded of the
inconsequence of their lives by direct second-person exchanges. For example, in Joseph Heller’s
Catch-22, Yossarian learns from the doctor treating him that the Army Air Corps sees him as
indistinguishable from other soldiers: “As far as we’re concerned, one dying boy is just as good
as any other, or just as bad” (192). The same idea is found in John Steinbeck’s The Moon is
Down. Colonel Lanser tells Lieutenant Prackle he is merely a small device within a larger
system: “You’re not a man anymore. You are a soldier. Your comfort is of no importance, and
Lieutenant, your life isn’t of much importance” (99). Eventually, characters tell each other about
their expected fates. In Norman Mailer’s The Naked and the Dead, Red explains to some fellow
soldiers exactly how expendable they all are: “That rotation ain’t a plan to get men home, it’s a
plan how not to get them home” (500). Leon Uris’ characters discuss the same idea in Battlecry
when Andy screams all of them will die in war: “When you think they’ll send us back—in a box
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maybe!” (637). These novels tell the stories of how soldiers, sailors, airmen, and marines felt
about being dispensable, trapped between their own personal identities and the military’s
construction of their obscurity.
Training was supposed to turn these American men into a homogeneous whole—a
fighting force of efficient, mechanical parts devoid of outwardly recognizable marks of
individuality. The Army worked to get rid of differences by assigning a man an identity as GI
For example, Section I, entitled “The Infantry Soldier,” of the 1940 US Army Infantry Field
Manual for the Rifle Battalion discusses how a soldier must put away his own individual desires
in order to be disciplined to his job: “The soldier is disciplined when he has learned to place the
mission of his unit above his personal welfare and to conform his action to the will of the leader”
(2).18 The second paragraph in this same section of the Manual details the “Main Objective of
Training”: “The main task in the making of a soldier is to inculcate ideals of military
conduct…In general the ideals of the individual will be the military standards inculcated in and
accepted by his unit” (1). Thus, the newly trained soldier was not to have any “ideals” of his
own.
The military constructed a structure for service members that disposed of categories like
individual identity while imposing a new, rigid structure of rank and command. Unfamiliar with
the intricacies of their new social reality, servicemen instead often relied on observable markers
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The military had a procedure, rule, or plan for everything, and the number of US Army
manuals published during WWII was extensive. The Library of Congress notes between 1946
and 1949, the Army had as many as 2,000 manuals listed in the Bibliography of Scientific and
Industrial Reports approved by President Truman. See Library of Congress, “United States War
Department/ Department of the Army Technical Manual Collection.”
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already part of their lives. In the intimate settings of smaller groups like patrol units, men
noticed they looked different from each other. They began to link their fellow servicemen to
classifications that created a social hierarchy based on physical appearance. This helped them to
organize the information of their new world and find, through measurement, their own place in
it.
The primary location of the differences between these men became the face—a detail the
military could never completely mold into uniform parts. Despite helmets and standards of
shaving, men’s faces retained their distinctive characteristics. Such details are also what combat
veterans remember, what they write about, and what they fear will be forgotten. Samuel Hynes
does this near the beginning of his memoir Flights of Passage, when he describes what two other
young recruits look like:
Joe Baird…was tall, and so broad-shouldered and narrow-hipped that he looked
top-heavy. When he moved, he moved very delicately, walking on his tiptoes,
carefully, as though holding back his great energy and strength out of a protective
concern for the world. His friend Wally Milch was a straw-haired, pink-faced
Swede—the kind of boy who at eighteen still hadn’t shaved, and didn’t look as
though he’d ever have to. He had the face of a sweet-tempered child, and that’s
what he was. (15)
Hynes’ details present clear images of Baird and Milch’s physical appearance. By using
language like “narrow-hipped,” “top-heavy,” “straw-haired,” and “pink-faced,” Hynes distances
Baird and Milch from the obscurity of military instruments. Hynes’ text presents these Marine
Corps pilots not as uniform GIs but as individuals. Here, the body, with its unique physical
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characteristics, becomes the site of transgression against anonymity. Several novelists take a
similar approach. For example, Wouk begins The Caine Mutiny with an image of protagonist
Willie Keith. The first sentence of the novel reads, “He was of medium height, somewhat
chubby, and good looking, with curly red hair and an innocent, gay face, more remarkable for a
humorous air about the eyes and large mouth than for any strength of chin or nobility of nose”
(2). Although he is of average height, Willie’s red hair, large mouth, and “humorless air about
the eyes” make him stand apart. By starting his narrative with the specific attributes of one
man’s face, Wouk focuses the reader’s attention on details and elevates the role of the individual
sailor in war.
Countless other faces peer out from a number of American WWII novels: faces of ethnic
diversity, dead faces with glazed eyes, disfigured faces, and faces of pain, shock, fear, and
complacency. These faces register the toll of war on a human level—a useful perspective for the
civilian reader who must view combat vicariously through the soldier’s work. The textual faces
in these novels represent a larger trend in modern war memorialization privileging details as the
most authentic manifestation of war’s reality. Often, readers are able to connect to concrete
images of victims and enemies but not necessarily to incomprehensible destruction or violence:
“Recuperating the individual…is a counterthrust to the blankness, but the numbers have a
tendency to mount up again. Concentration on detail is a means of focusing the endless losses”
(McLoughlin 82). The detail of a specific face serves as a physical location of the dichotomy of
seeing inherent in war—an issue of perception that shifts between a mythologized cultural view
and a combat veteran view, between anonymous GI and individual person.
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On the Need to Tell It As It Was
“If you are going to tell a war story that sprints past the truth, it best not be about war.”19
James Michener’s Pulitzer Prize-winning Tales of the South Pacific opens with the
following lines: “I wish I could tell you about the South Pacific. The way it actually was” (9).
Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse Five begins with a similar pronouncement: “All this happened,
more or less. The war parts, anyway, are pretty much true” (1). Both of these writers initiate
their war novels by addressing the issue of accuracy and truth. However, Michener’s use of the
words “could” and “actually” and Vonnegut’s “pretty much” all indicate it is not entirely
possible to convey war’s reality to the reader.20 Despite the challenges of translating war, war
writers agree breaking through the complacency of mythologized cultural perception is the most
important task. Some, like Paul Fussell, are vociferous in this endeavor. Fussell served in the
US Army infantry during WWII, where he was wounded in France, and the devastating
experience of combat had a profound impact on his view of war. In works like Wartime, Doing
Battle, and The Boys’ Crusade, Fussell argues to romanticize any part of the war is not only
problematic, it also is irresponsible: “I emphasized the dishonorable, cowardly, unimaginative,
and ultimately childish practice of heroizing and cheerfulizing that egregious disaster that killed
and maimed millions and ruined Europe” (Doing Battle 277). “Cheerfulizing” transforms the
war from something like Michener’s Tales of the South Pacific into something like the Rodgers
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This statement was made by New York Times reporter David Carr in 2015. He is referencing
NBC Nightly News anchor Brian Williams’ exaggerated tale of war peril—one that changed over
time to become increasingly more dramatic. See Carr, “Brian Williams, Retreading Memories
From a Perch Too Public,” 8 February 2015.
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Ernie Pyle and Tom Lea both express the same sentiment in their memoirs. For example, see
Lea’s letters to J. Frank Dobie and Pyle, Here is Your War (200).
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and Hammerstein musical South Pacific. The ideals presented in accessible, popular works like
South Pacific are largely disconnected from the brutal realities of combat and are a misguided
focus historian Gary Gerstle refers to as “a traffic in nationalist nostalgia” (Hixson 165). Gerstle
and Fussell are not alone in their criticism. Studs Terkel’s 1985 oral history, “The Good War,”
moves beyond sentimentality and instead presents stories laced with disillusionment, racism,
homophobia, sexism, and hatred, ultimately making his title ironic.
Fussell writes, “I was still doing what I would always do, suggesting what the war was
like for people the stylish don’t run into at cocktail parties” (Doing Battle 277). Fussell’s point is
the truth about war is unpleasant—not something easily glossed over with a song or a party. A
handful of other notable memoirs like Eugene Sledge’s With the Old Breed, Audie Murphy’s To
Hell and Back, Ernie Pyle’s Brave Men and Here is Your War Story of G. I. Joe, Bill Mauldin’s
Up Front, Tom Lea’s Peleliu Landing, and Samuel Hynes’ Flights of Passage also try to do the
same thing. They tell un-redemptive stories about war. The gulf between a work like With the
Old Breed and the musical South Pacific is like the gulf between Figures 1 and 2. As historian
Michael Adams states, “The war myth is distorted not so much in what it says as in what it
doesn’t say” (7). The face of the marine in Figure 2 does not say anything about fear or
exhaustion or difficulty, but the face in Figure 1 does and thus presents what feels like a more
authentic image of war.
Of course, there is a difference between a photograph of a real person like the Eniwetok
marine and a description of a fictional character from a novel like Michener’s. The photograph
captures directly the vision of a moment in war. The novels, by contrast, navigate a greater
ambiguity by situating war into a more complex set of circumstances that includes other
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contextual details like smell, sound, touch, and emotion. In a number of American novels of the
Second World War, characters reside continuously in this ambiguous world, and their textual
faces become a direct expression of the tension between their own anonymity and individuality.
The selection of ten American WWII novels published between 1942 and 1969 all tell
stories of a specific part of a big war: military men and their experience of serving in combat.21
All of these novels were either written by American veterans themselves or by American
correspondents who witnessed the war first-hand. Irwin Shaw, James Jones and Kurt Vonnegut
all enlisted in the US Army; Joseph Heller enlisted in the Army Air Corps; Leon Uris enlisted in
the US Marine Corps; James Michener and Herman Wouk both enlisted in the Navy; Norman
Mailer was drafted into the Army; and, John Steinbeck and John Hersey both served as
correspondents during the war. The war credentials of these writers is an important detail
because veterans seem to agree only a person who was there can really understand what it was
like (Aichinger 60).
A key character in John Steinbeck’s novella The Moon is Down, enemy soldier Colonel
Lanser, helps to illustrate this point. Steinbeck’s text is about a small European town occupied
by enemy forces at the beginning of a war. The occupying army places a spy, Mr. George
Corell, in the town to help guarantee a victory. Corell is described as having a “sharp and bitter”
face with “eyes squinted down like little dead pig’s eyes” (100). When the military arrives and
initially takes possession of the town, Mr. Corell informs Colonel Lanser the war will soon be
over because the entire town is docile and will be easily defeated. Lanser, a seasoned soldier,
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Although women did serve in various military roles in throughout the war, they did not serve
in combat. Therefore, this study is focused on to examining the perspectives of men.
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knows this is not and will not be the case. He responds angrily to Corell: “I’m tired of people
who have not been at war who know all about it” (35). Where Corell is almost delusional in his
optimism, Lanser, by contrast, is sullen and resolute. Lanser goes on to explain that even though
the people of the town may seem docile, reality is a far different matter, and he tells the story of
an old lady who killed twelve men with a hatpin. Corell, who desires to keep his convenient
picture of war, is outraged at Lanser’s bold story: “These are not good things to say, Colonel.”
Lanser responds with: “They are not good things to remember” (36). What exactly is it Lanser
did not want to remember? Steinbeck provides details of this earlier in the novella:
Only Colonel Lanser knew what war really is in the long run. Lanser had been in
Belgium and France twenty years before and he tried not to think what he knew—
that war is treachery and hatred, the muddling of incompetent generals, the torture
and killing and sickness and tiredness, until at last it is over and nothing has
changed except for new weariness and new hatreds. (23)
Later in the novella, Lanser’s veteran perspective and fears prove to be true. The idyllic town
begins to change, “and there was death in the air, hovering and waiting” (57). Steinbeck uses the
quiet faces of the townspeople to convey the simmering tension between the conquered and the
conquerors: “And the hatred was deep in the eyes of the people, beneath the surface” because
they “never relax their hatred” (58). They become “silent enemies,” and “their faces look out of
doorways. The white faces behind the curtains, listening” (64). Although Lanser is a fictional
character, through him Steinbeck demonstrates the gravitas of actual war experience. Corell,
who has never seen or lived any of this, is naïve by comparison; his suggestions of victory are an
insult to Lanser’s past.
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Some scholars disagree with such reliance on the veteran perspective. In his criticism of
Paul Fussell’s 1989 Wartime, historian George Roeder argues Fussell writes from the “viewpoint
of an angry combat veteran” (154). Roeder continues: “Paul Fussell asserted on the basis of his
World War II experience the right to deliver unchallengeable judgments on everything from the
moral character of public officials to the wisdom of the decision to use two atomic bombs in the
war” (154). Roeder’s choice of the word “unchallengeable” is questionable because Fussell does
not command the reader to such a task. By undermining Fussell’s background, Roeder says a
combat background is not necessary to provide critical evaluation about what happened in the
war. Others also caution a perceived “too close” viewpoint of the veteran to write about the war.
For example, Vincent Sherry argues Fussell’s own combat service clouds Fussell’s perception of
war: “A kind of combat gnosticism underlies Fussell’s consideration of war literature and its
intensifying, but limiting, condition” (7). However, if a reader is to be cautious approaching the
text of a veteran, then he or she should be equally cautious with the text of a civilian. After all, it
is Roeder who very problematically writes the following prognosis about the Second World War
in his prologue: “the cause was just, the outcome encouraging as well as sobering” (4). This
kind of statement begins to undermine his objectivity, revealing a preconceived bias that may
inform his evaluation.22
Roeder’s and Sherry’s main success in critiquing other scholars like Fussell is to confirm
that readers should always be alert to the circumstances of production and be mindful of bias.
Although Roeder and Sherry ultimately do seem to take umbrage with war veteran’s memories,
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such memories are essential in trying to piece together an accurate representation of war.
Writers like Mailer, Jones, Shaw, Wouk, Heller, Uris, Hersey, Michener, Steinbeck, and
Vonnegut offer a credible vantage point in their novels. Although their books are all constructed
pieces of fiction, similarities run throughout their WWII stories. They all present the trials of
individuals as their main subject, and they all include details like textual descriptions of faces as
a focused commentary on the events at hand. A balanced analysis of both the war and also its
literature includes a consideration of multiple approaches like the ones presented by Fussell,
Roeder, and Sherry. This includes taking Fussell’s subject matter, the cultural ramifications of
war, Roeder’s perspective, a less emotionally charged view, and Sherry’s methodology,
meticulous scholarship examining formal elements of literature, and applying it to the body of
novels written by American combat veterans after WWII.
Recovering Individuals
Perhaps one the most difficult aspects of the Second World War for many servicemen
was realizing what it meant to be disposable. War itself bears no personal attachment to
individuals, and the military apparatus merely churns them out in pursuit of victory. This
sobering awareness was debilitating for many men. US Marine combat veteran Eugene Sledge
acknowledges this phenomenon: “We were expendable. It was difficult to accept. We come
from a nation and a culture that values life and the individual. To find oneself in a situation
where your life seems of little value is the ultimate in loneliness. It is a humbling experience”
(Fussell, Wartime 293). Sledge’s comment highlights the tension inherent in an American
society both preoccupied with individuality and also with war, both with building people up and
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also with tearing them down.23 The war document “Declaration of Independence” is also a
document imbued with a strong sense of individual agency. These two things, war and
individuality, thus form a kind of basis of American cultural values and inform the literature
created about its largest conflict. American writing about WWII is noticeably preoccupied with
the fate of individual characters. Indeed, as Peter Aichinger writes, characters in these novels
“are obsessed with the idea of their own individuality” (110).24 Therefore, it makes sense that an
extended discussion of American WWII literature would focus on the most central image
defining the American WWII memory—the men who actually fought it.
Once again, A Moon is Down is useful here for the way it not only develops individual
characters but also magnifies the dichotomy of war experience for these individuals. For
example, Colonel Lanser is trapped between his own identity as an individual and the military’s
job for him. This is a struggle Lanser endures for the duration of the novella. At the beginning
of the book, Lanser tries to remind himself he is of no importance: “Lanser told himself he was a
soldier, given orders to carry out. He was not expected to question or to think, but only to carry
out orders; and he tried to put aside the sick memories of the other war and the certainty that this
would be the same” (23). By the end of the novella, it is clear Lanser’s internal conflict with his
own individuality is still present as he discusses the terms of the occupation with the Mayor of
the town. When Mayor Order suggests to Lanser the tactics of the enemy forces will never
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Linderman talks about, “the American veneration of individualism and self-sufficiency” (1).
Also, Walsh suggests there is a clear sense of American values in these war novels due in large
measure to the prevalence of focus on individuals (5).
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succeed, Lanser acknowledges this truth: “Lanser laughed bitterly. “I, an individual man with
certain memories, might agree with you, might even add that one of the tendencies of the
military mind and pattern is an inability to learn, an inability to see beyond the killing which is
its job. But I am not a man subject to memories” (49). Lanser has to force himself to deny his
own cognition. As A Moon is Down ends with an ambiguous non-resolution of the war, so too
does Lanser’s individuality seem to be left obscured by his circumstances. In the beginning of
the text, Lanser is described as tough and tested: “a middle-aged man, gray and hard and tiredlooking. He had the square shoulders of a soldier, but his eyes lacked the blank look of the
ordinary soldier” (12). His eyes reveal he has seen more than his posture indicates. However, by
the end of the novella, when he proclaims he will, “carry out my orders no matter what they are,”
his face is only described as “tight.” Although the reader knows Lanser has something to say
about the idiocy of his “orders,” the war has all but consumed his individual ability to stand out.
Those who survive war are forever changed. They also fear those who died will be
forgotten.25 Wartime correspondent Ernie Pyle writes, “They were just guys from Broadway and
Main Street, but maybe you wouldn’t remember them” (Here is Your War Story 200). Fussell
wrestles with this same doubt in Wartime. He saves his most important gratitude for last: the
individual, specific, named soldiers who were in his unit: “I have a debt as well to the people of
Company F, 410th Infantry… especially Spilman B. Gibbs and Robert E. Lawler, memorable
colleagues once in absurdity, exhaustion, and fear” (x). The purpose of many of these veteranwritten, American WWII novels is not simply to convey the realities of war. It is to
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acknowledge what Pyle and Fussell are talking about—that the price of war is not something any
person can truly come to terms with. As James Jones argues, people do not really want to be
anonymous:
To accept anonymity, along with all the rest he has to accept, is perhaps the
toughest step of all for the combat soldier. He must immerse himself in and
accept wholeheartedly the camouflage position of his servitude—in this case, the
unnamed, anonymous rank and file of identical uniforms stretching away into
infinity, all of them sporting identical headgear (caps or helmets) to hide the
individual faces, which themselves, even, must remain forever fixed and set in
expressionless expressions to match all the other expressions. (WWII: A Chronicle
of Soldiering 122)
Jones says he himself never accepted this, and thus there are novels like The Thin Red Line filled
not with anonymous players but with individual faces. In a way, these novels are like
monuments memorializing individuals, recovering them and holding them up as the true
expenditure of war. Individual characters are thus shown to be not simply tools, but to be
humans, and as such, incongruent instruments to endure combat circumstances.
Another look at the WWII-era propaganda posters of Al Parker reveals what is perhaps
the most genuine image of the conflicted reality of the serviceman. Figure 7 shows the same
mother-daughter duo with a third person: the husband/ father who has just returned from war. At
first glance, this 1945 poster is right in line with the bizarrely cheerful canning activities seen in
Figure 4. The man seems to be back from war without a trace of war on him. The viewer can
clearly see the happy faces of the mother and daughter as they embrace their returning soldier;
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however, the face of the soldier is noticeably unavailable. His face is not accessible to the
viewer just as his war experience is not. The viewer is then left with an abundance of questions:
Did this man serve in combat? Was he physically hurt? Is his face unseen because it was
damaged? Does he bear emotional or psychological wounds? The ambiguity surrounding the
unseen face of this man is the place where the ten American WWII novels discussed here reside.
They deal with questions of availability and accessibility. They navigate between myth and
reality, between combat serviceman and civilian, and between individuals and themselves. They
inhabit the gap between the Eniwetok marine and the Parker canning poster. In doing so, the
novels rest on specific, individuals whose faces can and do exhibit authentic truths about war.
Paul Fussell argues, “the Allied war has been sanitized and romanticized almost beyond
recognition by the sentimental, the loony patriotic, the ignorant, and the bloodthirsty” (Wartime
ix). He then states the purpose of his scholarship is to counteract such misinformation: “I have
tried to balance the scales” (Wartime ix). Writers like Joseph Heller, John Hersey, James Jones,
Norman Mailer, James Michener, Irwin Shaw, John Steinbeck, Leon Uris, Kurt Vonnegut, and
Herman Wouk might have said the same thing.
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CHAPTER 2
VISUALIZING WAR: A CONTEXT OF WAR FACES

The Eniwetok marine photograph is part of a long line of documentation of war faces stretching
back to the Civil War (Hüppauf 131).26 American photographers like Mathew Brady, Alexander
Gardner, and Timothy H. O’Sullivan chronicled scenes of the armies of Union and the
Confederacy.27 What was most shocking to viewers were the images of soldiers’ dead bodies.
Photographs like O’Sullivan’s famous “A Harvest of Death” [Figure 8] show decaying faces and
bloated corpses rotting in situ after the battle of Gettysburg.28 In Figure 8, the mouth of the man
in the foreground is unnaturally open, and his left hand is swollen and stiff with rigor mortis.
Nineteenth-century audiences were used to a more heroic representation of war—painted battle
scenes where combat seemed a demonstration of glorified principle. However, modern warfare,
much more anonymous in its technological methods and in the enormity of its scale, brought
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Bernd Hüppauf indicates a few photographs were taken during the Mexican-American War in
the 1840s, but the Crimean War was the first war documented with photography. While there
are no American photographic records of faces from wars before the Civil War, there are literary
descriptions of what war does to the human body. See for example The Diary of Joseph Plumb
Martin: A Revolutionary War Soldier. Martin describes some of the destruction of combat when
he writes, “Our men were cut up like cornstalks” (44). He also later explains his experience on
coming across decaying bodies: “Some bodies had been so slightly buried that dogs or hogs had
been able to dig them out of the ground. The skulls, bones, and hair were scattered about” (57).
27
Josephine Cobb’s article “Photographers of the Civil War” contains a detailed list of the
names, assistants, and associated military units of many of the photographers of the American
Civil War. Jeff L. Rosenheim estimates there were about 1,000 photographers taking pictures
during the war (1). Brady, Gardner, and O’Sullivan are today perhaps the best known of the
Civil War photographers and have each received critical attention from scholars. The main
reason for this is the fact that there are plenty of photographs attributed to each of these men.
28
Rosenheim explains the images O’Sullivan and Gardner took after the Battle of Gettysburg
have become, “unquestionably the most often reproduced images of the war” (94).
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with it a new kind of visual representation (Hüppauf 135).29 Photography led to what historian
Bernd Hüppauf calls a “democratization of images,” which “established a new visual code
centered on…the ordinariness, in wartime, of the body and the human face.”30 Thus, at the
moment warfare was becoming impersonal, the visual representation of it was becoming more
personal.
A number of American Civil War photographs show scenes similar to “A Harvest of
Death.” O’Sullivan’s “Field Where General Reynolds Fell” [Figure 9] also captures soldiers’
corpses strewn about with swollen bodies. The face of the man in the middle of the image is
clearly visible as his puffed tongue seems to fill the entire space of his open mouth. His eyes,
small and bulging, stare awkwardly up to the body at his left. Metropolitan Museum of Art
curator Jeff L. Rosenheim, who was responsible for the exhibit and publication of Photography
and the American Civil War, discusses how O’Sullivan’s images of Gettysburg display a
violence that is more immediate than images of the same area without bodies. Take, for
example, Mathew Brady’s “Wheat-Field in Which General Reynolds Was Shot” [Figure 10].31
Brady had arrived at Gettysburg ten days after O’Sullivan took his photographs and several days
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Hüppauf explains that the development of war photography coincides with the development of
modern warfare.
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Hüppauf also writes, “It was the ordinary soldier himself who could now appear in the image
of war without the officer’s perspective or the grand historical moment of battle.” These new
war images magnified “the importance of physical details rather than the grand perspective”
(133-134).
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Rosenheim notes Brady’s photographs of Gettysburg were published in Harper’s Weekly on
August 22, 1863 and succeed in elevating Brady’s prominence as a war photographer: “It must
have rankled Gardner that his former employer, now his rival, was last on the field at Gettysburg
yet still won the publicity contest” (94).
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after the bodies had all been buried (Rosenheim 94). There was nothing but landscape for Brady
to photograph, so that is what he took pictures of. In Figure 10, the viewer sees two photographs
placed together to form a panorama. Brady stands on the bottom rails of a fence as he gazes out
across the empty field. Certainly Brady’s scene of the destruction at Gettysburg is incongruent
with O’Sullivan’s.
The difference in Figure 9 and Figure 10 is one of perspective. Brady’s image is largely
detached from any physical suffering. Rosenheim explains Brady himself stars in this moment
of reflection: “He stands alone and contemplates the beautiful Pennsylvania landscape where in
the distance an officer may have been shot in the woods. If the photograph evokes a heavenly
sublime, it does so by intentionally avoiding the hellish reality” (96). In contrast, “Wheat-Field
in Which General Reynolds Was Shot” confronts the “hellish realty” directly, and much like the
anonymous Eniwetok marine photograph, O’Sullivan’s composition privileges the human
subject above everything else. In Figure 9, the dead bodies appear nearly at eye-level as their
forms expand over half of the pictorial space. Here, the perspective is not only immediate, it is
intimate. One can imagine O’Sullivan crouching next to the bodies in this open-air cemetery as
he worked to capture photographic evidence of the war.
Other first-hand witnesses to the carnage of Gettysburg describe scenes similar to the
ones O’Sullivan photographed. In his History of the Eleventh New Jersey Volunteers, Union
Sergeant Thomas Marbaker writes about the impression of seeing so many dead bodies after the
Battle of Gettysburg. He returns continually to the specific detail of faces:
Some, with faces bloated and blackened beyond recognition, lay with glassy eyes
staring up at the blazing summer sun; others, with faces downward and clenched
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hands filled with grass or earth, which told of the agony of the last moments.
Here a headless trunk, there a severed limb; in all the grotesque positions that
unbearable pain and intense suffering contorts the human form, they lay. Upon the
faces of some death had frozen a smile; some showed the trembling shadow of
fear, while upon others was indelibly set the grim stamp of determination. (109110)
Marbaker is not speaking abstractly about an idea of the dead; instead, he uses precise language
such as “bloated and blackened” faces, “glassy eyes,” and “contorted” expressions to call
attention to the specific nature of these dead faces. Marbaker’s text is also intentional in
indicating all of the faces do not look the same; even in death, each retains an individual
response to the circumstances of his demise.
In photographic representation, a similar emphasis on battlefield faces increases as the
war goes on.32 For example, in Figures 11-13, the camera focuses on only one dead soldier. In
each of these three images, the viewer is confronted not with a collection of bodies in a field but
with a single man. Figure 11 is another photograph by Timothy O’Sullivan, this one from the
Battle of Spotsylvania. O’Sullivan could have photographed the Confederate soldier from any
angle, but he chose to approach his subject from the crown of the head. This view places
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Historian William A. Frassanito discusses this same idea in his book Antietam: The
Photographic Legacy of America’s Bloodiest Day. While there are photographs of dead bodies
from Antietam, a large number of images taken after the battle are also of various elements of the
landscape such as fields, bridges, and houses. Frassanito argues Gardner was highly motivated
to get to Gettysburg as soon as possible in order to spend more time taking pictures of the dead.
Frassanito writes, “this is evidenced by the fact that nearly 75 percent of his Gettysburg series
focused on the bloated corpses of soldiers and horses” (285).
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attention directly onto the face of the soldier: the particular slope of his nose and forehead and
his closed mouth. Even the title of this image is more specific than O’Sullivan’s earlier work:
“One of Ewell’s Corps as he lay on the field, after the Battle of the 19th of May, 1864.” Figure
12, taken on the same day, looks at a different soldier.33 Although the body angle in Figure 12 is
the opposite direction from the body angle in Figure 11, the composition also highlights the face.
The viewer’s eye travels up the man’s legs, across his rumpled chest, past the backwards bend of
his neck, and arrives at the gaping mouth and eye. Figure 13 zooms into the human face still
further.34 As the head of the soldier seems to dangle out of the blanket wrapped at its throat, it is
as if all other parts of the body have become less important and almost immaterial—like parallel
shapes to the guns and logs strewn about. Here the face assumes the greatest significance as the
physical marker of the individual price of war.
Rosenheim argues photography during the Civil War was, “an unrehearsed and
unscripted act of collective memory-making” (1). Yet he later contradicts this sentiment when
discussing the issue of artifice. Building on the work of historian William A. Frassanito,
Rosenheim analyzes the fabricated setting of what has become one of the war’s most
controversial images: Gardner’s “Home of a Rebel Sharpshooter” [Figure 14]. Scholars today
agree Gardner and O’Sullivan moved the body of this dead soldier from a field to the enclosed
rock formation and staged the position of the body to increase the dramatic appeal of the image

The title of Figure 12 is even longer and more specific than Figure 11: “Dead Confederate
Soldier as he lay on the field after the battle of the 19th May, near Mrs. Allsop’s, Pine Forest, 3
miles from Spotsylvania Court House, Va.”
34
The photographer of this image is unknown. It was taken later in the war in April of 1865
during the Siege of Petersburg. The title is: “Petersburg, Va. Dead Confederate Soldier with
Gun.”
33
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(Rosenheim 96-98).35 The original location of the body can be seen in Figure 15, which is a
different photograph entitled: “A Sharpshooter’s Last Sleep.” Once again, this difference is one
of perspective. In Figure 14, the soldier’s face has been deliberately turned towards the camera,
calling attention to it in a way the face in Figure 15 does not. Rosenheim explains Gardner’s
actions create a story for this soldier: “At the time, the fallen soldier was just a dead Union
infantryman…until Gardner moved the body and turned him into a Confederate sharpshooter”
(97).36 In this way, Gardner’s image of the “Rebel Sharpshooter” essentially becomes a work of
fiction.37 Fiction or not, Gardner’s photograph still focuses on the face as the most telling detail
of war.
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William Frassanito references this in Gettysburg (192). The Museum of Modern Art
(MOMA), which owns an albumen silver print of this image in its permanent collection,
discusses this on its website. The MOMA catalog entry notes the practice of re-staging a
photograph in order to heighten its dramatic effect was common practice at the time. For
example, Roger Fenton, photographer during the Crimean War, often manipulated landscape
scenes during his documentation (Rosenheim 97).
36
Rosenheim is referencing the fact that in Gardner’s Photographic Sketchbook of the War, the
photographer places these two images next to each other and is deliberately ambiguous about the
military identity of the man. Also see Gardner (88-91). In Figure 15, Gardner identifies the man
simply as a “sharpshooter,” implying he is a Union soldier, whereas in Figure 14, he labels the
man “rebel sharpshooter,” clearly indicating he is a Confederate soldier. Gardner wants the
viewer to believe these are two different soldiers from opposite sides of the conflict, while in
fact, it is actually the same Confederate soldier in both images. The Library of Congress (LOC),
which owns a print of Figure 15, has corrected Gardner’s ambiguity in its collection and entitled
it: “Dead Confederate Soldier in the Devils Den.”
37
Over a century after Gardner’s anthology was published, Max Hastings, author of the
photographic catalog The Faces of World War II, argued, “Almost all great war photographs
show faces, not places or things” (9). This is a sentiment Gardner himself might have agreed
with. Rosenheim writes Gardner also might have been motivated to manipulate this scene by the
fact that this man had just died, and his face was more “lifelike” than other corpses Gardner had
photographed (96).
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Brady, Gardner, and O’Sullivan were not the only ones to document the body trauma
from the Civil War. Others, like US Army physician Dr. Reed Brockway Bontecou, used
photography as a teaching mechanism. Bontecou assembled a collection of 570 photographs of
injured soldiers into an album cataloging the war carnage (Rosenheim 178).38 On pages like the
one seen in Figure 16, men stare at the camera, presenting their injuries for observation.
Although Bontecou’s focus is on wounds of all kind, he is careful to include the face of the
soldiers as well. Most of the soldiers sit with a sign identifying their name and then a limb or
some other area of their body propped in a way to highlight the injury. By also showing the
faces of these men, Bontecou specifies war’s effects in a way other details cannot. If he had only
photographed the damage, the bodies would have remained detached. Even with the names, the
men would still appear oddly anonymous. Instead, the addition of all of the individual faces
gives the album a sense of urgency. One hundred and fifty years later, these faces still feel fresh
and relevant. They do not look so different from the faces of today, thus enabling the modern
viewer to make a visceral connection to the soldiers of that nineteenth-century war.
Literary fictions about the Civil War also call attention to the detail of the face, much like
Marbaker does in his history and O’Sullivan and others do in their photographs. The short
stories of Ambrose Bierce, who personally witnessed the destruction of the war, are one such
example. In “One Officer, One Man,” Bierce gives a description of the face of a dying man:
“The face was crushed into the earth and flattened. It looked yellow already, and was repulsive”
(211). Another example is found in Stephen Crane’s novella The Red Badge of Courage. About
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Bontecou took all of the photographs at Harewood US Army General Hospital in Washington,
D.C. between 1864 and 1865.
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a quarter of the way into the story, just as the main battle action is starting, protagonist Henry
Fleming stares in amazement at the faces of his fellow soldiers:
The battle reflection that shown for an instant in the faces on the mad current
made the youth feel that forceful hands from heaven would not have been able to
have held him in place…There was an appalling imprint upon these faces. The
struggle in the smoke had pictured an exaggeration of itself on the bleached
cheeks and in the eyes wild with one desire. (26)
It is important to note Crane himself did not experience combat during the Civil War. However,
after he had already published The Red Badge of Courage, he did observe the violence of war as
a correspondent while in Cuba during the Spanish-American War. He wrote about his
experiences in “War Memories,” first published in December of 1999 in the Anglo-Saxon
Review, where he describes seeing a man dying a slow, painful death in front of him (12).
Some fifty years after the American Civil War, another war brought focus to faces in a
way no other conflict had prior. World War I wrecked Europe with technological intensity and
brought with it new and unimagined combat injuries.39 Never before had men blasted each other
with high explosives across shallow trenches. Nor had so many of them returned home with
such violently disfigured faces.40 The combat trenches used during the First World War
expanded the possibility of soldier’s faces being one of the primary areas of the body to suffer

In the essay “Fixing Faces” in Flags and Faces David M. Lubin argues the First World War,
“affected the disposition of faces—their ideological significance, aesthetic value, and material
reality—as never before in the history of armed conflict” (47).
40
As a result of the limited role the US played in WWI, the abundance of visual and literary texts
that display and describe faces from the war tend to come from Europe.
39
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injury.41 This left an entire population of European men alive but physically changed—a
dichotomy, which produced conflicting responses (Lubin 48).42 Many of the injured men who
returned home were shunned in public. A 1916 The New York Times article quotes an
anonymous woman who explains how unpleasant it was to look at returning soldiers who had
damaged faces: “It was the frightfulness of the men…who were distorted, made unforgettably
terrible, whose faces were half gone. It was the look of them, the horror of them when you met
them in the street.”43 How could all of these thousands of faceless men become functioning
members of society again? Some, like Harold Delf Gillies, Anna Coleman Ladd, and the
American Ambulance, saw the path away from war’s destruction was one of reconstruction—the
literal reconstruction of the faces of soldiers.
A first-hand civilian observer of such battle wounds was Anne Vanderbilt, who went to
see the work of the American Ambulance hospital operations at Neuilly, which she helped to
fund. Of her experience there, she remarks: “The horrible abnormalities that result from warfare
do not come within our comprehension. Unless you have seen them you cannot realize how

“While these trenches protected men’s bodies, they often left their heads exposed. A sniper’s
bullet could shear off the jaw or tear away the nose of a man who had the misfortune to raise his
head at the wrong moment” (Lubin 47).
42
See also “Miracles of Surgery on Men Mutilated in War.” The 1916 article explains, “The
explosion of shells in the trenches is very apt to tear away part of a man’s face. And soldiers so
wounded do not often die of their wounds.”
43
“Miracles of Surgery on Men Mutilated in War.” Lubin also cites this article. However, his
footnote indicates he is quoting the 1916 article as he found it in a 1997 book about the history of
plastic surgery. A closer look at the original NYTimes article reveals additional, primary source
material that could have been useful to Lubin’s own study.
41
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terrible all that is.”44 Vanderbilt then explains how essential the work of the Ambulance is: “The
Ambulance takes these torn, mutilated beings, without any faces, who would otherwise be
unbearably repulsive…and makes them over. It turns them into normal men again, so that they
can live normal lives, as individuals.” Vanderbilt is making a huge assumption by suggesting
recovering from war’s trauma is as simple as stitching together battle wounds. In the entire
article, she never discusses the psychological damage soldiers often endure in combat.
However, the Vanderbilt interview succeeds in underscoring the magnitude of the face’s role in
establishing a person’s place in society—that is to be a “normal individual” requires having an
intact face.45 Certainly Gillies and Ladd might also have agreed.
Harold Delf Gillies was a British surgeon who pioneered techniques of plastic surgery
in an attempt to fix faces (Lubin 52).46 An example of Gillies’ work can be seen in Figure 17.
This series of photographs show William M. Spreckley, a British soldier who lost his entire
nose in the Battle of Ypres. The four image details follow Spreckley’s transformation from
1917, when his gaping nasal cavity appears as a dark hole at the center of his face, through to
1957, where he looks, as Vanderbilt would say, “normal.” Like Bontecou had years before,
Gillies also created an album as a way to collect all of the faces he had been working with. In

Vanderbilt describes the soldiers’ bodies as, “mutilated and repulsive pieces of human
wreckage taken from the battlefield.” She continues: “You can’t even talk about it very much.”
See “Miracles of Surgery on Men Mutilated in War.”
45
Vanderbilt argues it is not just her opinion about damaged faces of which she speaks, but that
injured soldiers themselves see their faces as problematic: “As these men come to the
Ambulance and as they would remain for the rest of their lives if their wounds were simply left
to heal, they are objects of indescribable repulsiveness both to themselves and to everyone who
sees them.”
46
Lubin estimates Gillies treated at least 2,000 patients during the Battle of the Somme alone.
44
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1920, he published the medical textbook Plastic Surgery of the Face: Based on Selected Cases
of War Injuries of the Face. The introduction to the book explains although plastic surgery had
long been practiced in human society, it was WWI specifically that created a huge demand for
facial reconstruction (Gillies ix; Lubin 53).
In a similar effort to help soldiers with wounded faces, Anna Coleman Ladd, an
American sculptor working in Paris, created masks for men to wear over their injuries. The
masks, made of tin or copper, were meant to act as a kind of recuperation object—allowing the
soldiers to rejoin everyday life (Lubin 68). In Figure 18, the man’s lost nose and unrecognizable
mouth are covered by a mask conveniently held in place at his ears. The mask is even efficient
enough to allow the man to smoke.
Not everyone was as optimistic as Gillies and Ladd. In Germany, especially after the
war, a number of artists and activists saw the war-shattered body as irreparable. Otto Dix, who
served in the German Army during WWI and fought in the Battle of the Somme, returned home
traumatized by what he had seen. Dix went on to become an artist, and the brutality and violence
he saw in war continued to influence his art for the duration of his career.47 In 1924, he
published Der Krieg, a collection of fifty etchings and drawings of war carnage.48 Many of the
images are of damaged and deranged faces. For example, “Skin Graft,” seen in Figure 19, shows
a soldier whose face has been partially blown off.49 His injuries are so severe, if the viewer
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Another German artist whose work was heavily influenced by his experience of serving in
WWI was George Grosz. Like Dix, Grosz also produced images of broken and blasted faces.
48
English translation of “Der Krieg” is “The War.”
49
Alternate title of Figure 19 is “Transplantation.” The Museum of Modern Art has a print of
this etching in their German Expressionism Collection. See MOMA.org.
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covers the left side of the image, then the right side is not recognizable as a face of any kind.
The ear, the eye, and the nose are all gone.50
Another German who produced a book of images dedicated to the First World War’s
destruction was the anti-war activist Ernst Friederich.51 Also published in 1924, Friederich’s
book War Against War! contains scenes of destroyed buildings and graphic photographs of dead
or injured bodies. Although all of the bodies are not of soldiers but also of civilians, he does
have an entire section called “War Faces,” which contains horrific faces like the one seen in
Figure 20. In Figure 20, the severity of war damage has almost succeeded in erasing this face.
The arc of blank, black space is so extreme it lends the face an air of fabrication, as if some
modern computer graphic hacked away at the flesh-colored pixels.
Friederich wanted to repel—indeed, create physical revulsion in—ignorant
idealists, those who believed in the moral justness of war, and cynical
pragmatists, who profited from it economically, by confronting them with
unmistakable evidence of its ugliness. The images in War Against War! treat the
men’s face wounds in a fetishistic manner, eliciting from the viewer an almost
voyeuristic compulsion to look and look away at the same time. (Lubin 27)
David Lubin argues Friederich ultimately fails at his purpose because the photographs become
sensationalized in their attempt to grab the viewer’s attention. Friederich’s book is in the same
tradition as the albums created by Bontecou and Gillies. They prove their purpose by the volume

This soldier looks remarkably similar to William Spreckley, seen in Gillies’ photographs in
Figure 17.
51
Unlike Dix and Grosz, Friederich did not serve in the military during WWI; instead, he was in
prison.
50
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of bodies presented as evidence. However, while Reed and Gillies’ aim is the advancement of
medicine and science, Friederich’s aim is the political ideology of pacifism—he hates war and
wants to prevent it. These different ideas about how to go forward after the war both have the
face at its center. The dichotomy of vision created by these albums is a recurrent theme in the
display of war faces where viewers desire to see but are simultaneously repulsed by what they
see.
At the same time European photographers and artists represented the First World War,
many writers described the experience in literary works. Just like in the photographs and
paintings, literature written during and directly after the war is filled with descriptions of faces
that stare out from the texts.52 Authors like Wilfred Owen, Ernst Jünger, Erich Remarque, and
Henri Barbusse describe in graphic detail the faces they encountered in the trenches of Europe.
In the poem Exposure, Owen talks about a burial party shivering in the night cold to “pause over
half-known faces. All their eyes are ice” (49). Later, in Sentry, he tells of a soldier who falls
down a flight of stairs after being blinded by a blast. The sentry is desperate in his blindness and
screams out in the absence of sight. This vision of the man’s face haunts Owen: “Eyeballs,
huge-bulged like squids’,/ Watch my dreams still” (61). However, like Corporal Lanser in
Steinbeck’s A Moon is Down, Owen tries to forget the horror of the things he has seen: “I try not
to remember these things now” (61). Perhaps the most well-known description of a face in
Owen’s poetry comes from Dulce Et Decorum Est. The “hanging face” of a gassed soldier
haunts the narrator forever: “In all my dreams, before my helpless sight,/ He plunges at me,
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Roeder goes as far as to say these written descriptions of the war were even more powerful
than the photographic ones (17).
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guttering, choking, drowning” (55). So central is the graphic vision of this dying man’s face,
Owen sets these two lines apart from the rest of the poem to form their own stanza for greater
emphasis. The poem explains if the reader could walk “Behind the wagon that we flung him in,/
And watch the white eyes writhing in his face,” then no one would ever glorify war again,
claiming it is sweet and proper to die for one’s country.
Ernst Jünger presents a similarly haunting scene in his memoir Storm of Steel. Near the
beginning of the book, which is written as a kind of personal account of the war, Jünger
describes his experience upon entering a French trench and what he saw: “A headless torso was
jammed in some shot-up beams. Head and neck were gone, white cartilage gleamed out of
reddish-black flesh. I found it difficult to fathom. Next to it a very young man lay on his back
with glassy eyes—a shudder that I never quite lost in the course of the war” (26). In this
passage, Jünger writes about both a body with no face that is “difficult to fathom,” and a face
with “glassy eyes.” Like Owen, Jünger is haunted by the dead face, and it comes to symbolize
his memory of war.
In All Quiet on the Western Front, Erich Remarque gives what has become one of the
most well-known scenes involving a face in early twentieth-century war literature. Trapped in a
large shell-hole, protagonist Paul Bäumer fatally wounds an enemy soldier. Bäumer is then
forced to watch the other man die slowly and painfully over the next many hours: “The man
gurgles. It sounds to me as though he bellows” (136). Both the sound and the sight of the dying
soldier bring Bäumer near the point of insanity: “By noon I am groping on the outer limits of
reason” (137). So powerful is this dying body, it is like a weapon towards Bäumer, “an invisible
dagger with which he stabs” him (137). Even as the enemy’s body is incapacitated in death, the
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face still has emotive capability. As written in Owen’s poems and Jünger’s account, Remarque’s
Bäumer is plagued by the face he sees. “But the eyes cry out, yell, all the life is gathered
together in them for one tremendous effort to flee, gathered together there in a dreadful terror of
death, of me” (138). When at last the soldier dies, Bäumer looks again at the man’s face: “For a
moment the face seems almost healthy; then it collapses suddenly into the strange face of the
dead that I have so often seen, strange faces, all alike” (139). Through this scene, Remarque ties
Bäumer’s shattering war experience to his interaction with the face.
Henri Barbusse’s novel Under Fire is also filled with destroyed and graphic faces that
resemble the ones described by Jünger and Remarque. However, where Remarque’s Bäumer
agonizes over the face of a dead enemy soldier, Barbusse’s narrator is forced to examine the
damaged faces of those who were serving with him in his platoon. This is a shattering
experience for him. After a German bombardment scatters the members of his unit, the narrator
goes out to look for the other soldiers. He finds four of them dead. As he comes upon each of
the men, the narrator tells the reader what the bodies and faces look like. He give the specific
name of the man and then details the different facial postures of death. Barque’s face is “dark
and polluted by the clammy stains of disordered hair, and his wide scalded eyes are heavily
encrusted with blackened blood” (227). Eudore’s face is, “completely white, so white as to
remind you of the befloured face of a pierrot” (227). Biquet looks as if he is trying to do or say
something in death: “The extreme exertion overflows upon the protruding cheek-bones and
forehead of his grimacing face, contorts it hideously, sets the dried and dusty hair bristling,
divides his jaws in a spectral cry, and spreads wide the eyelids from his lightless troubled eyes,
his flinty eyes” (228). The last of the four, Lamuse, “had a puffed and creased face, and the eyes
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were gradually sinking into their sockets, one more than the other.” Later in the novel, the
narrator explains the sights are so terrible they defy explanation: “No, one cannot imagine. All
these disappearances at once surpass the imagination” (265). Even in their varied states of
violent death, these four soldiers’ faces remain unique. The narrator sees the difference in their
coloring and position and remembers the variety of the ghastly details. Through the faces, he
recalls the individuals who he once knew. It is the connection between the view in front of him
and the memory of what he once knew that profoundly registers the war: “When you hear of or
see the death of one of those who fought by your side and lived exactly the same life, you receive
a direct blow in the flesh before even understanding. It is truly as if you heard of your own
destruction” (266). For this unnamed narrator, the specificity of the destruction is what is too
great to bear. As he says, this observation causes a mark of pain akin to a physical injury in the
viewer. Barbusse’s passage also seems to speak for the kinds of faces drawn by Otto Dix and
held up for inspection by Ernst Friederich. In these visual and literary examples, the face
mangled by modern warfare is one of the lasting images of WWI.
For America, the Second World War was far more encompassing than the first, and a
greater variety of visual material was produced. WWII-era posters, cartoons, illustrations,
photographs, and even paintings reveal a preoccupation with the representation of the face.
Propaganda posters were incorporated into much advertising, and military and commercial
enterprises alike relied on the trope of the American GI as a way of connecting to the viewer. In
Figure 21, a 1940 advertisement for Nestle Chocolate, the product is dwarfed by the size of the
soldier’s head at the top, which takes up nearly two-thirds of the picture plane. In standard GI
iconography, the man wears his hemisphere-style helmet, his face shaded slightly under its
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dome. Eager to capitalize on customers’ patriotic ideals, Nestle tells a story in words and
pictures about how their chocolate is helping to win the war. In case anyone dismisses chocolate
as an unnecessary luxury, the poster loudly proclaims, “Chocolate is a Fighting Food!” The face
of the man looks vaguely dirty but is still youthful and healthy. His furrowed brow gives him a
serious countenance as he stares resolutely out at the task before him, clutching a bar of
chocolate in his left hand. Confirming their dedication to servicemen while urging civilians to
purchase their product, Nestle asserts, “the chocolate bar has come into its own on every fighting
front of the war.” This argument is accompanied by smaller images of diving war planes,
storming tanks, Jeeps crashing through water, and soldiers armed to fight, which all hover
around the central face of the GI. By using such a large picture of one soldier’s head and face,
Nestle hopes the viewer will relate to the human element of war and thus buy more chocolate.
A second advertisement [Figure 22], this one for Bankers Trust Company during the
1944 Sixth War Loan Campaign, shows a similar GI. Here, the face of the soldier occupies half
of the poster. This man is more directly engaged in the work of combat—he uses his teeth to
pull the pin out of a grenade. Like Nestle, Bankers Trust uses pathos to appeal to the viewer’s
sense of duty.53 The squinted eyes and grimacing mouth of this GI make it clear war is strenuous
and dangerous. The poster asks the civilian to put just as much effort into the war: “Let’s Get
Our Teeth In It!” If the face is not enough to compel the observer to rush out and buy more
bonds, then Bankers Trust hopes guilt will. The text at the bottom of the poster gives clear
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It is important to note the two posters in Figures 21 and 22 have different aims—one to sell a
product and the other, far more complex, to promote a war financing program through a bank.
Although the goals are very different, the visual method is similar.
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directions: “No matter how hard it is for us to buy more War Bonds, we can never approach the
sacrifice which this fighting American is making for us. When we realize the hardships our sons
and brothers are going through, we know that buying Bonds is not a sacrifice.” The
photographic image of the face and the written reference to “this fighting American” serve to
personalize the war.
The United States military often used the face of GIs to recruit prospective servicemen.
For example, in Figure 23, the Army Corps of Engineers presents the image of an individual
solider to explain their work. Like the Nestle and Bankers Trust advertisements, this poster
seems to display the same GI once again. Where the Nestle ad shows scenes of war circling the
man’s head, in Figure 23, the soldier stands astride the battle. Armored vehicles filled with
troops pass through his legs while bombs explode all around, yet the engineer is unfazed because
it is his job to “Clear The Way.” As he grips a sledge hammer and a rifle with a long bayonet,
this soldier looks confident. His head is lifted and tilted slightly backward revealing a clear face
whose determined expression echoes the Nestle soldier. Figure 24 places a serviceman in
combat in a similar fashion to the Bankers Trust advertisement. The viewer sees the dirty face of
a marine as he approaches barbed wire while under heavy fire in a jungle environment. His face
stares straight ahead as if looking just off the shoulder of the viewer. His mouth is formed into a
kind of growl-like response, and a smoke plume glides across the medallion of his helmet where
a bullet has just whizzed by. If a person does not know what the US Marines are about, then this
recruitment poster serves to illustrate the kind of action these military men will experience in
war.
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Faces also appear in posters intended for a military audience. Figure 25 shows a combat
soldier urging others forward with his reaching left hand, a leaning posture implying motion, and
his open mouth, which shouts, “We have just begun to fight!” This face is in the style of the
regular GI and as such connects with the average infantry viewer. The man’s eyes seem to look
both up at the letters above him and out at some invisible platoon. Below his rifle, a list of
battles reminds the viewer where they have already been. Unlike the marine seen in Figure 24,
this soldier appears in a blank landscape. The battle names alone serve to call forth the image of
their respective terrains. Without being tied to one specific location, this soldier can stand for
any number of future or past engagements. The poster seen in Figure 26 takes this idea one step
further. Here, the face of the standard GI has been replaced by the battle-hardened face of Uncle
Sam himself. This Uncle Sam is much tougher than he was in WWI. His patriotic top hat has
been replaced by a basic Army helmet, his hair is a little more close-cut, and he has lost his
formal frock coat in favor of a workman-like vest. Uncle Sam’s shirt also reveals he is ready for
action: the collar is unbuttoned, and the sleeves are rolled up to the elbow. Although he retains
his iconic finger-pointing gesture, in Figure 26, Uncle Sam now bears a rifle. Instead of
commanding the male viewer to join the Army, the WWII Uncle Sam commands the already
enlisted/ conscripted soldier to be mindful of his resources. Whether the resource is a
serviceman’s own body or the supplies loaned to him by the Army is left unclear. The insertion
of the face of Uncle Sam into the setting of a GI is a powerful message of connection akin to
fraternity. If Uncle Sam can bear his weapon, then the viewer can, too. A third military poster,
which deals directly with the idea of the face is Figure 27. This poster was created by Private F.
Smith at Pendleton Field, Oregon (Gregory 12). Smith uses a colloquial concept to urge soldiers
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to use discretion in discussing war information. Although the poster does not show the face of a
GI, the phrase reiterates the importance of presenting a uniform “face” to the world in order to
win the war.
Occasionally, the US War Department propaganda posters were intended to be like a
direct exchange between the GI and the civilian viewer. In Figures 28-31, the American
government uses the face of the GI to elicit continued war support from the population. Figures
28 and 29 call on the viewer to either get a job or keep working hard at that job. Two GI faces,
one photographic and one illustrated, play on the viewer’s emotions to carry out these orders.
The solider in Figure 28 is part of a supply chain loading materials in the war zone. His tough
hands and facial stubble make him look weathered. In Figure 29, the GI’s face is dirty, and he
appears almost sad as he stares out at the war. The poser makes a clear point of linking the
civilian’s duty to the specifics of the man shown on the poster because getting a job will “help
him fight.” Several posters display faces making direct eye contact with the viewer. Figures 30
and 31 have damaged faces designed to shame the observer into action. The GI in Figure 30 has
blood dripping from his left temple. He glares out of the poster, and his eyes provide the same
emphasis as the enlarged text of the word “REALLY.” Without the ever-present helmet, it is
difficult to determine if the man in Figure 31 is a civilian worker or a soldier. Instead of blood,
he has a bandage covering half of his face, clearly indicating he is injured. Like the GI in Figure
30, this man also scowls at the viewer. These last two posters deliberately present faces, which
directly meet the gaze of the viewer, preventing the audience from missing the individuals
participating in war.
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The role of the face is so central in building a connection and in motivating people that
the Office of War Information (OWI) even approved an entire series of posters of the faces of
civilians. Figure 32 shows twelve of the fourteen images produced by the War Production Board
(Gregory 112). Here, a spectrum of working-class faces are collected to emphasize average
civilians’ efforts in the war. This variety includes: a smiling young boy with freckles and
strawberry-blond hair (32.e), a young woman who looks out at the viewer and wears a man’s
button-down shirt (32.l), a middle-aged man with suspenders who most likely works in a factory
(32.b), and an older man whose face seems to float in the darkness around him (32.c). The
concept of Allied unity is enhanced by the inclusion of British and French citizens who both
address the American audience. Despite the diversity of gender, age, profession, and nationality,
all of the civilian faces are white. This lack of racial and ethnic diversity mirrors the model set
by the poster images of GI faces. Obscured by helmets, the GI faces all begin to blur together
and appear homogenous.54
The visual standard of the GI face was not relegated to propagandistic posters (Brewer
110).55 Servicemen were also subject to representative uniformity in journalistic reports at
home. Of all military personnel, combat infantry paid the highest price.56 Correspondents were
“satisfied to let American fighting men appear as neither saints nor heroes but merely as persons
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The uniform GI face is always a white male, meaning it is not represented as black, Hispanic,
Native American, Asian, or female.
55
For example, Hollywood “rarely included racial minorities in its wartime portrayals” even
though minorities were part of the American military during WWII.
56
On front lines during the war, unknown replacements often rotated into position. WWII
veteran Eugene Sledge says, “It was common throughout the campaign for replacements to get
hit before we even knew their names. They were…like homeless waifs, unknown and faceless to
us” (267).
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doggedly determined to win the war and return home” (Lundberg 384). Many war-time
newspaper reports discussed soldiers and sailors in nameless terms. US Marine Corps combat
correspondent Herman Kogan recalls how he referred to the men in his reports: “There were the
Joe Blow stories. That’s what they were called. Marine private so-and-so, somewhere in the
Pacific” (Terkel 365).57 However, despite civilian media trends, to veterans of WWII, the men
they served alongside of were not “Joe Blows.” While en masse WWII servicemen might have
appeared anonymous, in particular, they were individuals with clearly illustrated features and
personalities. It is only that they “seemed” anonymous, not that they were. Samuel Hynes
discusses this in his memoir Flights of Passage:
In a barracks, life begins anonymously. Every bed is like every other bed, lockers
are identical, all arrangements are symmetrical…No individual is to be
distinguished from another. But gradually personality seeps in and fills the spaces
between the identical beds, and makes the barracks into a human community, and
the anonymous others into people. (41)
As Hynes explains, the Army is not able to eradicate every trace of individuality. Instead, as
“personality seeps” into military life, anonymous men become known people to each other. It is
the human connection afforded by this familiarity that most defines servicemen’s experiences.
Illustrations and cartoon drawings created by imbedded reporters more accurately
represented the wartime conditions of servicemen than the various posters and newspaper reports

Fussell calls these WWII servicemen “faceless young automatons” who were “bereft of
significant individual personality [and crafted] into quasi-mechanical interchangeable parts”
(Wartime 66-67). He also argues due to the development of media culture, WWII servicemen
“seemed even more anonymous” than WWI servicemen.
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did. Bill Mauldin, who won the Pulitzer Prize in 1945 for his editorial cartoons, is perhaps the
best-known of these illustrators because he was both prolific and also well-published (Voss 109).
Mauldin possessed an authentic perception of the average American solider in WWII because he
was one. He served as a Sergeant in the US Army Forty-fifth Infantry Division and received the
Purple Heart (Pyle, Brave Men 130). While serving, he also managed to find time to make small
drawings of the combat life he experienced in the European Theater. Three years after enlisting
in 1940, Mauldin received a full-time opportunity to write for the 45th Division News, and by
1944, he worked exclusively for Stars and Stripes (Voss 109).58 Mauldin often lampooned the
Army by pointing out the absurdities of military procedures: “In large part, Mauldin’s
phenomenal rise as a cartoon chronicler of the war rested on the stooped shoulders of two
unshaven, hollow-eyed infantrymen, generally known as dogfaces and individually as Willie and
Joe” (Voss 111). At first glance, Mauldin’s Willie and Joe seem to conform to the anonymous
visual standards of the GI posters. For example, the frontispiece of Mauldin’s Up Front shows
two, roughly identical soldiers]. A detail of Figure 33 reveals the men have a similar stance, are
about the same height, are both growing beards, and look almost like twins—a look war
correspondent Ernie Pyle describes as reminiscent of a “hobo” (Brave Men 128). However,
although Mauldin acknowledges the intentionality with which he made Willie and Joe look
similar, he also points out the features that make them different from each other: “Willie and Joe
aren’t at all clever. They aren’t even good cartoon characters, because they have similar features
which are distinguishable only by their different noses. Willie has a big nose and Joe has a little

In addition to the Army’s main daily publication, Mauldin’s cartoons were also regularly
printed in numerous civilian newspapers in America.
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one.” Mauldin further separates Willie from Joe when he writes, “Joe is in his early twenties and
Willie is in his early thirties—pretty average ages for the infantry” (41-42). Therefore, even
though Willie and Joe are typical ages for combat soldiers, they are not the same age as each
other.
An examination of a number of different cartoons proves Willie and Joe actually have
noticeably unique characteristics. In Figure 34, Mauldin heightens the difference between
Willie’s nose and Joe’s nose by placing Willie’s face in profile. Willie’s nose has a clearly
defined hook at the top, which arcs downward and makes his nose sharper. In contrast, Joe’s
nose is round. Mauldin further distances the two soldiers from each other in Figure 35. Here
Willie appears without a helmet, and his face is in a similar profile position to Figure 34. The
absence of a helmet draws the viewer’s eye to Willie’s hair. Willie’s nose is jagged, while Joe’s
plump nose extends outward from his face. As is seen in Figure 34, Willie’s mouth makes an
open, almost rectangular hole as his upper and lower jaw seem to move in conversation. Joe’s
mouth in both Figure 34 and Figure 35 is closed in a thin line. The two men stare directly into
each other’s eyes, yet their bodies face in opposition directions. Whereas Willie’s body is
relaxed and available for the viewer’s gaze, Joes’ body remains closed off. The difference
between these two individuals in combat is magnified even further in Figure 36 when Mauldin
removes all of Willie’s clothes. Now, Willie and Joe appear to be entirely different and
distinguishable people. Once again, Willie’s profile reveals his angled nose, while Joe’s
downward-looking glance allows his circular nose to sit more snugly to his face. Here, the
bodies of the two GIs occupy distinct spaces: Joe stands above and outside of the mud hole
where Willie sits having a bath. A final example, Figure 37, provides a commentary on the
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tension between a soldier’s experience of individuality and obscurity in wartime. Figure 37
displays Willie and Joe in perhaps their most disparate images. Willie leans forward in the
barber’s chair, his head freshly shaved, and his beard completely shaved off. Joe rests nearby
with his beard on full display, while his cap covers his head. In Figure 37, Joe looks like he has
in the other Mauldin cartoons; Willie looks nearly transformed. Staring at the mirror in front of
him, Willie studies his own face. The moment he looks the most like an individual, Mauldin has
Willie exclaim, “I’m naked!” Thus, as this soldier appears the least similar to other GIs, he
experiences a kind of loss of identity. Figure 37 demonstrates Willie is not what Fussell calls an
“interchangeable part.” However, Mauldin’s caption indicates the demands of military culture
were strong enough to make the soldier who stood out desire to fit in. In this way, Mauldin gives
both of his GIs a name and a face. Thus, Willie and Joe are not truly anonymous.
Mauldin’s choice of average soldiers as the focal point of his images is significant. In
showcasing them, Mauldin makes it clear men like Willie and Joe are the most consequential
figures in war: “I’ve used Willie and Joe in my cartoons because riflemen like them are the basic
guys and the most important guys in war” (92).59 Many American military men were ordinary
people like Willie and Joe, and the success of Mauldin’s cartoons speaks to the accessibility of
these images. Not only did Mauldin visualize tangible individuals for the audience to invest in,
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Both Studs Terkel and Ernie Pyle also see the infantryman as the essential figure in the
American memory of WWII. On the opening page of The Good War, Terkel offers this
dedication: “The memory of the rifleman is what this book is about” (3). In direct reference to
Mauldin’s work, Pyle explains how the ordinariness of Willie and Joe was of critical importance
to their popularity: “Mauldin’s cartoons…are about the men in the line—the tiny percentage of
our vast Army who are actually up there doing the dying. His cartons are about the war” (Brave
Men 128).
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he also navigated the confusion between what the Army proclaimed its purpose to be and the
reality many men felt. Military training attempted to instill confidence in both men and also the
mission. For example, the 1941 US Army Basic Field Manual: Soldier’s Handbook states the
following in its foreword:
In making yourself an efficient soldier you are helping to build a defense for our
country that nothing can destroy. You are repaying your obligation to the United
States for all the benefits of the past and are declaring your faith in our future. If
you will make a part of yourself the following characteristics of the good soldier,
you will be doing your part in upholding the glorious reputation of the Army of
the United States. (FM 21-100, III)
Texts like Mauldin’s directly contradict such indoctrination. There is nothing “glorious” about
the circumstances Willie and Joe find themselves. Indeed, the whole purpose of Mauldin’s
cartoons is to reveal the very un-glorious nature of the work of the infantry. Their bodies could
be destroyed, they usually were uncertain about future events, and they felt in no way like
“good” soldiers. All that remained, therefore, was the men as they observed and interacted with
each other. In this way, individual faces like those of Willie and Joe help to remind the viewer
of the human cost of war.
Mauldin’s illustrations were relatively available to both military and civilian audiences at
the time of their creation. This was not the case for all visual representations of the war. Many
photographs, for example, were heavily censored.60 The Office of Censorship, the Office of War
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As part of the enormous war effort, the US had dozens of official photographers sent alongside
troops to record the war efforts. WWII photography led to an increasing realism in war
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Information, and the military itself all monitored the news, controlling both information and also
images that circulated about America’s war efforts (Voss 20). One of their primary tasks was to
keep the general public supportive of and engaged in the war while preventing them from
becoming enraged at the human cost of the war. As such, at the beginning of the war, the only
photographs American civilians saw of American soldiers were of men who were still alive.
Images like the ones taken by Margaret Bourke-White in Europe and Africa were nonthreatening to mainstream audiences back home. For example, Figure 38.a shows an unknown
US Army Engineer in Germany in 1943. The close-up shot of this helmeted soldier seems to
refer directly to so many of the propagandistic posters and fits in line with the GI aesthetic.
Similarly, Figure 38.b, of ball turret gunner Sergeant James M. Abbott before a bombing mission
over the Sahara Desert in 1943, utilizes the same type of composition. Instead of a helmet,
Abbott wears a flying cap and goggles, but the effect is the same.61 Neither of these soldiers
appears to be in distress. Taken from a low angle, both of the photographs place their subjects in
a reverential-type position; the viewer looks upon these faces as if “looking up” to a hero figure.
Two additional examples [Figure 39.a and 39.b], taken by Joe Scherschel in Guadalcanal in 1942
and 1943, do a little more to place American soldiers in a context of war. However, like BourkeWhite’s, Scherschel’s also do not reveal any signs of physical violence. In Figure 39.a, a marine
stands amidst his fellow marines on the crowded deck of a vessel carrying them to land on

photography seen later in the wars in Korea and Vietnam and even still today in the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan.
61
Margaret Bourke-White photographs from Life.com and GettyImages.com. For additional
information about Bourke-White’s photography career during the Second World War, see
Chapter three of Frederick Voss’s Reporting the War.
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Guadalcanal.62 With a cigarette hanging from his lips, and his helmet slung back, this marine
seems informal and almost smiling. In another of Scherschel’s Guadalcanal photographs from
the same time [Figure 39.b], a different marine appears more pensive as he leans against the boat
railing. However, the viewer still does not see any carnage and is thus permitted to gaze at war
without trepidation.
Carefully censored faces like the ones presented by Bourke-White and Scherschel do
more to obfuscate understanding of the war than to advance it. They help to create what
historian George H. Roeder calls a “polarity” of vision that enlarges the divide between cultural
perception and combat reality. In viewing images like Figure 38.a or Figure 39.a, the audience
receives only a part of the whole story of war. Many embedded correspondents and
photographers, themselves privy to the destruction around them, were displeased with the
growing distance between the war as seen by soldiers and the war as seen at home. Ernie Pyle
explains:
It is hard for you at home to realize what an immense, complicated, sprawling
institution a theater of war actually is. As it appears to you in the newspapers,
war is a clear-cut matter of landing so many men overseas, moving them from the
port to the battlefield, advancing them against the enemy with guns firing, and
they win or lose. To look at war that way is like seeing a trailer of a movie, and
saying you’ve seen the whole picture. (Brave Men 239)
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Both photographs by Joe Scherschel are from Time.com.
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By 1944, due in large measure to the work of photographers like Eugene Smith, George Strock,
and Robert Capa, grittier pictures of American soldiers began to emerge that were far from the
idealized poster faces of the ideal GI.63 One of the most significant images to help change the
American visualization of the war was Strock’s “Dead Americans at Buna Beach,” [Figure 40].
In the September 20, 1943 issue of LIFE, the American audience saw dead American
WWII servicemen for the first time. Figure 40 shows three bodies resting on the shore, strewn
from the landing craft like damp equipment bags. Soaked and heavy, the uniforms mold onto the
soldiers like an outer skin, each fold of fabric magnified in its wetness. The corpses are oddly
intact, and no blood spills forth to stain the sand, which is dark only from the ocean waves. At
first, it appears the men are freshly dead as their forms are organic—round and heavy and not yet
angled by rigor mortis. Yet discomfort seeps upon the viewer as patiently as the sand
swallowing the body in the foreground: these soldiers have been dead for several tides. Even in
their photographic proximity, the men are remote in their death because none of their faces is
visible. This anonymity gives the image a feeling of loneliness. The head of the man in the
foreground is entirely covered by his helmet and is seemingly turned away from the viewer. The
position of the body in the center of the photograph erases the head altogether. Instead, his right
hand, white like a glove, sits atop the sand like a shell directly in line with where the head should
be. The dead hand is the only piece of flesh seen and serves like beacon highlighting the
location of an invisible face.
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Robert Capa is best known for the film stills he took during the D-Day invasion on the beaches
of Normandy. Many of the images are action shots and were therefore slightly blurry.
Nonetheless, they show American soldiers in action in a way the general public had not seen
them before.
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LIFE’s spread of Strock’s photograph included several dramatic paragraphs of text with a
number of rhetorical questions asking what should be made of the image, whether or not it was
an honorable or grotesque scene, and the purpose as to why such an image should be shown.
The concluding sentiment states that it is the right of the American people to confront the price
of war directly:
The reason we print it now is that, last week, President Roosevelt and Elmer
Davis and the War Department decided that the American people ought to be able
to see their own boys as they fall in battle; to come directly and without words
into the presence of their own dead. And so here it is. This is the reality that lies
behind the names that come to rest at last on monuments in the leafy squares of
busy American towns. (Cosgrove “The Photo”)
The last sentence is slightly misleading because it implies war dead were always easily
identifiable as specific names. Strock’s photograph is far more ambiguous. Perhaps in some
measure due to the overwhelming anonymity of the bodies being claimed by the sand, it took
LIFE editors a year to convince President Roosevelt and the military censors to approve the
printing of Strock’s photograph (Cosgrove “The Photo”). Many in the publishing industry, and
the photographers themselves, felt the American public was “growing complacent about a war
that was far from over and in which an Allied victory was far from certain” (Cosgrove “The
Photo”). Elmer Davis, chief of the Office of War Information, determined there was an
increasingly “Pollyannaish” attitude of civilians towards the war, a certain naivety to the
perception of soldiers’ service (Voss 19). The full-page print of Strock’s “Dead Americans at
Buna Beach” was intended to shock citizens into more actively participating in war efforts.
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Thus, by the end of the war, the American government altered its course in the representation of
soldiers in order to capitalize on the immediacy engendered by both images of violence and also
of specific faces (Roeder 25).64
“Dead Americans at Buna Beach” was not the only unvarnished snapshot of the war
taken by Strock. Others, like Figures 41 and 42 show chaotic scenes of the Battle of Eniwetok
on Engebi Island in 1944 (Cosgrove “Battle”).65 Here, Strock intentionally captures faces in the
combat around him. Figure 41 shows a desolate tropical landscape where the men look almost
like the equipment jumbled about them. The disorienting angle of the shot confuses the viewer’s
perspective as legs, rifles, planks, and sticks all merge together. Palm trees tilt like mere
toothpicks on the horizon, their limp-hanging fronds testament to the recent bombardment. The
serviceman in the center of the image squints directly at the camera, his eyes made more
noticeable by the white tape reaching out across the right side of his face. This image was never
published in LIFE, but archive records indicate Strock’s original caption: “Wounded marine still
fighting though his face is shot open, just after landing” (Cosgrove “Battle”). Both the caption
and also the subject of the photograph prove Strock’s interest in the human face as a telling detail
of war.
Another of Strock’s photographs, Figure 42, takes elements of Figures 40 and 41 and
blends them together. Figure 42, which was published, shows the face of a dead marine

Roeder talks about this new use of photography as a propagandistic “weapon” the government
now had at its disposal.
65
Figure 41 was never published until TIME published it on February 1 of 2014 to commemorate
the 70th anniversary of the Battle of Eniwetok.
64
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(Cosgrove “Battle”).66 The viewer sees several marines on the left hauling their fellow marine
over what looks like rocks. The dead marine’s arms are yanked back sharply to the left, and one
of the hands grabbing him is tightly gripped around his wrist. While the two on the left seem to
strain at the weight of their comrade, the dead marine’s face is on full view without a helmet
covering it. The rest of his body, like the bodies and limbs in Figures 40 and 41, begins to look
once again like equipment. His shirt is casually open at the neck, but below that, his body is a
series of pockets, bags, belts, and containers until his legs merge into the rocks and water around
him. Like Figure 41, this photograph is also disorienting. The giant wheel of a Jeep seems to
drive up from the ocean, while the barrel of a rifle perches against the shore in the foreground.
The viewer peers up at the combat scene as if he or she is also a participant in the battle.
Crouching in the tide with the other marines, the viewer thus has access to war like never before.
The face of the dead was a delicate subject matter for the military. LIFE’s records state, “that a
marine captain ordered that the face of the dead marine must be blurred so it is unrecognizable”
(Cosgrove “Battle”).67 The desire to obscure the identity of the dead marine speaks to the power
of a specific face. The captain most likely made his request out of respect for their fallen peer
and for his family. Perhaps they did not want this dead marine to become fodder for the
complacent, “Pollyannaish” civilian viewer Elmer Davis spoke of. Regardless of the captain’s
motivation, the censoring of the dead face indicates the face is too revealing, the detail too raw.

The original caption accompanying this photograph was: “On the coral beach of Eniwetok’s
Engebi Island, a marine drags a dead comrade out of the surf.”
67
Cosgrove writes, “To this day—to our knowledge, at least—the identity of the marine in that
picture remains unknown.”
66
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The implication of these later American images of WWII has to do with the line between
artistry and subject matter. One of the primary reasons photographs like Figures 40 and 42 are
compelling is because viewers receive a certain “aesthetic thrill [from] images of ruins, a field of
destruction, of violence and death” (Hüppauf 132). Just as there is in Timothy O’Sullivan’s
swollen carcasses at Gettysburg, there is something taboo in seeing the dead face of the marine
as his comrades drag him out of the ocean [Figure 42] and in bodies slowly eaten by the sand
[Figure 40]. At the same moment, the viewer is both fascinated and repulsed. Thus, as Bernd
Hüppauf explains, there is a “problematic relationship between ethics and aesthetics [at] the
center of war photography” (132). On one hand, photo-journalists like George Strock are asked
to unbiasedly document the war, while at the same time, artistically, their own humanity forces
commentary.68 Photographer W. Eugene Smith even acknowledges this tension in his letters
back home during the war. Smith writes: “I am pushing against the wall which is fog and
therefore gives and swallows and cannot be pushed” (Voss 69). Smith’s frustration is about both
the experience of combat and also his own ability to perfectly capture it in his camera. He
determines no matter how hard he tries, he cannot get the exact shot he desires to because he is,
“trapped with the puzzle of overcoming war” (Voss 69).69 Even in the midst of combat, Smith
explains that he saw himself as fighting against war: “Each time I pressed the shutter release it
was a shouted condemnation hurled with the hope that the pictures might survive through the

Of course, Alexander Gardner’s “Home of a Rebel Sharpshooter” deals with this exact issue.
Voss explains there was an almost “maniacal” aspect to Smith’s pursuit of the perfect shot:
“Smith came early to believe that it was not sufficient for a news photograph to merely record
events. If a picture was to be worthwhile, it must also be a distillation of the meanings and
emotions that underlay those events and of its creator’s unique perspective on them.”
68
69
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years, with the hope that they might echo through the minds of men in the future—causing them
caution and remembrance and realization” (Kirstein ). Smith’s words prove he was thinking
about far more than simple war documentation when he captured images of the American
military.
Like those of George Strock, the photographs Eugene Smith took of American
servicemen in the Pacific Theater initially appear to be unidealized. Some of these, for example
Figures 43 and 44, have become somewhat iconic American images of WWII, what reporter
Julie Ann Grimm calls “the face of World War II.” However, closer inspection reveals the
artistic intention Hüppauf warns of. Both Figures 43 and 44 were taken by Smith in Saipan in
July of 1944. Here, like the unknown photographer of the Eniwetok marine seen in Figure 1,
Smith chooses to distill the entire circumstances of the battle to the particulars of one man’s face.
Where in Figure 1 the viewer confronts the marine on the same plane, in Figure 43, the viewer
gazes up at the soldier from below. This is a similar position to the one Strock puts the viewer in
in both Figures 41 and 42. In Figure 43, Smith captures a soldier looking off to the right as a
cigarette perches between his lips. This soldier wears the evidence of combat along his cheeks
and jaw-line. Black sand and dirt are smeared all over his skin, and his unbuckled helmet slings
back. There is a sense of movement in this image, as if the serviceman is walking out of combat.
Smith was proud of this photograph and called it, “one of the best I have made of this war” (Voss
71). The military censors did not agree and forbid its publication because they saw it as too
authentic (Voss 71). This soldier is nothing like the polished illustration seen in the recruitment
poster of Figure 2. Even less polished is the man seen in Figure 44, also unpublished by LIFE.
In this photograph, the viewer is once again on the same level as the soldier. There is something
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intimate about this image—one can imagine sitting down next to this man, him handing the
canteen of water over after he takes a drink. The grime is part of this soldier’s face just like his
beard; it seems impossible to remove without laceration and even darkens his eyelids. For
Smith, the scene of this serviceman’s face more directly captured war than anything else
surrounding him. At the same moment, this face reveals difficulty, strength, perhaps fatigue, and
unimaginable conditions.
Interestingly, Smith considered most of his WWII photographs to be failures, describing
his time in war as, “faltering, and marking time, and bluffing—and failing” (Voss 69). Yet,
despite his own personal desires, Smith’s photographs, like the ones seen in Figures 43 and 44,
do reveal something authentic about war. For many years, there were mistakes of identification
associated with Figure 44, which was known as both “Alert Soldier, Saipan” and also as a marine
in Saipan.70 Actually, the man in Figure 43 and Figure 44 is the same one: US Army Sergeant
Angelo Klonis.71 Smith’s photograph of him drinking out of a canteen became even more iconic
when in 2002, the US Postal service chose this image as part of its Masters of American
Photography series. The circumstances in which this previously unknown serviceman become
one of the main faces of American WWII cultural memory seem extraordinary to his relatives.
A Klonis family friend explains, “Angelo was just this regular guy who joined the Army in order
to get his citizenship, yet he ended up being depicted in this very famous photograph”

As recently as 2003, Phillip Knightley identified this photograph as, “U.S. Marine on Saipan
in the Marianas during the war in the Pacific, 1944.” See The Eye of War 129.
71
In 2014, The Santa Fe Reporter published an article detailing the Klonis family’s search for
information about Angelo and the pictures taken of him by Eugene Smith. Angelo Klonis lived
in Santa Fe before and after the war. Getty images also now correctly identifies the man seen in
Figure 44 as Angelo Klonis and gives the specific date as July 15, 1944.
70
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(Grimm).72 Thanks in large measure to the efforts of Klonis’ family, some seventy years after
the war, the viewer now has not only the image of this American soldier, but also a specific name
attached to it and a personal story of the man’s background.
In his commentary about the Second World War, Smith writes about his desire to
produce meaning out of what he saw: “I would that my photographs might be, not the coverage
of a news event, but an indictment of war—the brutal corrupting viciousness of its doing to the
minds and bodies of men; and, that my photographs might be a powerful emotional catalyst to
the reasoning which would help this vile and criminal stupidity from beginning again” (Kirstein).
In order for a photograph to be an “emotional catalyst,” the photographer needs to be intentional
about his or her subject matter and shot angle. Smith clearly states he is not interested in merely
covering a news event. Although Smith saw images like Figure 43 and 44 as a failure, they are
actually a success when seen as part of a continuum—a process of retrieval of individuals from
the confusion and violence of war. Knowing more details about one man’s life, the viewer is
better able to make an emotional connection to not only the image, but also to the circumstances
of war.
Hüppauf’s statement that war photography is problematic because it navigates
ambiguously between ethics and aesthetics is accurate, but it does not detract from the
significance of the specificity of facial detail. Photographs like Eugene Smith’s and George
Strock’s, and so many others going all the way back to Alexander Gardner’s Civil War images,

Angelo Klonis was from Kefalonia, Greece and “came to the United States as a stowaway at
the age of 16…He enlisted in the Army in 1942, and after training, took an assignment in the
Ranger battalion.”
72
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are equal parts art and documentation. The same thing can be said of the work of visual artist
Tom Lea. Like Mauldin’s cartoons and Smith and Strock’s photographs, many of Lea’s oil
paintings focus on the human element of war. Lea was embedded with American troops in the
Pacific Theater in much the same way as Smith and Strock (Jones, WWII 261).73 Where Strock
was at Eniwetok, and Smith was in Saipan, Lea was at Peleliu—one of the most horrific battles
of the Pacific.74 He kept journal drawings of everything he saw, which he used to translate into
larger-scale canvases.
The face of individual servicemen is as central in Lea’s work as it is in the other forms of
visual material that came out of the war. For example, Lea represents the tension in the moments
before battle in Going In [Figure 45]. Here, a marine grips the side of a landing craft, his hands
and face covered in camouflage paint as he looks toward the shore. Lea could have chosen to
show the entire deck and a group of servicemen together. Instead, he deliberately focuses on an
individual amidst the chaos of war. This is a decision Lea writes about in his wartime journal:
“Over the gunwale of a craft abreast of us I saw a marine, his face painted for the jungle, his eyes
set for the beach, his mouth set for murder, his big hands quiet now in the last moments before
the tough tendons drew up to kill” (4). Lea is drawn to the details of this man’s eyes and mouth
as he awaits battle and sees them as revealing some truth about the anticipation inherent to war.
WWII veteran and novelist James Jones feels particular resonance with Going In, which he finds

“From 1941 to 1945 [Lea] served as a war artist for Life magazine.” Roeder calls Lea “Life’s
most prolific and widely traveled war artist” (145).
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In WWII, James Jones explains Peleliu changed Lea forever: “But something apparently
happened to Lea after going to Peleliu. The pictures painted out of his Peleliu experience show a
new approach. There is the tension of terror in the bodies here, and the distorted facial
expressions of the men under fire show it, too” (115).
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to be “the most moving of Lea’s [Peleliu] series” (WWII 115-116).75 Of this painting, Jones
writes:
If you discount the propaganda elements for “middle America”—the cute
cowlick, the boyish hair over the eyes, the too-handsome face—there is a quality
on the face of this boy that about says it all. It’s a tough face; hard, determined,
knowledgeable…It is one of those paintings where the facial expression seems to
change. One moment he seems to be glaring, the next moment he appears about
to weep. There is genuine fear, deep in the eyes, and there is regret and
reluctance in the lines around the nose and mouth. (WWII 117)
Jones’ comments indicate his recognition of the power of the face to tell the story of war,
something he also deals with in The Thin Red Line. The flexibility of the marine’s expression is
a testament to both Lea’s skill as an artist but also to the mutable perspective inherent to war. So
many of the realities of combat—anger, sadness, fear, regret, thrill—manifest in the emotions
displayed in the face, which both Lea and Jones acknowledge.
Going In is not Lea’s only wartime painting to feature servicemen’s faces. Perhaps the
most well-known is Two-Thousand Yard Stare [Figure 46]. Here, there is no mistaking Lea’s
privileging of the face as the marker of combat. Taking up nearly half of the canvas, the
serviceman’s face stares not directly at the viewer but seemingly up and out of the picture plane

Of Tom and Lea (and other artist Kerr Eby), Jones writes, “As has been said, all war art must
be by definition propaganda. But it is remarkable these two men, working in such different
styles, both seem to have at least for a while transcended the “propaganda” they were hired to
paint, and taken unto themselves something of the feeling of the men who had to do the
fighting.”
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as if distracted or entranced. Of Figure 46, Lea describes in his journal the sight of a marine
immobilized by shock: “I noticed a tattered marine standing quietly by a corpsman, staring stiffly
at nothing. His mind had crumbled in battle, his jaw hung, and his eyes were like two black
empty holes in his head” (34). Jones also has something to say about this work of art. He refers
to the “staring eyes, the slack lips, the sleepwalker’s stance” and then goes on to say, “I’ve seen
men with that look on their faces. I’ve had it on my own face. It feels stiff, and the muscles
don’t want to work right” (WWII 115).76 Since its creation, Lea’s Two Thousand Yard Stare has
become synonymous with the image of soldiers suffering from “shell shock” and with the phrase
“thousand-yard stare.”
Lea was profoundly affected by his experiences at Peleliu. In the preface to his
published journal, he explains the US Army sent him to war to record it. However, the ferocity
of the battle prevented him from merely observing what was going on and instead made him a
direct participant in the event: “On the beach I found it impossible to do any sketching or
writing; my work there consisted of trying to keep from getting killed and try to memorize what I
saw and felt under fire” (Lea preface ).77 A third oil painting, which highlights the face more
graphically than Figures 45 and 46 is Lea’s 1944 The Price [Figure 47]. In this image, a
serviceman seems to stumble from the fog, any indication of locale lost in the haze around him.
Most glaringly, the man’s entire left torso has been reduced to bloody shreds, his arm like a
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Also of note here is that although Lea is creating images from the Pacific Theater, and Jones
himself was stationed in the same area, Jones acknowledges the face seen in Two Thousand Yard
Stare is a universal combat fatigue face when he writes, “I’m sure the men in Europe wore the
same face” (WWII 117).
77
He also calls the memory of war “the burden of memory.”
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phantom limb only tethered to his body by mere threads of flesh. Even the man’s face is
disintegrating in the blood-soaked terror. The inspiration for this painting was a soldier Lea saw
near the beach:
I saw a wounded man near me, staggering in the direction of the LVTs. His face
was half bloody pulp and the mangled shreds of what was left of an arm hung
down like a stick, as he bent over in his stumbling, shock-crazy walk. The half of
his face that was still human had the most terrifying look of abject patience I have
ever seen. He fell behind me, in a red puddle of the white sand. (7).
Jones calls The Price a fantasy, “so bitter and so unreal it turns into an abstraction” (WWII 117.)
Instead of seeing Figure 47 as a representation of a real event, Jones thinks it is an amalgamation
of everything Lea witnessed in war (WWII 118).78 Despite the imagination, Jones interprets to
be part of the painting, he finds it monumental: “Unreal or not, it is a monument to the blood and
death that all of us, even those who have been there, prefer not to see or think about when we are
away from it” (WWII 118). Jones’ admission that people would prefer not to look at or
contemplate images like the one shown in Figure 47 is one of the main reasons Lea created it—
the title alone acknowledging the un-heroic circumstances servicemen often found themselves in
WWII.

He writes, “It is as if Lea, with one sudden un-thought-out spastic gesture, recorded in one
swiftly done canvas a distillation of all the death and horror he had seen and been bitterly unable
to digest.”
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In many ways, Lea’s paintings are stories about war, aesthetic translations of his own
observations.79 In the preface to Tom Lea: Peleliu Landing, Lea even explains the book is a
narrative: “This is not a page from a history book, not an account of a battle. It is a simple
narrative of an experience in battle; like combat itself such a narrative is bound to be personal,
confused, benumbed and in its deepest sense lonely.” Scholars like Bernd Hüppauf and George
Roeder caution against reliance on individual perspectives, urging the reader and viewer to be
mindful of fabrication and embellishment. However, the point is not simply that the reader or
viewer needs to be mindful of the artistic license taken in capturing war; the point is that again
and again, photographers, illustrators, painters, surgeons, artists, and writers alike return to the
detail of the human face as the locus upon which war experience is best documented and
measured. This practice of visually and textually focusing on the face as the most revealing
element of war is developed further in the American literature of the Second World War.
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He indicates upon landing at Peleliu, his outfit was under fire constantly for thirty-two hours.
He wrote his journal entries and made his sketches mere hours after that, which he says are
published without alteration.
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CHAPTER 3
DIVERSITY AND DIVISION IN
NORMAN MAILER’S THE NAKED AND THE DEAD
In the opening pages of Leon Uris’ 1953 Battlecry, Master Sergeant Mac takes a roll call of the
newly arrived enlisted men who will become marines. Looking over the assembled group, fresh
off the trains from across the plains of the Midwest, Mac is not pleased with what he deems to be
a motley crew: “An anemic Indian, a music lover, a [Swedish] lumberjack with ten thumbs, a
Texan who couldn’t move out of his own way, a farmer, a feathermerchant, and the AllAmerican boy. All this and Joe Gomez, a renegade troublemaker” (7).80 Uris’ varied list is
representative of the great assortment of men who formed the American fighting force during the
Second World War. Although the military attempted to fashion men into identical parts, World
War II servicemen did not see themselves as the same and did not see themselves as equals. As
men of different backgrounds were thrown together, their faces magnified the reality of their
diversity. While wartime visual material displayed increasing facial specificity as the war
continued, literary texts both inherited and also built upon this context. The result is a recurrence
of written GI faces that illustrate the nuanced range of human reactions to war. More
significantly, the faces seen in the WWII novels of many American writers act as a deliberate
organizing device, classifying information for both the characters in the books and also for the
readers consuming them. Thus, the face serves as a starting point for an entire social hierarchy

One hundred pages into his novel, Uris once again repeats this roll call: “What did we get? A
drawling Texan, a big Swede, the Forrester kid, the Feathermerchant, L.Q. the Clown, Marion
Hodgkiss with his fancy music, Seabags the farmer, and that Injun” (141).
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based on physical markers of servicemen’s bodies. Ultimately, as this facial detail organizes, it
also divides, demonstrating that the military is a conglomeration far from the unified vision
presented in propaganda posters and texts like the US Army training manuals.
Perhaps the novel that best represents this phenomenon is Norman Mailer’s 1948 The
Naked and the Dead. Mailer’s story takes place on a fictional South Pacific island called
Anopopei. The majority of the plot follows the fourteen-man Intelligence and Reconnaissance
(I&R) platoon in the US Army’s 460th Infantry Regiment as they come ashore, wait for a
mission, and travel deep into the jungle on a patrol later revealed to be futile.81 For the reader, to
follow the events of the novel is to travel the arc of war with these men—from war’s entry point,
through the crescendo of combat, to the anti-climactic fade-out of action. Essentially, The Naked
and the Dead is a novel about separation, as the title implies: those who have been exposed by
war, the “naked,” and those who have been claimed by it, the “dead.” Mailer’s soldiers are
aware of how others perceive them, and much of the action of the novel occurs not in relation to
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The only other character who could be considered significant in the novel is Major General
Edward Cummings. Some literary scholarship has been written about the role of this character in
Mailer’s novel. See for example Jeffrey Walsh’s chapter “Second World War Fiction” in
American War Literature, John Limon’s chapter “The Postmodernization of World War II” in
Writing After War, and Peter G. Jones’ chapter “Literature of Command” in War and the
Novelist. Jones goes as far as to claim, “Cummings is the central figure” in Mailer’s novel (8788). For evidence, Jones states Part II of The Naked and the Dead, “is all General Cummings’s”
(89). However, Jones’ interpretation is incorrect. While, at 386 pages, Part II is the longest
section of the novel, it is not entirely devoted to Cummings. Part II also contains three of the
five “Chorus” sections and seven of the ten “Time Machine” sections. The main plot of the
novel does not even really begin until Part III when the Intelligence and Reconnaissance platoon
begins its ill-fated patrol up the mountain. Part III, which is 278 pages long, contains the climax
of the novel and is almost entirely devoted to the fourteen members of the platoon. Cummings
does not play a significant role in the novel after Part II.
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the events of war but in reaction to the interactions between the men. The men are also sensitive
to their place within the community of the platoon, and many of the characters spend the entirety
of the novel not only battling with the members of their platoon, both also battling with
themselves.
In the opening section of the novel, Mailer uses the faces of these men to introduce the
reader to a bitterly divided social world where the hierarchy is not only strict, it is also
unyielding. In the first chapter alone, there are five different descriptions of specific soldiers’
faces. For example, Mailer writes of the character Red Valsen:
His profile consisted almost entirely of a large blob of a nose and a long lowslung jaw, but in the moonlight this was misleading for it did not show the redness
of his skin and hair. His face always seemed boiled and angry except for his eyes,
which were quiet, a pale blue, marooned by themselves in a web of wrinkles and
freckles. When he laughed his teeth showed, big and yellow and crooked. (12)
Mailer goes on to offer a similar level of detail of the noses, mouths, skin, hair, eyes, and
background of Croft, Gallagher, Wilson, and Brown. These five descriptions are noteworthy
because the chapter is only fifteen pages long. In such a short number of pages, the different
faces signify that this platoon, and thereby the Army in general, is comprised of many
individuals. Through the course of the novel, the soldiers become almost hyper-individualized
as their faces emerge from descriptions in the text, with men standing out in the most extreme
manifestations of their obsessions and idiosyncrasies.
The facial description also humanizes the soldiers in a way their names alone do not.
While the name “Wilson” is specific, the detail of “a fine mane of golden-brown hair, and a
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healthy ruddy face whose large features were formed cleanly” is more specific (5). Additionally,
all the facial elements reveal something about the general ethos of each character. Mailer
describes Wilson’s face further: “Incongruously, he wore a pair of round silver-rimmed glasses
which gave him at first glance a studious or, at least, a methodical appearance” (5). Wilson’s
appearance as “clean” and “healthy” is ironic because he suffers from a sexually transmitted
disease and will end up dying from a bullet hole in his stomach after enduring excruciating pain
for several days. His “studious” looking glasses are also ironic, or what Mailer terms
“incongruent,” because Wilson is not very well educated. Four particular faces in Mailer’s
novel—two presented in Chapter One and two new ones presented later—serve as a starting
point from which a myriad of social issues pertaining to categories like race, ethnicity, religion,
and class are developed. These faces belong to: Martinez, Roth, Gallagher, and Croft.
Martinez
Sergeant Julio Martinez, a poor twenty-four-year-old Mexican-American from San
Antonio, is one of the characters who best represents issues of racial and ethnic tension in The
Naked and the Dead. Martinez, the scout of the platoon, is always aware of and associated with
his identity as a Mexican. He “belongs” to his unit as a liminal figure—caught between the
reality of his physical appearance and his desire to be part of the group. Judgments beginning
with Martinez’s face quickly extend to the rest of his body, and the question of what Martinez is
“capable of,” as a man and as a soldier, is routinely linked to what he looks like:
A small slim and very handsome Mexican with neat wavy hair, small sharp
features. His body had the poise and grace of a deer. And like a deer his head
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was never quite still. His brown liquid eyes always seemed nervous and alert as if
he were thinking of flight. (63)
In contemporary American society, Martinez would most likely fall into the White/ Caucasian
category, with his Hispanic/ Latino heritage a matter of ethnicity.82 However, the cultural legacy
Mailer inherited largely saw Mexican ethnicity as a marker of racial difference, and his portrait
of Martinez is in keeping with long-held American cultural perceptions about Hispanic peoples.
At the end of the Mexican-American War (1846-1848), the identity of Hispanic peoples in
America was oversimplified by the notion of a “Mexican” race: “The additional ingredient of
Anglo-American racism...labeled all Spanish-speaking people as Mexicans with a pejorative
emphasis and considered them to be nonwhite” (Garcia 281). Some fifty years later, the
Spanish-American War built on the problematic terminology engendered by the term “Mexican”
and further shaped concepts of Hispanic behavior. After 1898, all Mexicans, Spanish, Latinos,
and Hispanics came to be associated with specific characteristics, like being “stereotypically
savage,” uncivilized, and “seemingly childlike and feminine” (Hunt 58-59, Hoganson 50).
Hispanic males in particular, were most often depicted as, “superstitious, obstinate, lazy,
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In 1997, the US Office of Management and Budget (OMB) determined for government census
purposes, there are five main racial categories: “White, Black or African American, American
Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, and Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander.”
The US Census department states, “The racial categories included in the census questionnaire
generally reflect a social definition of race recognized in this country and not an attempt to
define race biologically, anthropologically, or genetically. In addition, it is recognized that the
categories of the race item include racial and national origin or sociocultural groups. People may
choose to report more than one race to indicate their racial mixture, such as American Indian and
White. People who identify their origin as Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish may be of any race.”
The US Census department also indicates, “An individual’s response to the race question is
based upon self-identification.” See the official US Census website:
www.census.gov/topics/population/race/ about.
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cowardly, vain, pretentious, dishonest, unclean, impractical, and corrupt” (Hunt 59).83 These are
the same traits Mailer uses to describe Martinez.
In addition to racial views engendered by the Mexican-American and Spanish-American
Wars, problematic anthropological work had long suggested to nineteenth-century viewers that
one could accurately classify a person in society based on the physical appearance of his or her
face.84 For example, images from racist eugenic studies like Robert Knox’s 1850 Races of Men
were circulated in the media and reproduced in children’s textbooks (Hunt 48). Over several
generations, identifications of race thus became normalized in American culture, while the lines
separating groups of people strengthened (Jacobson 92).85 During the 1940s, Hispanic peoples,
like other minority populations, were again subject to increased racial prejudice in America. One
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See also Susan A. Brewer (17). Also, Mario T. Garcia explains Hispanic peoples are more
interested in the past, where Anglos are “obsessed with the future,” which leads to the
association of Mexicans and laziness (287).
84
For reference, see the work of historians like Michael H. Hunt, Matthew Frye Jacobson, Susan
A. Brewer, John W. Dower, Kristin L. Hoganson, Michael L. Krenn, Gary Gerstle, John Bodnar,
and Timothy Meagher. Jacobson, Hunt, Krenn, and Meagher are all clear in indicating that
although race is central to the American experience, race itself is a fabricated idea. Meagher
explains, “Societies and cultures—in short, people, not nature—made physical attributes such as
eye shape or skin color into race” (215). Jacobson asserts a comparable point when he states,
“Races are invented categories—designations coined for the sake of grouping and separating
peoples along lines of presumed difference” (4).
85
War correspondent Ernie Pyle demonstrates the penchant for ethnic descriptions in his 1945
memoir Here is Your War Story of G.I. Joe. Introducing a specific platoon, Pyle writes:
“Besides Thompson, the men in the section were Corporal Bennett Tucker, St. Louis, Private
Harold Harrington, Carteret, New Jersey (he was the Irishman), Private First Class Otto
Zinkgraff, Plymouth, Wisconsin (he was the German), and Private First Class John Martini, New
York (he was the Italian)” (231). In order to distinguish individuals for himself and for the
reader, Pyle uses descriptions, which highlight the contrasts between soldiers. In this way,
ethnicity becomes the primary element separating these men. It is not enough to list the names
of Harrington, Zinkgraff, and Martini; Pyle is compelled to specify them as Irish, German, and
Italian.
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illustration of this is the “Zoot-Suit Riots” of Los Angles.86 Luis Alvarez argues the fights
between Hispanic youth and American servicemen were primarily about racial politics: “Zoot
violence...raised questions about what and who was considered a legitimate part of American
society during World War II” (Rivas-Rodriguez 142, 145). Despite the violence at home, many
Hispanic men joined the military and served alongside their fellow Anglo citizens.87
For the men entering the unknown social world of the WWII military, “The idea of a
racial hierarchy proved particularly attractive because it offered a ready and useful conceptual
handle on the world. It was reassuringly hardy and stable in a changing world” (Hunt 52).88 For
example, in Mailer’s novel, platoon leader Sam Croft does not get along with or like most of the
other men. His only real “friend” in the unit is Martinez, for whom he “felt an anxious, almost
paternal care” (62).89 Trying to make sense of how he could get along with a Mexican, Croft
determines: “Japbait [Martinez] was a good old boy, Croft thought. There were good Mexicans
and bad Mexicans, but you couldn't beat a good one...He felt a surprising flush of warmth for
Martinez. 'You're a good old sonofabitch,' he told him” (62). Later in the novel, Croft repeats
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Servicemen stationed in Southern California engaged in physical altercations with young men,
predominantly Hispanic men, who wore a certain style of dress known as a “zoot-suit.” Don
McFadden remembers, “Sometimes they didn't even have zoot suits on. If they happened to be
Mexican, that was enough” (Terkel, 147). In Wartime, Fussell suggests the riots had to do with
racial tension but were also a way soldiers and sailors tried to “counter the pressures of
anonymity” prescribed to them by military life (72-73).
87
Michael Adams states, “Mexican-Americans volunteered in numbers far higher than their
proportion of the population: 350,000 of a total 1.4 million did duty” (82).
88
“Even while denouncing Nazi theories of “Aryan” supremacy, the US government presided
over a society where…segregation was imposed even in the military establishment, racial
discrimination extended to the defense industries, and immigration policy was severely biased
against all nonwhites” (5). Dower even goes as far as calling WWII itself a “race” war.
89
Croft also counts on Martinez to be continually subordinate: “Martinez was the only man in
the platoon whose obedience he had never doubted” (690).
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this sentiment: “Japbait here is the best goddam friend a man could have. Mex or no Mex, you
can't beat him” (202). If Martinez's race is irrelevant, then Mailer would not have Croft mention
it. Croft's comment seems to indicate Martinez is not a good person in spite of being Mexican
but because he somehow manages to overcome being Mexican.
Second Lieutenant Robert Hearn also attempts to make sense of the order of the platoon
by judging Martinez's appearance:
And there was Martinez, who seemed more fragile, more sensitive than the others.
His fine features had been nervous, his eyes had blinked as he talked to Hearn that
morning. He was the one you would pick instantly to crack up, and yet he was
probably a good man. A Mexican had to be to become a good noncom. (435)
Here’s Mailer’s use of the words “fragile,” “sensitive,” and “nervous” make Martinez seem
unstable.90 Hearn's final decision about Martinez is irrevocably linked to his Mexican identity,
and his comment suggests a Mexican man would not ordinarily advance up to being a
noncommissioned officer.
Martinez is the only soldier in The Naked and the Dead to be portrayed like a dog: “There
was a soldier on the ship who was like the dog...and by now any sudden sound would cause him
panic” (18). Later, Mailer describes Martinez as a “Cunning little Mex” who “makes love when
he is fifteen...like the dogs” (63, 64). Towards the end of the novel, when Martinez is sent out on
an individual scouting patrol up the back of the mountain, Mailer continues to represent him as a
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Historian Mario T. Garcia indicates Anglo and Hispanic peoples were perceived to have a
fundamentally different approach to life: “Mexican individualism was more emotional and
subject to momentary change” (286). Garcia's use of the word “emotional” coincides with
Mailer's description of Martinez as being “sensitive.”
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frightened animal: “He shook his head like an animal bridling at an unexpected sensation. The
silence and darkness of the grove were wearing upon him, eroding his courage” (589). From the
opening of the novel until its end, the Mexican soldier appears to be at the edge of his nerves,
deeply affected by the reality of combat around him.
Mailer gives particular attention to the diction and syntax of Martinez, whose speech is
quiet and imperfect: “He spoke clearly, but in a low and hesitant voice as if he were translating
from Spanish as he went along” (21). When Mailer is trying to convey circumstances from
Martinez’s past, the text often reverts to informal, stream-of-consciousness inner dialogue, as if
the reader is privy to the thoughts in Martinez's own mind. However, the reader encounters
Martinez speaking in broken English. For example, when Martinez speaks to his mother, he
says, “Momma, when I am big I fly plane.” In this sentence, a second verb is missing before the
word fly. In other places, Martinez omits articles before nouns: “Ysidro is your big brother; he is
twenty and slick dresser.” Martinez's imperfect speech continues when he joins the Army. He
responds to another soldier giving him a command with the following statement: “I do that.”
Once again, the verb conjugation is incorrect. What is odd about all of this is Martinez would
not have spoken with so many grammatical errors if he was speaking in Spanish, and one might
assume Martinez would speak Spanish to himself in his head. This disparity between Martinez’s
dialectical rendering and the text’s lack of fluency is jarring and at times an incongruent aspect
of Mailer’s technique.
Mailer uses Martinez’s behavior to further separate him from his fellow soldiers. In a
variety of circumstances, Martinez comes across as irresponsible and violent. One example of
this can be seen in Martinez’s actions directly before entering the Army. Martinez ends up
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joining the Army because he feels he has no other options: “Tired? Restless? Knock up a dame?
Join The Army” (63-66). In Mailer's novel, Martinez is the only character who joins the military
in order to escape the responsibilities of raising an illegitimate child. In addition, Martinez
actually gloats at his accomplishment: “He felt like laughing. Martinez make a kid and run
away. It gave him a malicious glee, as though he were a child tormenting a dog...He mused with
naïve delight about his potency” (452). Mailer's use of the word “naïve” and describing him as
thinking of himself like a child represent the soldier as unsophisticated.
A second example of Martinez’s problematic behavior occurs during his interactions with
the cadavers of Japanese soldiers. When a group of the American soldiers comes across a field
of rotting Japanese bodies, Martinez is the only one who pokes at a dead body: “Martinez
prodded with his shoe the genitals of the charred corpse. The genitals collapsed with a small
crispy sound as if he had stuck his finger into a coil of cigar ash. He felt a trace of pleasure”
(211). Martinez does not simply jab the body; he enjoys jabbing it. A few moments later,
Martinez sees a corpse with gold teeth in its mouth, and he makes sure no one is looking so he
can extract the teeth: “He was filled suddenly with a lust for the gold teeth…he looked down
again at the gaping mouth of the cadaver. No good to him, he told himself. Tensely, he was
trying to estimate how much the teeth were worth. Thirty dollar, maybe, he told himself” (214).
Martinez is motivated by the material gains he could acquire in that moment. In this scene,
Mailer demonstrates not only is Martinez callous and simple-minded, he is also capable of great
violence:
A discarded rifle was lying at his feet, and without thinking he picked it up, and
smashed the butt of it against the cadaver’s mouth. It made a sound like an ax
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thudding into a wet rotten log. He lifted the rifle and smashed it down again. The
teeth spattered loose. Some landed on the ground and a few lay scattered over the
crushed jaw of the corpse. Martinez picked up four or five gold ones in a frenzy
and dropped them in his pocket. (214)
Martinez seems to realize that what he has done is distasteful. Yet, like the pleasure he gets from
kicking the charred genitals of the other corpse, he feels pleasure in taking the teeth too: “He was
feeling a mixture of guilt and glee, and he thought of a time in his childhood when he had stolen
a few pennies from his mother’s purse” (214). By mentally comparing his actions to something
he did in his youth, it is as if Martinez recognizes the juvenile nature of his behavior.
Martinez is also easily manipulated by other characters. Near the end of the novel, Croft
persuades Martinez not to report certain Japanese troop locations to Hearn, who has recently
been assigned to travel with the platoon:
“Don't you say a damn word to the Lootenant. You went clear through the pass
without seeing a damn thing, y' understand?”
Martinez was puzzled. “Okay, you say so.”
“That's it, you're a good boy, Japbait.” (598)91

This is a significant part of the novel’s plot. Hearn had a falling out with General Cummings
because he would not submit to Cummings’ domineering authority and desire for him. As
punishment, Cummings sends Hearn out on patrol. Hearn is an officer, who as his “Time
Machine” indicates, grew up in the “addled womb,” and enjoyed a life of wealth and privilege
prior to the Army. He is not a rugged soldier; nor is he on good terms with any of the enlisted
men. Cummings knows this and thus places Hearn in a situation destined to end badly for the
Lieutenant. When he joins the platoon, Hearn replaces Croft as its commander. Croft thus
despises Hearn and begins to plot his demise.
91
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When Hearn questions what Martinez observed of the Japanese troop movement while he was
out on patrol, Croft speaks for him and lies. This leads directly to Hearn’s death.92 Later,
Martinez feels guilty about what happened to Hearn and becomes, “wretched with anxiety, his
limbs trembling, his body wet with perspiration” (638). When Martinez reveals to Gallagher and
Polack that he had seen Japanese troops while on patrol and actually killed one of them, the other
soldiers are surprised and impressed. Gallagher feels a “grudged admiration” for what Martinez
has done, and Polack compliments Martinez's “moxie.” Mailer describes Martinez’s timid
reaction: “He ducked his head shyly accepting the praise” (640). Thus, even as he experiences
remorse for his role in Hearn’s death, Martinez is not able to communicate his feelings. Instead,
he remains defined by the child-like and unsophisticated qualities Mailer has consistently used to
illustrate him.
The most significant detail of Martinez's Mexican identity is that he is painfully aware of
how other soldiers view him because of it. Croft makes a derogatory comment about Italians,
and Martinez feels uneasy, as if Croft would make the same kind of comment about him: “That
Mantelli's a funny wop, Croft said. Martinez shrugged. Italians were like Spanish, like
Mexicans. [Martinez] didn't like this kind of conversation” (61). At one point, Mailer even
describes Martinez as ashamed of his race: “He did not know how to say it. He was always
embarrassed at mentioning the fact that he was a Mexican” (449). While he would rather not call
attention to the fact he is of Mexican heritage, Martinez does wish he could confidently claim his
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Because Croft prevents Martinez from reporting the presence of Japanese troops, Hearn
assumes the path is clear. As the platoon begins to move forward, Hearn is unceremoniously,
and quite abruptly, shot and killed by the enemy soldiers.
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own American, specifically Texan, identity: “He liked to think of himself as a Texan, but he
never dared to use the title. Somewhere, deep in his mind, a fear had clotted; there was the
memory of all the tall white men with the slow voices and the cold eyes. He was afraid of the
look they might assume if he were to say, Martinez is a Texan” (462). He also dreams of being a
kind of hero: “For a moment his mind held a montage of glory; Martinez being decorated,
Martinez standing before the General, Martinez's picture in the Mexican newspaper in San
Antonio” (596). Martinez’s desires to be a seen as a Texan and a war hero are identities that do
not presume race or ethnicity. Yet as he imagines himself being recognized for his efforts,
Martinez relegates the image of his success into the “Mexican” newspaper.
Ultimately, Martinez's role in the Army, like his life, is defined by his ethnicity. When
he first enters the military, Martinez is a “Nice shy Mex kid with good manners. His equipment
is always spotless, and that's sufficient for the cavalry.” Soon, he learns not to stand out:
Martinez steps out from his stall, is seen for the first time. Hey, Julio, the soldier
says, keep your mouth shut.
The instinctive quiver. (Hey, you boy, hurry up that chili).
The nod, the grin. I do that, Martinez says. (65)
He becomes an orderly, cleaning the house of Lieutenant Bradford and his wife. The wife
remarks to Martinez, “Ah think yore the best boy we eveh had, Hooley” (66). Although he
eventually advances to the rank of sergeant, Martinez realizes no matter what he does, he will
never be white:
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Little Mexican boys also breathe the American fables. If they cannot be aviators
or financiers or officers they can still be heroes. No need to stumble over pebbles
and search the Texas sky. Any man jack can be a hero.
Only that does not make you white Protestant, firm and aloof. (67)
Martinez’s pain in recognizing the limits of his social standing are sustained throughout the
novel and summarized in one last exchange between him and Croft.
In a scene fraught with tension at the end of the novel, Mailer returns to faces as symbolic
of the divisions between individuals in the Army. Croft is determined to finish the mission they
have been sent on, and he leads the platoon up a mountainous path deep into Japanese territory.
Many of the men see continuation of the dangerous mission as suicidal. Even Martinez desires
to return to the base, and before he approaches Croft to tell him about it, Mailer describes what
Martinez’s face looks like: “His thin face had become hollow, and his eyes had a blank lusterless
stare. He needed a shave badly, and dark streaks of grime had filleted all the lines in his face,
making him appear much older” (688). The weight of the war, his guilt over killing the Japanese
soldier, his guilt at his role in Hearn’s death, and perhaps even his relegated place as the Mexican
in the platoon have all caught up to Martinez and are manifest as visible markers on his face.
Additionally, the faces Martinez looks at only serve to magnify all of his own complicated
insecurities surrounding his ethnicity. When he expresses doubt about continuing the mission to
Croft, Croft is outraged:
“Well, what the hell’s this talk? You’re a sergeant, man, you don’t go in for crap
like that.”
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Martinez was caught. His loyalty was being questioned, and he hung sickly on
Croft’s next speech, waiting for him to say the thing he dreaded. A Mexican
sergeant! (691)
Not only is Martinez waiting for Croft to make a derogatory comment about his ethnicity, but as
he stares at Croft, he is also intimidated by the face he sees: “And as he looked into Croft’s cold
blue eyes he felt the same inadequacy and shabbiness, the same inferiority he always knew when
he talked to…to White Protestant” (691). With this scene, Mailer proves the power of the human
face as one of the most complex and telling details of war. Mailer does not simply have
Martinez and Croft talk to each other. Instead, he allows the magnitude of Martinez’s
disappointment, and the dissolution of six-hundred-plus pages of the development of Martinez’s
and Croft’s relationship, to be located, even pinpointed, in the specifics of their facial interaction.
The result is to leave the reader with something more emotionally resonant than perhaps any
other attribute could.
In Leon Uris’ Battlecry, the Navajo Indian Shining Lighttower functions in a similar way
as Martinez does in Mailer’s novel. The first time the reader meets Lighttower, Sergeant Mac,
the narrator of the novel, is staring incredulously at the name in front of him:
I had to look at the next name on the roster twice. Burnside was staring, dazedlike.
“Lighttower, Shinning [sic]?” I finally tried it.
“Ugh, I’m an Injun.” The squeak came from behind the big Swede. He stepped
out. There, before my eyes was the picture End of Trail. A skinny, hunched over,
deflated piece of redskin with a nose off a buffalo nickel. He grinned at me. (6)
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Throughout the novel, Lighttower speaks in dialect and continually says, “I want to go back to
the reservation, me no like white man’s war” (163).93 In the end, he ends up negating this
statement:
“You know how I’m always saying I want to go back to the reservation?” I
nodded and saw his grim face through the half shadows. “Mac…Mac, I really
don’t want to go back. I want to stay in the Marine Corps…like you. Do…do
you think I’d make a good gyrene?” There was a sad plea in his voice. (662)
Lighttower’s desire to be seen as an equal to the other men in his unit is testament to the
powerful sway of wartime comradery among servicemen. However, his hesitant, start-and-stop
speaking technique gives his question a desperate tone, which is mirrored in the “grimness” of
his face. Uris also has a Mexican-American character from San Antonio—the pharmacist mate,
corpsman Pedro Rojas. Pedro’s identity as a Mexican is magnified in a conversation between
Mac and the Texan Speedy Gray:
“Damned nice guy for a Mexican,” Speedy said.
“Just a damned nice guy,” I corrected. “He’s a Texan too, you know.”
“Mexicans ain’t the same, Mac…”
I dropped the subject. (180)
Eventually, Speedy Gray comes around to accepting the Mexican. After Pedro dies in combat,
Speedy asks Mac if he can take his gear back to Rojas’ family:
“I’ve been thinking. You got a lot of stops to make on your furlough, Maybe you

Lighttower repeats this statement nearly verbatim on page 171 and then again on 263: “Me no
like um white man’s war. Injuns travel light.”
93
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could give me Pedro’s stuff and I could see his family. I don’t live very far
away.”
“But he was a Mexican and you’re back home now, Speedy.”
“He was my buddy,” Speedy whispered. (688)
Thus, in death, Pedro achieves an equality with the Texan he never enjoyed while living.94
Mexican-Americans and Native-Americans were much more integrated into the
American military during the war than African-Americans (Bodnar, The Good War 183).95
Mailer’s novel does not have any African-American characters, but it does refer to black people.
Here, the language itself, removed from the bodies it describes, offers negative commentary on a
whole segment of the American population not represented in the platoon. For example,
Martinez refers to how to treat a horse when it is misbehaving: “Treat a horse like a nigger and
it'll act up right” (66). Croft, in his memories from growing up, refers to African-Americans in a
similar way: “Ah jus’ looked at that nigger after that, an’ Ah said, Boy, you no-good black
bastard, an’ Ah jus’ picked up that hatchet an’ let him have it right across the head. But the
sonofabitch didn’t even bleed much. You can kill an elephant about as fast as you can kill a
nigger in the head” (159). At one point, Gallagher is drunkenly arguing with Wilson, who is
from the Deep South, and the greatest insult he can raise against him is that Wilson is “a nigger-
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Uris also has the character Spanish Joe Gomez, who is at first portrayed as a jerk. The narrator
Mac describes him as such: “It didn’t take me long to discover that Spanish Joe Gomez was the
biggest thief, liar, and goldbricker in the Marine Corps…He had a mean streak in him, a mile
wide” (143). After being humiliated in a fight with his peers, Gomez settles down and makes
friends with some of the other marines. Like Pedro, he is also killed in combat.
95
Michael Hunt writes, “Blacks above all others served as the anvil on which Americans forged
this notion of racial hierarchy and the attendant color-conscious view of the world” (48).
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lover” (208). Later in the novel, Wilson describes the smell of the jungle: “Smells like a nigger
woman” (457). A few American WWII novels do have African-American characters, albeit only
in ancillary roles. For example, James Michener’s Tales of the South Pacific briefly mentions
the Remittance Man being married to a girl who is “as black as that wall.” The other sailors see
this native woman who has dark skin as a “Savage” (86). At the end of the novel, the narrator
goes to visit a military cemetery at Hoga Point on the island of Konora. There, two AfricanAmerican men tend to the graves: “Me ‘n’ Denis, we is bof’ cullud. He f’um Geo’gia. I f’um
Mississippi” (380). The narrator describes what one of the black men looks like: “I noticed a
tall, very thin Negro ambling toward me. He walked like one of the mechanical ducks which
dull-eyed men sell on the street corners of New York, a waddle-walk obtained by never lifting
either foot completely from the ground. But the Negro gave the shuffle a certain dignity” (379).
These men receive no other attention in the novel aside from this dialectic speech and physical
description.
In Herman Wouk’s Caine Mutiny, there is an African-American character similar to the
grave attendants in Uris’ novel—Steward’s mate Whittaker. Throughout his time on the U.S.S.
Caine, Whittaker does little more than serve food, act timidly, and speak poorly. All of this is
demonstrated the first time both the reader and also protagonist Willie Keith meet him. Wouk
describes Whittaker as, “a very tall skinny colored boy in sweaty white undershirt and trousers,
who was listlessly dabbing at the deck with a mop” (76). Willie Keith, who has just arrived on
the ship and has been exploring it for several hours, directly addresses Whittaker when seeing
him:
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“How long have you been on the Caine, Whittaker?
“Fo; months, suh.”
“How do you like it?”
The Negro backed away, his eyes bulging as though Willie had whipped out a
knife. “Bes’ ship in de whole Navy, suh.” He grabbed the mop and ran out the
door. (77)
Uris and Wouk both use limited traits to define their African-American characters because that
was the role of the majority of black men in the American military during the Second World
War.
Roth and Gallagher
There is no place where Mailer's novel is a stronger commentary on division than in the
examples he provides of Jewishness. This manifests most directly in the antagonistic
relationship between Roth and Gallagher—one that has devastating consequences at a climactic
moment of the plot. Roth, a thirty-four-year-old intellectual agnostic, is never given a first
name—almost as if he is half-erased even as the novel begins. He is also labeled as a Jew by the
other men in the unit, a categorization he finds binding and inaccurate.96 The fact is Roth does
not see himself as Jewish and when asked about his religion by the other soldiers, he responds, “I
have never detected any similarities in Jews. I consider myself an American” (476). He thinks
to himself: “It’s ridiculous, thought Roth in the core of his brain, it’s not a race, it’s not a nation.
If you don’t believe in the religion, then why are you one?” (661). As Roth tries to explain how
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Mailer, himself a Jew, places Roth amidst an anti-Semitic patrol unit to perhaps comment on
the general anti-Semitic climate he encountered in the American Army.
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he finds his ancestor’s religious background to be irrelevant, Mailer describes the faces looking
back at him: “His [Roth’s] heart was thumping powerfully from the tension he felt at arguing
into their blank unsympathetic faces” (476). Like Martinez, Roth desires to fit in with the rest of
the men and to be seen as an American.
Roth is also physically described in terms that replicate anti-Semitic images of what Jews
look like:
Roth was a small man with an oddly hunched back and long arms. Everything
about him seemed to droop; he had a long, dejected nose and pouches under his
eyes; his shoulders slumped forward. His hair was clipped very short and it
accentuated his large ears…Altogether, Roth looked like a frail mournful ape.
Mailer goes on to explain Roth’s voice, “was deep and sepulchral,” adding to his general
gloominess (52). Mailer’s portrait of Roth is not unlike the one Robert Knox gives of Jews in
Races of Men:
Brow marked with furrows or prominent points of bone, or with both; high cheekbones; a sloping and disproportioned chin; and elongated, projecting mouth,
which at the angles threatens every moment to reach the temples; a large,
massive, club-shaped, hooked nose, three of four times larger than suits the
face—these are features which stamp the African character of the Jew, his
muzzle-shaped mouth and face removing him from certain other races. (Jacobson
180)
Where Knox points to the “African character” of the Jew, Mailer uses the term “mournful ape.”
Both men also call attention to the long, misshapen noses of Jews. Historian Matthew Frye
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Jacobson explains between 1850 and 1950 in the United States, “social and political meanings
attached to Jewishness generate a kind of physiognomical surveillance that renders Jewishness
itself discernable as a particular pattern of physical traits (skin color, nose shape, hair color and
texture, and the like).” For example, in 1893, the New York Sun wrote about the distinctively
look of the Jews:
The Jewish face and character remain the same as they were in the days of
PHARAOH. Everybody can distinguish the Jewish features…In whatever
country he is, his race is always conspicuous…After a few generations other
immigrants to this country lose their race identity and become Americans only.
Generally the Jews retain theirs undiminished, so that it is observable by all men.
(Jacobson 178)
Jacobson goes on to say these physical markers are then “interpreted as outer signs of an
essential, immutable, inner moral-intellectual character” (174). In a similar way, Roth’s physical
appearance as a Jew links him to what the other soldiers in The Naked and the Dead see as
character flaws—namely that he is weak.
Throughout the novel, the men in the unit continually talk about what a bad soldier Roth
is. Sergeant Brown calls Roth inept: “I’ve had my eye on Roth from the beginning. He’s no
good, he’s lazy, he’s shiftless, and he don’t take an interest in anything” (119). Arthur Stanley
explains, “I’ll tell you something about that Roth…it’s just that he ain’t got any guts. He’s the
kind of guy that always ends up a failure cause he ain’t willing to take chances” (292). Mailer
distances Roth from the other men by infusing his character with a delicate nature. Before being
awakened for guard duty, Mailer explains, “Roth dreamt that he was catching butterflies in a
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lovely green meadow.” The contrast between the combat circumstances and Roth’s dream is
absurd. Mailer further highlights how out of place Roth is in the unit by presenting him as
afraid. When Roth relieves Minetta for his shift, Roth feels alone and unable to complete the
task before him: “Something like this was beyond him, he told himself; he didn’t have the nerves
for it” (113-114). Just as Martinez acknowledges his own place in the platoon as a Mexican,
Roth recognizes himself as unprepared to be a GI. Still, Roth does not completely understand
why all of the other soldiers are hostile to him. Mailer has another Jewish soldier, the blondhaired, blue-eyed, twenty-seven-year-old Brooklynite Joey Goldstein, explain to Roth why the
men do not like him: “Listen Roth, Goldstein said, why do you think Croft and Brown don’t like
you? It’s not because of you, it’s because of your religion” (476). At one point earlier in the
novel, when Goldstein inquires as to why Roth is so distant from his own religion, Roth simply
brushes the conversation aside by explaining he doubts the existence of God and says he does not
want to talk about it any further. Goldstein ominously states, as if foretelling and foreshadowing
Roth’s death, “When the time comes…they won’t ask you what kind of Jew you are” (54). At
the end of the book, Goldstein’s prediction proves true.
In contrast to Roth, the Irish-Catholic Bostonian Roy Gallagher proudly asserts his
religious viewpoints. Socially, Gallagher sees himself as a white Christian, and therefore, above
soldiers like Roth. Yet, there is an irony to Gallagher’s hatred of Roth, because Gallagher’s
ancestral heritage is Irish, and merely fifty years prior to WWII, many Americans regarded the
Irish as non-white immigrants to the United States: “The Irish seemed to offer a good example of
an immigrant people who “became white”—that is, they left their native land with no
consciousness of a racial identity but learned to be “white” in America” (Meagher 216). Nearly
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two million Irish came to the Unites States in the decade after the 1845 Great Irish Potato
Famine (Ignatiev 39). Protestant Englishmen viewed the Catholic Irishmen as inferior because
most of the Irish immigrants were poor laborers and many of them spoke only Gaelic, not
English (Ignatiev 38-39).97
The same problematic mid-nineteenth century scientific work that assigned a racial
physiognomy to the Jews also did so for the Gaelic: “Bulging forward of lower part of face—
most extreme in upper jaw. Chin more or less retreating…Retreating forehead. Large mouth
and thick lips. Great distance between nose and mouth. Nose short, upturned, frequently
concave, with yawning nostrils” (Dolan 102-103). These “scientific” studies associated
character flaws in the Irish just as they did with the Jews. Where the Jews were seen as greedy,
weak, and lazy, the Irish Celts were seen as poor, violent, and dumb (Dolan 103).98 Jay Dolan
indicates the bulk of mid-nineteenth century immigration of Irish into America coincided with
the rise of “penny presses” and the mass circulation of illustrated magazines that featured

“The Irish, a racial (but not ethnic) line invented in Ireland was recreated as an ethnic (but no
racial) line in America” (Ignatiev 148).
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Audie Murphy’s 1949 memoir To Hell and Back replicates these stereotypes. For example,
Murphy says of himself: “God knows where my pride came from, but I had it. And it was
constantly getting me into trouble. My temper was explosive. And my moods typically Irish,
swung from the heights to the depths” (7). Later in the memoir, when recalling a conversation
he had with a nurse, she says to Murphy, “Get that chip off your shoulder, Irish. You don’t have
to prove anything to me” (141). Leon Uris has the Irish-American character of Shannon
O’Hearne. Uris describes him as, “a blustering…large and unruly Irishman” (19-20). O’Hearne
fits all of the stereotypical Irish traits. On the train ride in to marine training camp, “he filled the
afternoon with a personal history of himself as boxer, football player, drinker and lurid-lurid
lover. He provoked two fights with lesser competition and as night fell the crap game was on
again” (37). Terkel also has the story of an American-Irish soldier name Bill Bailey, who he
describes as, “craggy-faced, bespectacled, six feet three, he’s right out of a Rockwell Kent
woodcut, crossed with American Gothic.” Bailey says, “MY family came from Ireland and I
was born in the slums of Jersey” (98).
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cartoons: “Paddy, as a monstrous Celtic beast, was a favorite object of these artists. By the
1860s no respectable reader of comic weeklies…could possibly mistake the sinuous nose, long
upper lip, huge, projecting mouth, and jutting lower jaw as well as sloping forehead for any other
category of undesirable or dangerous human being than that known as the Irish” (Dolan 103).99
Like he does for the Jewish Roth, Mailer emphasizes ethnic physical details of Gallagher:
He was a short man with a bunched wiry body that gave the impression of being
gnarled and sour. His face, in character with this, was small and ugly, pocked
with the scars of a severe acne which had left his skin lumpy, spotted with
swatches of purple-red. Perhaps it was the color of his face, or it might have been
the shape of his long Irish nose, which slanted resentfully to the side, but he
always looked wroth. Yet, he was only twenty-four. (7)
Mailer’s use of the word “wroth” to describe Gallagher’s general temperament is similar in
sound and spelling to the name of his foil, Roth, and Mailer’s portrait of Gallagher is equally as
unattractive as the one he paints of Roth.
Another contributing factor to initial Irish marginalization in American society was they
were mostly all Catholic—a religion at odds with the Protestant Christianity of the majority of
the nation. Other Catholic peoples of different ethnicities, such as the Polish and the Italians,
were also ostracized when they first arrived in America. Mailer has a Polish character who
everyone calls “Polack.” Although his real name is Casimir Czienwicz, the uneducated twenty-

Ignatiev makes a similar point: “Along with Jim Crow and Jim Dandy, the drunken,
belligerent, and foolish Pat and Bridget were stock characters on the early stage” in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (3).
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one-year-old is always only referred to by this ethnic nickname. Uris also has a Polish character
named Polack, and Audie Murphy refers to a Polish-American soldier in his memoir, too. There
are even more Italian-American characters both in Mailer and also in other American WWII
novels. Mailer has Steve Minetta, Toglio, and Mantelli. Wouk has Marie Minotti, who starts the
novel off with a more anglicized stage name of May Wynn. Protagonist Willie Keith dates her
for a while before determining she is too beneath his social standing to become his wife. After
the war, Willie realizes he loves May after all, and calls her by her original, Italian name. In
Catch-22, Joseph Heller makes “The Soldier Who Saw Everything Twice” an Italian-American.
Since his family knows he is gravely injured, they fly all the way from New York to Italy, where
the novel takes place, to see him. Unfortunately, the soldier dies before they get there, so the
hospital decides to have protagonist Yossarian pretend to be their son “Giuseppe” when they
arrive. Heller describes the look of the parents as poor and plain: “Poverty and hard work had
inflicted iniquitous damage on both” (193). The brother tells Yossarian, “Just don’t let anybody
in here push you around. You’re just as good as anybody else in here even though you are
Italian. You’ve got rights too” (194). This statement magnifies an Italian-American feeling of
ethnic inferiority.
In some ways, it seems like there could be ethnic commiseration between the Mexicans,
the Irish, the Italians, and the Polish because they are all Catholic. However, of all of these
categories, it was the Irish who came to be seen as the most “white” of all American Catholics:
“In the 1930s and ‘40s…when Hollywood produced a film about Catholics, it often chose an
Irish priest as the hero. There were Italian, Polish, and German Catholics, but the Irish were
Hollywood’s Catholics” (Dolan 231). In Mailer’s novel, the Mexican, Irish, and Polish
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characters all see things a little differently. Martinez feels akin to the other Catholic soldiers:
“And then he realized why he had dropped down beside Polack and Gallagher. They were
Catholics and they could understand this.” Of course, Gallagher feels the opposite: “Gallagher
was thinking it was true the Italians and Polacks always made the worst Catholics.” Polack
expresses anger toward both of them: “You’re Mex, and you’re Irish, you get some benefits outa
the goddam thing. The Polacks they don’t get a damn thing” (640-642). Polack’s argument only
helps to build feelings of superiority in Gallagher.
When the Irish arrived in the United States, they often lived in conditions of poverty,
competing with African-Americans for work, and many Americans placed them on a racial
hierarchy between whites and blacks (Ignatiev 76).100 However, David R. Roediger argues
European immigrants were never, “subject to…hard racism in the way people of color were”
(Working 12).101 Thus, after decades of assimilation, the Irish came to be seen as white. In the
economic instability proceeding the Second World War in the US, the American Irish also

“In ranking the races of the world these scientists placed the Irish, often referred to as the
“white negro,” below the Anglo-Saxon and just above the Negro” (Dolan 103).
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Matthew Frye Jacobson asserts this same point in Whiteness of a Different Color (9).
Praising Matthew Frye Jacobson’s book as an “elegant narrative,” Roediger at the same time
argues Jacobson’s scholarship limits discussion of race to the realm of “legal and intellectual”
documents while missing the significance of race as a “social history” issue. However,
Roediger’s critique seems partially unsubstantiated because in his introduction, Jacobson clearly
states his purpose is to demonstrate the concept of race is a cultural perception: “My point here is
not to equate one racial experience with another, but rather to demonstrate the inadequacy of
modern notions of “ethnicity” in rendering the history of whiteness in American social and
political life.” Throughout his book, Jacobson uses a wide variety of documents to support his
claims, including newspapers, and does not simply rely on the legal and academic texts Roediger
suggests. The point is, while Roediger and Jacobson have slightly different approaches, both are
useful studies in analyzing the idea of “whiteness” in American culture.
100
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became vocal opponents of the Jews.102 The newspaper Social Justice was, “blatantly antiSemitic, condemning Jews as Bolsheviks and greedy capitalists. By the late 1930s, [this
message] found a receptive audience among many young unemployed Irish living on the margins
of society” (Dolan 236). Gallagher does the same thing in Mailer’s novel—he constantly blames
the Jews for all of his problems in life.
When Gallagher is stood up on a date one night as a young man, he takes out his
frustrations on the Jews: “I bet she ran off with some Jewboy who’s got the dough.” Later, he
works with other Union men on the docks in Boston. They tell him, “We gotta start mobilizing
and get ready, the International Jews is tryin’ to get us to war, an’ we gotta get them first, ya see
the way they take away all the jobs” (270-272). In the Army, he complains about Jews in his
unit: “I see we got a couple fuggin Yids in the platoon…I wouldn’t trust a fuggin one of them”
(94). While working with Goldstein, Gallagher jeers at him, “Balls…what’s the matter, you
want some gefüllte fish?” (127). He admonishes a Japanese prisoner by telling him he looks like
a Jew: “Let’s cut out that ‘kood-sigh’ shit, he roared at the Jap…You look like a fuggin Yid with
all that handwaving, he shouted” (193). Gallagher even accuses the Jews of killing his wife: “I
bet a fuggin Yid was the doctor…The Yid killed her” (265). The anti-Semitic nature of
Gallagher’s world-view is so intense that it is not surprising he has serious problems with Roth.
Two intense scenes towards the end of The Naked and the Dead symbolize Roth’s role in
the novel: “In the grove while they were cutting the stretcher poles, Roth found a bird. It was a
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White anti-Semitism did not begin with the Irish in America. Jacobson explains there is a
“deep history of anti-Semitism in Western culture,” and “anti-Semitic stereotypes…date back
well before the European arrival on North American shores” (172).
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tiny thing, smaller than a sparrow, with soft dun-colored feathers and a crippled wing, and it
hopped about slowly, chirping piteously, as if very tired. “Oh, look at that,” Roth said” (528).
Roth essentially is this bird—delicate, ostracized, and at the mercy of the soldiers around him.
He limps through five hundred pages of the novel before finding in this small creature a
companion who reflects his own sensitivity. Indeed, there is even something tender about the
way Roth coos gently to the bird: “Aw, what’s the matter, he said to it softly, lisping a little as if
talking to an infant or a dog” (528). The reader sees Roth caring for the bird like a precious pet:
Roth was completely absorbed in the bird…In his hand, its body was warm with a
delicate musky odor, reminiscent of face powder. Despite himself he would bring
the bird up to his nose and sniff it, touching his lips against its soft feathers. Its
eyes were so bright and alert. Roth had fallen in love with the bird immediately.
It was lovely (529)
In the midst of men at war, in a foreign geography harsh against them, the sweetness of this little
bird is incongruent. As everyone gathers around Roth, and the reader digests a paragraph of
imagery devoted to the soft form of the bird, Mailer delivers a punishing sentence set off all by
itself: “He [Roth] could not have picked a worse time to antagonize Croft” (529). Mailer
enhances the anxiety of the circumstances by having Croft demand the bird for himself:
“Roth!”
“Yes, Sergeant?” His voice quavered.
“Give me that bird.”
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Roth passed it to him, and Croft held it for a moment. He could feel the bird’s
heart beating like a pulse against his palm. Its tiny eyes darted about frantically,
and Croft’s anger worked into his fingertips. (530)
As Roth feebly asks for the bird back, Croft becomes enraged and crushes the bird in the palm of
his hand: “[Croft] heard a little numbly the choked squeal of the bird, the sudden collapsing of its
bones. It thrashed powerlessly against his palm…He felt himself hurling the bird away over the
other side of the hollow, more than a hundred feet” (530). Croft’s destruction of the bird
foreshadows Roth’s imminent death.103 Just as the tiny bird goes sailing through the air, so too
will Roth.
In the second, and related scene, Roth arrives at the limits of his strength. Now, instead of
being the object of Sergeant Croft’s anger, Roth is the object of Gallagher’s anger and hatred.
As the ferocity of emotions rises, the violence against Roth increases. Gallagher is so disgusted
with Roth’s inability to continue the mission, he hits him: “The dead resisting weight was
enraging. He dropped Roth and clouted him across the back of the head. Get up, you Jew
bastard!” (661). Mailer’s use of the adjective “dead” to describe Roth’s body again portends
what will soon occur.104 Gallagher’s ethnic slur is also an escalation of violence because this is
the first time anyone has insulted Roth to his face—a point Roth recognizes. Just as Martinez
sees the limits of his Mexican identity throughout the novel, Roth now sees his only place is as a
Jew: “He understood. He was the butt because there always had to be a butt. A Jew was a

The argument could also be made that Roth’s destruction is also a metaphor for the
destruction of the Jews in WWII.
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Mailer uses this same adjective again a few pages later: “But when he [Roth] stepped to the
edge and looked over, his legs were dead” (665).
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punching bag because they could not do without one” (662). Amplifying the division boiling
over in the unit, Mailer brings these two antagonistic soldiers to a literal divide in the
landscape—a gaping hole on the mountain trail every man must jump over. Gallagher, the IrishCatholic Bostonian reaches the other side and bitterly turns to look back at Roth, the agnostic
Jew. This chasm of a few feet might as well be thousands, and the animosity between Roth and
Gallagher reaches it full power. As he did in the scene where Martinez questions Croft’s
authority, Mailer allows the significance of this moment in the novel to be placed on the human
face. Roth stands staring at Gallagher’s face: “Gallagher was crouched at Minetta’s feet, his face
and arm projecting through Minetta’s legs. Roth stared at them and was filled with contempt”
(665). When Roth fails to make the jump, his body flies down the rocky terrain as the other
soldiers watch and listen in abject horror. The last thing Roth sees is Gallagher’s face looking
back at him: “For an instant he saw Gallagher’s face staring in surprise at him, and then he
slipped past Gallagher’s hand, scrabbled at the rock, and then at nothing” (666). Roth dies at the
hands of the Army he is fighting with.105

An interesting comparison can be made between Mailer’s Roth and Irwin Shaw’s character of
Noah Ackerman in The Young Lions. Noah is also a Jew, and like Roth, he is described as small
and intellectual. However, where Mailer’s Roth suffers in silence by himself for most of
Mailer’s novel, Shaw’s Noah directly confronts the anti-Semitism he experiences from the other
American soldiers in his Company. In fact, Noah goes so far as to physically fight ten men in his
unit to prove himself, nearly destroying his body in the process. Eventually, Noah begins to fit
in with the other men, most of whom are Southerners. Like Roth, Noah is also killed at the end
of Shaw’s novel. While Roth’s death seems to be in vain, Noah’s, in contrast, gives purpose to
one of the other central characters (Michael) in the novel. Shaw’s portrait of Noah is deeply
symbolic and at times feels a little heavy-handed. Roth, as Mailer has drawn him, is a much
more sophisticated character overall.
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The only triumph Roth experiences in the novel is the way his face haunts Gallagher’s
memory: “He twisted uncomfortably on the ground, recalling the bitter agony on Roth’s face as
he missed the step. Gallagher could see him falling and falling, and the image scraped along his
spine like chalk squeaking on a blackboard” (687). When the greatest point of division is
eliminated, the platoon falls apart—without the “Jew punching bag,” the soldiers, especially
Gallagher, have nothing toward whom to direct their immediate animosity. Mailer’s point seems
to be diversity was not only a reality in Army units, but some of the division created by this
diversity helped keep things together. Martinez and Roth’s unfortunate and unfair placement on
the bottom level of the social organization of the group manages to focus the energies of the
other men. Not only do the racial, ethnic, and religious categories replicate the cultural
conditions of a larger American life, they also distract from the anxieties of war. While the
Army desires for servicemen to be uniform GIs, it is actually their lack of homogeneity that
ultimately sustains them. This reality is further cemented by the example of Croft.
Croft
Where Martinez, Gallagher, and Roth all help to highlight the problems of race, ethnicity,
and religion within the Army in The Naked and the Dead, the character of Sam Croft focuses the
reader’s attention on the reality of class structure and rank. Croft, who is from a cattle ranch in
West Texas, is the Sergeant of the I&R platoon. As a white Texan, Croft does not receive an
ethnic portrait like Martinez does. Mailer also physically describes Croft in more favorable
terms than he does Roth and Gallagher: “His narrow triangular face was utterly without
expression…and there seemed nothing wasted in his hard small jaw, gaunt firm cheeks, and
straight short nose. His thin black hair had indigo glints in it which were emphasized by the
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light, and his gelid eyes were very blue” (10). Lacking in expression and having nothing out of
place, Croft’s face resembles an efficient tool. Indeed, through the course of the novel, Croft is
the one who comes closest to representing what Army training would desire of a “perfect”
combat infantry soldier—he is unfeeling, ruthless, and relentlessly driven to complete the tasks
set before him.
As a non-commissioned officer (NCO), Croft inhabits the world between the enlisted
men under his command and officers like Second Lieutenant Robert Hearn. This position serves
Croft well and allows Mailer the opportunity to highlight tensions within the hierarchy of other
white men. Not only as their sergeant, but as a Texan, Croft seems to occupy a higher social
register than soldiers like Woodrow Wilson and Red Valsen. Wilson, who is thirty years old, is
from a very poor family in the Deep South. In terms of the class structure of white Protestants,
many in the platoon place Wilson at the bottom. At one point, Gallagher even refers to Wilson
as a cracker: “Fuggin cracker like you, all you got time to do is screw and eat” (201).106
Historian Michael Adams explains this was a common dynamic in the American WWII military:
“Discrimination also affected underprivileged white males, who were disproportionately
represented in combat infantry companies” (The Best War Ever 157). The thirty-two-year-old
Western drifter, Red, who grew up as the son of Swedish immigrants in a mining town in
Montana, fares only slightly better than Wilson. Mailer describes Red’s hulking appearance:
“Everything about him was bony and knobbed. He was over six feet tall without weighing one
hundred and fifty pounds…He had an expression of concentrated contempt but behind it his tired

Gallagher repeats this slur about fifty pages later: “You fuggin crackers, you’re a bunch of
animals” (259).
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eyes, a rather painful blue” (222). Throughout the novel, both Wilson and Red continually
express their resentment of Croft but never do anything substantive to threaten him. Instead, it is
Croft who keeps soldiers like Wilson and Red in line through sheer intimidation.107 The enlisted
men in Croft’s platoon seem to both hate him and yet also begrudgingly respect his authority, a
reality Croft is aware of. However, as much as Croft enjoys exerting his authority over the
servicemen who are beneath him, he is still an NCO. It is the dynamics between Croft and his
Lieutenant that prove to be far more complicated and even fatal.
Second Lieutenant Robert Hearn is a well-educated twenty-eight-year-old from a wealthy
society family in the suburbs of Chicago. Mailer gives the following portrait of him:

Other novels also have Texan characters. Leon Uris’ Battlecry has Mortimer “Speedy” Gray,
who is also a bigot: “Only Speedy Gray, the Texan, remained aloof after the game. He went out
of his way to be nasty to Levin. But bigotry was something that, unlike the colors of a
salamander, couldn’t be changed overnight” (420). The first chapter of Heller’s Catch-22 is
called “The Texan.” Heller opens the novel with protagonist Yossarian describing all of the
different men who are in the hospital ward with him: “Then there was the Texan from Texas who
looked like someone in Technicolor and felt, patriotically, that people of means—decent folk—
should be given more votes than drifters, whores, criminals, degenerates, atheists and indecent
folk—people without means” (17). In addition to novels, several war memoirs talk about Texans
and Westerners. Perhaps the most prominent is the 1949 To Hell and Back, written by Texan
Audie Murphy. Murphy opens the memoir by talking about his poor upbringing in Texas: “We
were share-crop farmers. And to say that the family was poor would be an understatement.
Poverty dogged our every step” (6). In Flights of Passage, Samuel Hynes describes the look and
personality of a Texan he met in the service: “Another new friend was the story-telling Texan,
who was called Rock, no doubt because his face looked as though it had been carved in red
sandstone—or perhaps not carved, but simply eroded. The skin of his forehead and cheeks was
red and dry looking, and scored with deep lines, like a dry gully, and his nose thrust sharply
outward, and then turned suddenly down and slightly to one like, like a crooked beak…Rock has
endless stories to tell, about Texas, about his college years at A&M, about women, and drinking”
(43). In contrast to the Texan, war correspondent Ernie Pyle describes the “Westerner” Sergeant
Frank “Buck” Eversole: “I could tell by his eyes and by his slow and courteous speech when he
did talk that he was a Westerner.” He goes on to describe Eversole’s hands, “they were outdoor
hands, strong and rough,” and his days as a roaming, rodeo cowboy in Idaho, Nevada, and
Wyoming (194). Pyle also writes Eversole was, “cold and deliberate in battle” (194).
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A big man with a shock of black hair and a small sharp voice, a heavy immobile
face. His brown eyes, imperturbable, stared out coldly above the short blunted
and slightly hooked arc of his nose. His wide mouth was unexpressive, a top
ledge to the solid mass of his chin. (328)
Where Croft’s blank expression is a mark of his hatred of the other soldiers and a sense of
“superiority,” Hearn’s “unexpressive” face by contrast reflects an air of indifference and
aloofness.108 The animosity between the NCO sergeant and the officer Lieutenant reaches its
pinnacle before the fateful last march.109 The I&R platoon has been Croft’s for four-hundredand-fifty pages. Out of spite, General Cummings assigns Hearn to lead this platoon on a
mission. As Croft learns of this new organization, he decides Hearn is his enemy: “He [Croft]
had been in command of the platoon for so long it was a little difficult for him to realize that he
had a superior…Hearn was his foe…and he resented him instinctively” (440). For the next
several hundred pages of the novel, Croft and Hearn continually observe each other’s faces.
Mailer even foreshadows Hearn’s death by having him look at Croft’s face: “Hearn stared at
him. There was an expression on Croft’s face. He could not name it, but it sent a momentary
shudder along his spine. The face was consecrated for that instant, the thin lips parted, the
nostrils flared. For an instant he felt as if he had peered into Croft, looked down into an abyss”
(498). Croft also studies Hearn: “Croft massaged his chin, examining the Lieutenant’s face”

Of Croft, Mailer writes, “He was efficient and strong and usually empty and his main cast of
mind was a superior contempt toward nearly all other men. He hated weakness and he loved
practically nothing” (156). Hearn’s dislike of other people is more distant: “He liked very few
people and most men sensed it uneasily after talking to him for a few minutes” (328).
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This is the same march up the mountainous path that would end up killing Roth. It is the
climax of the novel and where all the different storylines converge.
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(508). The two men are weighing each other’s authority, testing the limits of rank, class, and
command.
The social contrast between Croft and Hearn is apparent in the different ways they
interact with the enlisted men. When Hearn first transfers to the platoon, he tries to determine
his place among the other soldiers by carefully looking at everyone’s face: “Hearn examined
their faces” (434). Hearn is so intent in his process that in two pages, Mailer uses the word
“face” eight times:
As Hearn watched their faces, he was aware of a vague discomfort….Most of
them had hard faces; their eyes were blank with something cold and removed in
their expression…Their skins had turned sallow, almost yellow, and their faces,
their arms and legs, were pocked with many jungle sores. (435)
He goes on to look at the specific faces of Croft, Brown, Gallagher, Martinez, Wilson, and Red.
There is an invisible barrier between Hearn and the other men, and the “vague discomfort” he
sees is not simply that the men are physically tired and uneasy, it is that the men do not like
him—a fact of which Hearn is painfully aware.110
One of the reasons that Hearn is so out of touch with his men is that his life was very
different from theirs before the war. Growing up in a “twenty-two” room mansion with a cook,
Hearn’s lifestyle was nothing like Polack’s, for example (329). Poor soldiers like Wilson and
Polack were relatively used to a brutal everyday existence even without the war: “In many cases
[soldiers] who have attended college or been nurtured in leisured families encounter in warfare

“There was a resistance they had toward him. They were cautious, perhaps distrustful. He
was an officer, and instinctively they would be wary” (503).
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their first and perhaps their only direct immersion into the industrial realities that are collectively
the daily routines of millions of their fellow citizens” (Walsh 3). Historian Kristin Hoganson
argues, “the belief that elite men lacked the manly qualities that made for good citizens was
exacerbated by charges that the wealthy young men who did volunteer sought easy
commissioned jobs” (120).111 Thus, as Hearn surveys the faces before him, it is as if he is seeing
working-class American men for the first time, and he is equal parts intrigued and afraid of the
sight before him. This is especially true when it comes to Croft: “Almost with fascination, Hearn
watched Croft working on his trench knife. He brooded over it, his cold gaunt face examining
his hands as he drew the blade back and forth against the stone. There was something frozen
about him, something congealed in the set of his tight mouth, the concentration of his eyes.
Croft was tough, all right, Hearn told himself” (435). Hearn recognizes Croft could easily take
back command of the platoon if he is not careful.112
The other reality forcing tension on the men is the fact that as an officer, Hearn’s
military life was an anathema to theirs. Even the US Army agreed the gulf between officers and
enlisted men was huge. In their 1949 study The American Soldier, Army researchers report:
“Not only were the experiences of officers and men different, but also the barriers of power and
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Although Hoganson is writing specifically about the Spanish-American War and feelings at
the end of the nineteenth century, the same could be said of twentieth century America as
evidenced by many of the WWII novels.
112
“And there were other problems. There was Croft…Now he [Hearn] was in command only
through the most delicate of balances. In a sense Croft could kick it over whenever he wanted
to” (503).
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social distance were almost insurmountable” (395).113 They also admit part of this is the fault of
the Army: “the training of the officer was not well designed to help him see the point of view of
enlisted men” (391). Hearn does try to see the point of view of the men now under his command
but is mistaken in interpreting their responses. After looking at their faces, Hearn tries talking to
them: “Men, he said casually, I don’t know any of you, and you don’t know me. Maybe you
don’t want to know me…Personally, I think we’re going to get along…They laughed, and for a
moment he had the orator’s knowledge that they belonged to him. The satisfaction was strong,
almost surprising in its force” (456). The American Soldier did field research on this subject,
too:
Although the Army’s social system was such that officers with the best will in the
world would find it difficult to bridge the gulf which separated them from the
thoughts and feelings of the men under their command, one of the surprises
experienced by the observant social scientist in the Army was the number of
officers who assumed, apparently quite sincerely, that they succeeded in doing so.
All comparative studies made by the Research Branch showed that officers tended
to believe that their men were more favorably disposed on any given point than
the men’s own anonymous responses showed the men to be. (391-392)114
Hearn looks at and talks to the men desiring to be seen as one of them, to be liked, and to fit in.

The study concludes, “Americans look with disfavor upon any system which grants unearned
privileges to a particular class of individuals and find distasteful any tendency to make arbitrary
social distinctions between two parts of the Army” (379).
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The study indicates, “Both officers and men were asked to check the following statement:
“Most enlisted men do not respect their officers.—Agree—Disagree.” Only 25 per cent of the
officers agreed, as contrasted with 54 per cent of the enlisted men” (395).
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His actions contrast sharply to those of Croft. In the same scene, Croft speaks to the men in a
rougher tone than Hearn:
“We’re gonna head up this here river far as we can go, and you might just as well
expect to get your asses wet. So, if y’got any bitching to do, you might as well do
it now…They ain’t supposed to be any Japs down this far, but that don’ mean
you’re to walk like a bunch of goddam sheep looking at the ground.” (455-456)
In addition to his diction and message, Croft views the men from a position of domination: “He
stared at them, examining each of their faces in turn, deriving a mild pleasure from the way most
of them dropped their eyes” (456). He also directly disapproves of Hearn’s techniques: “It was
wrong; a platoon leader didn’t buddy. Hearn was going to screw them up with that kind of talk.
Croft always despised a platoon leader who made efforts to have his men like him” (456). The
American Soldier explains that due to the proximity with which NCO’s lived and worked with
enlisted men, there was more of a tolerance of their kind of leadership: “But he was still an
enlisted man and was subject to most of the inequalities of enlisted status. Moreover, he lived
and worked among his men and as a member of the enlisted class was subject to all the
continuous informal pressures of other enlisted men” (402). Hearn never succeeds in achieving
the level of respect of the platoon he desires or imagines himself to have—a reality exacerbated
by the tiny bird Roth finds.115
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This is also demonstrated when Hearn gives the men a command, and they do nothing:
“There was no response, which furnished him with a sharp irritation. They would have obeyed
Croft quickly…Croft they would obey, for Croft satisfied their desire for hatred, encourage it,
was superior to it, and in turn exacted obedience” (506).
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After Croft exerts his authority over Roth by killing the bird, an argument breaks out
amongst the men about Croft’s outrageous behavior, which they believe has crossed the line.
Hearn ends up humiliating Croft in front of his men by making him apologize to Roth. Mailer
uses Croft’s face as the detail to best convey the sergeant’s seething resentment. The power
struggle between these two men, two different types of leaders—an NCO and an officer—is
whittled down to this one moment:
Hearn hesitated, staring at Croft. Then he grinned, slightly conscious of how
much he was enjoying this moment. “All right, let’s cut this out,” he told them.
“If you have to fight, don’t fight with noncoms.” Their eyes turned bitter. For a
moment Hearn sensed the impulses that had made Croft kill the bird. He turned
to him, staring down into the emotionless glitter of Croft’s eyes. “You happen to
be wrong, Sergeant. Suppose you apologize to Roth.” Someone tittered.
Croft looked at him in disbelief. (532)
The words “I’m sorry” are as foreign to Croft as the image of lower-class, infantry soldiers are to
Hearn. After he utters the words, Croft, “felt as if his flesh were crawling with vermin…This
was such a new attitude for Croft, so contrary to all his thinking in the past that he was confused.
All he knew was that someone must pay for his humiliation” (532, 533). Indeed, Hearn will pay
directly and Roth will pay indirectly, but both will die. Just like Roth, the last image of Hearn in
the novel is of his dead face. However, where Gallagher is haunted by Roth’s face, Croft is
satisfied by Hearn’s: “Croft stared for a moment at the Lieutenant. Hearn was lying on his back,
the blood spurting softly from his wound, covering his face and body slowly and inevitably.
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Croft felt a sense of relief again” (603).116 Mailer does not have Croft look just at Hearn’s body
or even keep going without looking at it at all. The deliberate action of stopping to examine a
face underscores the power the face has in conveying the circumstances of war. Repeatedly
throughout the novel, Mailer returns to the face as the site where relationships, social dynamics,
and cultural factors are worked out.
In many ways, Croft is the protagonist of The Naked and the Dead—he represents the
Army as if he is combat incarnate, succeeding in eliminating various individuals who threaten
his authority: the officer and the Jew. Croft also keeps the Mexican scout and the Irish soldier in
line. However, it is Croft’s recognition of the limits of his powers and the scope of his human
need that are the novel’s triumph and perhaps the most significant accomplishments of the book:
“He had to depend on other men, he needed other men now, and he didn’t know how to go about
it. Deep within him were the first nebulae of an idea, but he could not phrase it” (704). A few
pages later, Mailer repeats Croft’s thoughts: “If he had gone alone, the fatigue of the other men
would not have slowed him but he would not have had their company, and he realized suddenly
that he could not have gone without them” (709). Croft’s realization is a confirmation of the
powerful bond of wartime comradery. Despite how dysfunctional the platoon is, it is still a unit.

A final testament to the disdain for officers is seen in the men’s different reactions to Hearn’s
and Roth’s deaths. No one really cares that much that Hearn is killed: “Roth forgot quickly
about the Lieutenant, as did the others” (604). In contrast, when Roth dies, Mailer writes,
“When Roth missed the leap, the platoon was shattered. For ten minutes they huddled together
on the shelf, too stricken, too terrified to move on. An incommunicable horror affected them all”
(684).
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Division as Form
The division engendered by the facial diversity in Mailer’s novel manifests in the
physical structure of the book too—notably in the “Time Machine” sections. These sections
magnify the details of individual identity by focusing on physical appearance and personal
stories linked to circumstances of race, ethnicity, religion, or class. All of the “Time Machine”
sections look the same. Each one begins with a soldier’s first and last name—a contrast to how
he is referred to in the rest of the novel.117 After his name, Mailer provides a short phrase, which
sums up that character’s outlook on life or the reality of his life experiences. Directly below that,
each “Time Machine” then contains a paragraph written in italics describing what the character
looks like—specifically what his face looks like. The rest of each “Time Machine” is written in
a diction and syntax unique to the voice of that character. As a result, the “Time Machine”
serves to highlight and even accentuate the differences among soldiers. In the rest of the novel,
all of the things that make a character stand out in his “Time Machine” section are presented as
points of animosity in his relationship with the other members of the platoon. The characters
come to hate each other and argue with each other because of these specific details.
While Mailer’s “Time Machine” sections accent particularity, they also stand in
opposition to the other collection of sections, which are sprinkled throughout the novel: the
“Chorus.” In the “Chorus,” multiple voices are heard and come together to offer commentary on
military life. Topics include: “The Chow Line,” “Women,” “What is a Million-Dollar Wound?”
“Rotation,” and “On What We Do When We Get Out.” However, the “Chorus” sections only
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In the body chapters of the novel, when the soldiers are with the rest of the Army, they are
only referred to by their last names.
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appear five times throughout the novel and not at regular intervals. The ten “Time Machine”
sections occur about every fifty pages. The “Chorus” sections are more erratic and go longer
distances without reappearing. The first “Chorus” takes place on page 184, and the next one
does not happen again until page 428. There is also a lack of “Chorus” sections between pages
499 and 710. Thus, the novel advances for some 200 pages without a collective voice.
Additionally, the “Chorus” sections are shorter than the “Time Machine” sections. Each
“Chorus” section is about one and a half pages long, while the “Time Machine” sections average
at about thirteen and a half pages.118 Although the “Chorus” brings all of the platoon members
together, the unity of these sections is limited by the brevity of text and the surface-level
comments on stereotypical themes. In contrast, the “Time Machine” is more nuanced in its
subject matter.
Jeffrey Walsh describes Mailer’s “Time Machine” as a “rather clumsy linking device”
(119). However, Walsh fails to examine the deep racial tensions highlighted throughout the
various “Time Machines.” Mailer's “Time Machine” sections are not a linking device. They are
an interrupting device. They do not link the reader to a time before the war; they slice into the
war and intrude humanity. These insertions break the narrative flow and force the reader to
examine an individual character in the midst of combat. Walsh suggests Mailer’s “Time
Machine” “technique aspires to create a Tolstoyan sweep from peace to war, to enable the reader
to understand the psychological motivation of the characters and to increment the authenticity of
the narrative by relating in epic fashion the events on Anopopei to those in the United States
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Like the rest of the novel, the “Chorus” sections use only the soldiers’ last names.
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before the war” (119). Walsh is correct in stating the “Time Machine” sections give insight into
individual character’s “psychological motivation,” which makes the narrative feel more
“authentic.” However, it is erroneous to state the “Time Machine” somehow “relates” or
pertinently connects life before and during war. Actually, the “Time Machine” sections do the
exact opposite. They underscore the fact that there is no way to identify life in war with life
outside of war because there is no connection. For the reader, Mailer’s “Time Machine”
displaces the regular expectation of the rest of the narrative. It feels jarring, out of place, and
incongruent. Even the style of the writing is different. There is nothing sweeping or epic about
this story, either. Instead, Mailer’s novel is grueling, grinding, and relatively focused from its
opening. It moves forward with a mechanical motion, the very language itself of the body
chapters written in a military-esque, perfunctory style. With little embellishment, Mailer’s text is
machine-like and systematic. Into this machine of war, Mailer thrusts the individuals in the
“Time Machine.” The result of all of this is to jut into the events of war—literally and physically
individuals puncture the war reality. In the “Time Machine” sections, men are not successful
GIs; they are individuals. In this way, the “Time Machine” represents diversity and division—
the exact opposite of what the American military is trying to accomplish.

…
Kate McLoughlin explains, “Huge quantities are [war’s] hallmark” (51). If hordes are
war’s “hallmark,” then individuals are its abnormality. General Cummings proclaims, “In the
Army the idea of individual personality is just a hindrance. Sure, there are differences among
men in any particular Army unit, but they invariably cancel each other out, and what you’re left
with is a value rating” (Mailer 181). Yet, Mailer provides seven hundred pages that do the exact
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opposite, forcing the reader’s attention to the psychological and emotional circumstances of the
individual. Instead of becoming desensitized by the scope of war, the reader finds familiarity
with the human characteristics of Mailer’s soldiers. Faces locate war in specificity, excavating
men out of abstraction and into a more approachable context. Additionally, the descriptions of
physical characteristics organize information and serve as a frame for the reader entering a
disorienting world of war and combat. This process builds a connection between the character
and the reader until the very act of reading becomes a negation of the anonymity of war.
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CHAPTER 4
IRWIN SHAW AND JAMES JONES:
OBSERVING FACES IN A WORLD OF VIOLENCE

Near the beginning of The Caine Mutiny, protagonist Willie Keith receives a visit from his father
Dr. Keith at the Navy midshipman school. Willie talks about some of the things he has learned
and about his trouble in passing the necessary exams to make officer. Herman Wouk is careful
in crafting the scene to focus on the contrast between Willie's preoccupied babbling and Dr.
Keith's patient listening. At one point, it is as if Dr. Keith stops listening to the conversation and
instead simply watches his son. All of Dr. Keith's focus is placed on one aspect of Willie's
person—his face. Wouk writes, “Dr. Keith lit a cigar, and watched Willie as though his son's
face told him more than the words” (48). Later in the novel, this meeting is revealed to be
particularly poignant as it is the last time Willie sees his father alive. Unfortunately, Willie had
not spent any time intentionally looking at his father during this visit. Instead, only Dr. Keith,
aware of his own impending death, stops to take in the face before him.

In a variety of American literature written about the Second World War, war provides
circumstances that turn men to each other’s faces. Correspondent Ernie Pyle proves this in
Brave Men, a collection of reporting asides from his time attached to the Thirty-Fourth Infantry
Division of the US Army.119 The book is authentic in its interest in the individual soldier and is
filled with specific details like names and faces. For example, of Sergeant Paul Allumbaugh,
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Pyle was with the Thirty-Fourth in Italy between December of 1943 and April of 1944.
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Pyle writes, “He was good-looking, and his face was the kind people like instinctively” (185). In
considering this all-American golden boy whose face appears youthful, attractive, and inviting,
Pyle cannot imagine the young soldier in combat: “He was an Iowa boy and a great soldier, yet
so quiet and good-natured that you couldn’t imagine him ever killing anybody. He was only
twenty-one” (185). Bill Mauldin is even more direct in Up Front: “Look at an infantryman’s
eyes and you can tell how much war he has seen” (42). The verb placed at the beginning of the
sentence makes Mauldin’s statement more than a directive—it is a command toward active
observation.
Beyond simply calling attention to how servicemen appear, the textual portraits present in
many American World War II novels place faces in relationship with each other. Two novels in
particular sustain the detail of facial looking throughout their duration: Irwin Shaw’s 1948 The
Young Lions and James Jones’ 1962 The Thin Red Line. Jones’ novel is similar to Norman
Mailer’s The Naked and the Dead in-as-much that it follows a group of US Army Infantry
soldiers in relatively chronological, episodic fashion through combat circumstances on the South
Pacific island of Guadalcanal. In contrast, Shaw’s book focuses more specifically on three
particular soldiers’ war experiences in the European Theater: Austrian Nazi Christian Diestl,
New Yorker Michael Whitacre, and Jewish-American Noah Ackerman, who is from California.
Initially, each man is relegated to his own, independent chapter, and Shaw repeats the pattern of
Christian-Michael-Noah chapters for several hundred pages. The story accompanies the men in
the lead-up to war until eventually, all three men’s fates intersect in a climactic, final scene in
Germany. In many ways, Michael acts as the protagonist of The Young Lions just like the soldier
Fife does in The Thin Red Line. Michael is the only main character still alive at the end of
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Shaw’s book, and although Jones has several principal characters, Fife is certainly one of them.
Both Michael and Fife show tremendous facial sensitivity throughout their respective novels—as
they view others, they become self-consciously aware of what their own faces project. This selfawareness creates a lens through which the novels’ events are often portrayed. As a result, the
very act of observation becomes a central theme in both of these texts. These soldiers also reside
in a world of incredible violence where faces are often damaged and occasionally even entirely
destroyed. Ultimately, the process of “reading” all of the faces reveals the dichotomy of seeing
that is war’s hallmark—men are simultaneously transformed by their observations and yet
consumed by the horrors around them.
Irwin Shaw’s Michael Whitacre
Thirty-year-old Michael Whitacre has a gnawing anxiety for the first half of Irwin
Shaw’s novel because he lives a relatively unhappy, pleasure-filled, self-serving existence that
grates against his knowledge that he could be serving in war. When the reader first encounters
him, it is New Year’s, 1938, and he is “walking briskly” on Fifth Avenue in New York City (23).
Preoccupied with thoughts of his generally unhappy life, he suddenly sees his face:
He got a glimpse of himself in a dimly lit shop window. He looked shadowy and
unreal in the reflection, but, as usual, he was annoyed with what he saw. Selfconsciously, he straightened his shoulders. I must remember not to slouch, he
thought, and I must lose fifteen pounds. I look like a fat grocer. (23)
Not only does Michael feel unhappy about his face when he sees it, he also feels like other
people look at him and can tell everything that he is thinking and feeling—all of those same
inadequacies and insecurities. For example, at the New Year’s party, where Michael was
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walking to in his opening scene on the streets of New York, there is an Irishman there named
Parrish. Parrish has been in the military serving in combat in the Spanish Civil War. He was
done with his service and has just re-enlisted to help fight what he calls the “Communist” threat.
When telling Michael all about the dangerous political situation in Spain and how they should
stand against such fascism and fight, Michael feels ashamed that he has not enlisted to do so. He
even callas Parrish’s “red face” a “policeman to his conscience,” reminding him of the ways in
which he has not measured up. Michael also observes that Parrish has a “blunt, open face” (31)
and that when he grinned, “his brilliantly even false teeth [were] shining happily in his face”
(30). After Parrish asks if Michael wants to “hear some bloody tales of the horrible war for
freedom in tortured Spain,” Michael says “no” point blank, to which Parrish responds that, of
course, the real stories of war are not appropriate for a fancy little New Year’s party (30). Here,
confronted with a mere glimpse of what Parrish must have seen in combat, Michael surveys the
Irishman’s face and reads in it the marks of war: “For the first time, Michael could sense, in the
cold, harsh, measuring eyes, something of what Parrish had been through” (30). Michael draws
back into his own thoughts and tries not to think about the looming war.
Just as Michael receives more information from Parrish’s face than the Irishman could
ever tell him, he feels self-conscious again when Parrish looks at him, perhaps afraid that his face
reveals his disinterest in serving in the military. Also, while Parrish was away at war, Michael
felt that he himself was doing nothing useful with his life—all he does is have affairs and plan
theater openings, but he is almost too cowardly to really do anything about it. Parrish seems to
know this: “Parrish glanced at Michael reflectively, and Michael felt the Irishman was measuring
him, questioning in his own mind what Michael was doing there, in his fancy suit in this fancy
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apartment, why Michael wasn’t at a machine gun this night instead of a bar” (32). The reality of
seeing other faces and having his own face seen and “measured” is all too much for Michael—it
affects him, makes an imprint on him, so much so that: “The rest of the evening was confined to
Michael’s mind” (36). At the end of the first chapter devoted to Michael, Shaw concludes the
chapter with Michael looking at his face again. In the bathroom of the restaurant, Michael stares
in the mirror: “He…looked at himself with loathing in the mirror, at the slack face, the rumpled,
conniving eyes, the weak, indecisive mouth. He remembered how he had looked at twenty.
Tough, thin, alive, uncompromising…That face was still there, he felt, buried beneath the
unpleasant face reflected in the mirror. He would quarry his old face out from the unsightly
outcropping of the years between” (38). The next time the reader meets Michael, he is still
engaged in this process of self-reflection and in the process of observing other people’s faces.
At a lawn party, Shaw presents different faces reacting to three levels of tension. The first
level of tension is what everyone at the party subtly feels in mindlessly playing badminton, while
half a world away, Paris is being invaded by the Germans. Before the guests arrive, Michael is
consumed in listening to the news. Shaw opens the chapter with, “The radio dominated
everything” (87). When the guests begin arriving, Michael observes them, as if listing their
characteristics for the reader. He notes the pretty, “serious, intelligent face” of Margret
Freemantle, the “pale complexions” and “wan, drawn looks” on the faces of the Boullard sisters,
the “glowing brown…boyish” face of Moran, and the “pale, austere” face of the Italian Tony
(90, 97). So, at this party is a collection of faces who are all nervous about the uncertainties of
looming war.
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The second level of tension is between Michael and his wife Laura as they finally realize
their marriage is crumbling. Shaw locates the tension of their dissolution on their faces and the
exchanges of their glances and observations. Michael tries to tell if his wife is having an affair
with one of the party guests by observing her face: “Michael looked at her appraisingly, trying to
see if the expression on her face changed” (94). Again he watches her: “Michael was watching
closely and he could see, for a fleeting instant, a swift tremor cross her face” (95). Actually, he
cannot stop looking at her: “He peered at Laura, feeling ridiculous, but not able to stop searching
her face” (95). Ultimately, it does not really matter whether or not she has been having an affair
because both Michael and his wife Laura have had many affairs and have both been unfaithful.
Shaw represents the end of their marriage with a fight that unfolds in front of all of the party
guests. Again and again, Shaw uses their faces as the place of their breaking point. Laura and
Michael continually look at each other, but it is Michael who notices all of the details of his
wife’s face. He sees evidence of her anger in her face: “her pretty, soft face churned with
hatred,” and again, “her face still violent and full of hate” (101); “The bitter, hard-set face,” and
“Her face was sharp and rushed and the thin childish face was contorted with misery and anger”
(102). Shaw even inserts a slight level of physical violence against Michael’s face in this scene.
As Michael realizes it is all over, his face is physically hit by his wife. She throws one of the
badminton rackets at him, as if Michael has to be physically harmed at the point of his
recognitions, his face, in order to come to his senses about what is unfolding: “He heard a dull,
whipping crack, and he saw it drop to his feet before he realized it had hit him over his right eye.
The eye began to ache and he could feel blood coming out on his forehead, sticking in his
eyebrow” (101). As Michael is also prone to observe his own face, he goes to a mirror in the
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house to look at his face and his injury: “Michael stood against the mantelpiece, staring at his
face in the little convex mirror in a gold, heavily worked frame. It distorted his face, making his
nose look very long and his forehead and chin receding and pointed” (101-102). Slowly,
Michael is recognizing the face’s capacity to both change and communicate.
The third level of tension is how Michael feels about himself being at a country house
while Europe is at war. While the chapter is leading up to the climax of the fight between
Michael and his wife, Shaw intersperses the reality of war. Michael remains insecure and
unhappy with himself: “if only I had more sense, if I wasn’t such a heavy, stupid ox” (90-91).
Incongruently, Michael blurts out that he wants America to go to war. This is him testing out the
limits of his own confidence. He states, “I hope…that America goes to war” (93). However, he
is still trapped in his old ways; and in the midst of the rising conflict, he propositions one of the
young women at the party, Margret Freemantle. Trying to return to the rest of the guests, he
knows he must not show any signs of his unfaithful ways on his face: “Michael stood there for a
moment, trying to make sure his face had fallen back into repose” (97). Here, instead of merely
looking at himself, he becomes conscious of his capacity to more intentionally manipulate his
face.
Michael continues to feel inadequate and uneasy about his absence from war. After the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, he begins to think even more earnestly about what he should do
about all of it. Shaw mimics Michael’s painful thought process by describing him shaving,
“scraping at his face” as though his thoughts scrape at his mind, which is mirrored in his
behavior that rakes at his face (174). When out at a restaurant at a chance run-in with his now
ex-wife Laura, Michael recognizes that she is actually very pretty and feels guilty when a
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sergeant looks over at him from the bar. The sergeant is admiring how beautiful Laura is, but
Michael feels the reality that he is not in the service. Michael sees in the sergeant a loss for all
that Michael was so easily enjoying and taking for granted: “The uniform accentuated the
expression of loss and loneliness and dumb desire on his face” (186). Finally, Michael decides
to enlist in the Army but gets drafted before he can, so goes before the draft board, which Shaw
presents from Michaels’ perspective as looking at everyone’s faces. In the space of three pages,
Michael deliberately looks at and comments on the faces before him six different times. He
admits that he should have joined the war efforts earlier: “The first day, he thought, I should
have gone in the first day” (212) but then takes out this personal animosity in the way he
perceives the faces before him. Michael looks at the “seven glowing faces” before him, the faces
of the draft board, and determines that they are “unwelcoming and have “heavy, cold dewlaps,
and angry, peering eyes” (210-212). He also talks about the faces looking at him as if they are
weapons: “The other faces swung around him, like the guns of a cruiser preparing for a
bombardment” (210). Michael declares to the draft board that he is going to enlist, and when
asked for his reasons, his response is: “I don’t know why…do you?” (212). Although Michael is
starting to do something about his war insecurities by taking some action, he is still on the
fence—unsure as to what exactly propels him.
When Michael gets into the Army as a regular enlisted man at the rank of private, he feels
a certain amount of satisfaction, a certain amount of accomplishment, as if he is a real man now
and not just wasting away in society parties: “I’m here, Michael thought, smelling the Army
blanket under his chin, it’s happened…This tent, this blanket, these snoring men have been
waiting for me for thirty-three years, and now they have caught up with me and I have caught up
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with them” (244). While in the Army, Michael retains his predilection for looking at faces. The
newfound confidence in enlisting does not translate into all areas of his new military life. Later,
when stationed in London and out with a new date named Louise, he enters a party filled with
men of higher rank and immediately feels inadequate and unwelcome: “Ever since he had joined
the Army, a later-day shyness, more powerful and paralyzing than anything he had known as a
boy, had developed within him, shyness with officers, with men who had been in combat” (365).
Thus, at the same moment Michael enters the Army and begins to fill purpose to his life for the
first time and gain some confidence, the Army also presents a brand new system for him and puts
him essentially in his place. At the party with Louise, Michael very consciously looks at the
faces of the generals around him and makes judgments about America’s fighting force:
He stood hesitantly a little to one side of the door, staring at the Generals. He did
not like their faces. They looked too much like the faces of business men,
smalltown merchants, factory owners…The Germans have better faces…Not
better, abstractly…but better for Generals. Harder, crueler, more determined. A
General should have one of two faces…Either he should look like a heavyweight
prizefighter…or he should look like a haunted man out of a novel by
Dostoievski…Our Generals…look as though they might sell you a building lot or
a vacuum cleaner, they never look as though they could lead you up to the walls
of a fortress. (365).
Louise even comments on Michael’s deep introspection; when she asks him what he is looking
at, he tells her that he is examining the faces of the Generals and that he does not like them.
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Always aware of his own face, what it is revealing and how it should look, Michael thus also has
thoughts about how other faces, particularly faces in war, should look.
Aside from continually observing his own face, Michael also examines the face of fellow
soldier Noah Ackerman. Shaw actually first presents Noah to the readers as engaged in facial
observation of his own—that of his dying father, Jacob. The chapter is almost entirely
preoccupied with this face: “the large, fierce nose, the curving, distended nostrils, the rigid, deep
eyesockets, on the high, imposing brow, the bushy white hair, courtly moustache and Vandyke
beard, like a Kentucky colonel’s in the movies, ludicrous and out of place here, on a dying Jew”
(39). In some ways, the ethnically tinged portrait of Jacob is similar to the one Norman Mailer
gives of Roth. The difference here is that Noah does not receive the same unflattering
characterization as Mailer’s Roth; instead, Noah observes the face who does.120 Noah is also
aware of the “Jewishness” of his father’s face in a way Roth never is—Roth does not
contemplate what he looks like; it is only the other soldiers like Gallagher who do this. As Noah
looks at his dying father, he is annoyed at the Jewish image before him: “Noah couldn’t help
feeling annoyed at the soaring, bushy, untrimmed eyebrows, the wavy, theatrical, coarse mane of
hair…the spectacular white beard on the lean, ascetic jaws. Why, Noah thought, irritably, why
does he insist on looking like a Hebrew King, on an embassy to California?” (40). Shaw
continues to give additional descriptions both of Jacob’s face and also of Noah intentionally
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Aside from the fact they both die at the end of their novels, another noteworthy similarity
between Mailer’s Roth and Shaw’s Noah is that Noah also does not really see himself as Jewish:
“Noah had never gone to a synagogue. His father’s overblown, rhetorical intimacy with
religious literature had clouded over the idea of God in Noah’s mind early in life” (399).
121

looking at him.121 “Noah made himself look for a whole minute at his father’s dead face” (54).
Noah is horrified that his father’s mouth is open because it looks too alive, and he tries to
manhandle the corpse in order to close the mouth and eliminate this lifelike detail. Shaw’s
description of the body and Noah’s actions toward it replicate the actions soldiers sometimes
engage in against enemy cadavers in combat zones:
Jacob’s mouth was open, intolerably alive. Noah jumped up, and crossed the
room, wavering, and tried to push his father’s mouth shut. The beard was stiff
and harsh against Noah’s hand, and the teeth made a loud, incongruous clicking
sound as the mouth closed. But the lips fell open, ready for speech, when Noah
took his hand away. Again and again, more and more vigorously, Noah pushed
the mouth shut. The hinges of the jaw made a sharp little sound and the jaw felt
loose and unmoored…Noah braced himself against the bed with his knees to give
himself more leverage…The mouth hung open, pitiful and pale under the swirling
white moustaches. (55)
There is something almost grotesque about the way Noah violently tries to “fix” this dead face—
a face that highlights the Jewish identity Noah will wrestle with when he first enters the Army.
Noah’s fate in The Young Lions is symbolic of the destruction of the Jews, and
throughout the novel, Shaw describes Noah’s face in ways that foreshadow his discovery of the
Holocaust and also his own death. Before he leaves for war, his wife looks at his face, trying to
save the image and knowing she would not see him again for a long time: “Hope got glimpses of
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When his father dies, Noah, “closed the piercing, staring eyes” (46).
122

his drawn, thin face in the mirror. She knew that she was going to remember the way his face
looked then…remember it for a long, long time” (218). Once in the Army, Michael looks at
Noah, noting an element of sadness in his face: “He looked taut and very handsome in a roughcut, archaic, tragic way” (309). When he fights ten different soldiers in his company, Noah’s
face gets damaged, and Shaw’s description of the wrecked face is remarkably similar to the faces
Michael will see later in the novel: “His face was crooked and lumpy, and one ear was
permanently disfigured in a flat, creased cauliflower. His right eyebrow was split and a white
scar ran diagonally across it, giving the broken eyebrows a wild, interrogating twist. The total
effect of his face, the steady, wild eyes, staring out of the dark, broken face, was infinitely
disturbing” (314). Another, specific example of Michael looking at Noah’s face is particularly
eerie given the focus on the eyelashes: “Michael looked over at Noah…[and] noticed for the first
time that his friend had soft, upcurling eyelashes, full and blond at the tips, giving the upper part
of his face a gentle appearance” (624). This is an important detail Michael will notice again at
the end of the book.
Just as with Michael, there is a tension between what Noah wants his face to show and
what it actually shows. Shaw even describes Noah as trying to make his face look a certain way:
“Noah arranged his face neatly and coldly” (615).122 However, although Noah does make
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Earlier in the novel, Noah also tries to make his face look a certain way so as not to reveal he
slept with his girlfriend Hope for the first time. Before going back to his apartment, where his
roommate Roger is, Shaw describes Noah as, “standing outside the doorway, in the dark house,
trying to compose his face so that it would show nothing of what had gone on that night” (127).
However, Noah is not as skilled in masking his emotions as he had hoped, and his roommate
easily reads the truth in his face: “Anyway, said Roger above the music, I’m glad to see you and
your girl finally went and did it. What? Noah asked…what are you talking about? It was
sticking out all over your face, Roger said, grinning, like an electric sign” (129).
123

concerted efforts to have a certain facial expression, he never physically observes himself in the
same way Michael observes himself—he does not catch glimpses of himself in reflections and
mirrors. Instead, it is Michael who surveys Noah’s face. Nowhere does Michael try harder to
understand Noah’s face than after they have seen a concentration camp. As the American
soldiers drive up to the gates of the camp, they are overwhelmed both by the smell and the sight
of a “slowly moving mass of scarecrows” with “skull-like faces and…staring, cavernous eyes”
that are like “dying masks” (646). The quiet violence and absurdity of the camp is incongruent
with the rest of the war, and Shaw presents a scene beyond anything any of the soldiers could
have imagined: “Michael could see the piled, bony forms. The worst thing was that from some
of the piles there was movement” (646).123 Unable to process what is going on around him,
Michael instead turns to Noah, carefully watching his reaction, trying to sense how he might feel.
The faces around him are far more disturbing than the dead face of his father, Jacob, and in the

In the ten American WWII novels discussed throughout these chapters, Shaw’s The Young
Lions deals the most directly with the Holocaust. For the most part, American servicemen, even
those serving in Europe, and civilians alike, did not know much about Hitler’s death camps until
after the war because information about it was not heavily circulated in the American presses.
This also explains the shock with which many American correspondents responded to seeing
concentration camps. For example, when Martha Gellhorn made it to Dachau in May of 1945,
she struggled to find the words to describe what was before her. In her memoir The Face of
War, Gellhorn writes about skeletons who “sat in the sun and searched themselves for lice. They
have no age and no faces [italics mine]; they all look alike and like nothing you will ever see if
you are lucky” (179). Of course, the circumstances in Dachau had been going on for over a
decade by the time American forces arrived at its gates. While Gellhorn’s intense report is a
reflection of what she witnessed, it says nothing of Polish extermination camps like Majdanek,
Treblinka, and Birkenau, which were created for the sole purpose of effectively slaughtering and
burning the millions of “prisoners” located throughout the Third Reich’s massive network of
labor camps and ghettos. For literary accounts of these places, which move beyond the details
given by Gellhorn, see especially Tadeusz Borowski’s This Way to the Gas Ladies and
Gentlemen and Primo Levi’s The Drowned and the Saved.
123
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presence of such atrocities, Noah tries to restrain his reaction: “Michael watched Noah
carefully…But Noah did not change the expression on his face. The expression was one of
thoughtful, cool, reserve, and Noah clung to it…[he] stared at the emaciated, bony, ulcerous
men, half-naked and dying, beyond the reach of any victory or liberation, and his face
trembled…but he gained control of himself” (649). One example is not enough, and Shaw
continues to write of Michael studying Noah’s face three more times in the next two pages. 124
Noah is transformed by what he sees in the concentration camp, and with this scene, his
story in Shaw’s novel comes back to the place where it began. In Noah’s first chapter, his father
refers to the “furnaces in Europe” in which Jacob’s brother will most likely be killed, and issues
a stern warning to his son: “He [Noah’s uncle] is not a stranger to you. He is a Jew and the
world is hunting him, and you are a Jew and the world is hunting you” (43). Noah mindlessly
brushes off what he feels is his father’s melodrama: “To…Noah, there was no sense of
immediacy or personal tragedy in what was happening in Europe” (43). The carnage of the
camps is something Shaw also foreshadows in describing the landscape of California in this
same chapter: “The flickering red tubes advertised restaurants, ice-cream parlors, movingpictures theaters, hotels, drive-ins, but their real effect in the soundless, sorrowful night was
tragic and foreboding, as though the human race was being given a furtive glimpse, in the mist,
of its last home, cavernous and blood-colored through gray, shuffling curtains” (39). When the
reader arrives at the last chapter in the novel, Shaw brings the American GIs to the place of

Noah’s attempt to conceal his emotions does not last long, and Michael sees, “the
expression…sliding off his face, melting, slowly and violently exposing a grimace of horror and
despair” (651).
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destruction and also to a point of change. Standing inside the ghastly horror of the concentration
camp, a place Michael calls “the center of the world, the center of the world,” Noah experiences
the “immediacy and personal tragedy” of war he had been lacking before (647). As his face can
no longer contain his rage, Noah screams out his agony: “Noah stood, very erect, his head back,
shouting crazily, as though all the things he had coldly pushed down deep within him and
fanatically repressed for so many months were now finally bursting forth. “Human beings!” he
shouted thickly, as though the two words were a magic incantation against death and sorrow”
(654). Unfortunately for Noah, his rallying-cry for humanity, and his newfound recognition of
purpose, comes too late—he is shot dead by the Nazi, Christian, just as he yells out his
proclamation.
In the final scene between Michael and Noah, Shaw returns to the face—the now dead
face of the young Jew. Where Michael had observed Noah’s golden, curling eyelashes before,
he sees them again, this time dripping in blood: “His face had resumed its expensive, remote
expression. His eyes were closed and the blood-tipped lashes, curled over his pale-fuzzed cheek,
gave the upper part of his face the old, vulnerable expression of girlishness and youth. Michael
did not stare at him long” (657). The final pages of The Young Lions reverberate with the
dichotomy of seeing that is inherent to war. The contrasts are numerous—between the truth of
war and the pain of having seen things so abhorrent they can never be forgotten, between the
youthful appearance of Noah’s damaged face and the unnatural blood on his eyelashes, between
the dead Noah and the living Michael, between Noah’s final sense of realization and Michael’s
observation of it. Where Noah’s final cry is towards something redemptive, Michael, as he has
throughout the novel, struggles with the more objective reality set before him. His thoughts
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become automatic and focused in a way they have not been before: “Find the man who had fired
the two shots before the man found him. The only way out. For Noah. For himself” (658).
Michael finds his purpose, not in some abstract ideal like the one Noah shouts just before being
killed, but in the very physical body of his dead friend. He recognizes he is ill-prepared to deal
with this situation—that the US Army has not adequately trained him to cope with the magnitude
of the situation set before him. “Now, at the height and climax of his military career, blundering,
improvising, facing a problem the Army had not foreseen…how to discover and kill one German
who has just shot your best friend” (659). Michael’s realizations seem less profound than
Noah’s—they do not encompass the meaning of life, the scope of war, the destruction of a
people. Instead, Michael’s realizations are more intimately scaled, focused on the private
struggles of one soldier trying to do one task that took an entire war to get to—that is
understanding the power of human connection and recovering an individual. This makes sense
as it is Michael, from the beginning of the novel, who has continually turned the reader towards
the specificity of men in war. In the dead face of Noah Ackerman, Michael sees a “best friend,”
something he has never had before, and consumed by his affection for him, Michael transforms
from the “blundering,” “improvising,” self-absorbed unhappiness that has defined him for the
entire novel into a man of intention.
James Jones’ Geoffrey P. Fife
James Jones’ twenty-year-old forward echelon clerk Corporal Geoffrey P. Fife engages in
a similar process of self-conscious facial observation as Irwin Shaw’s Michael Whitacre.125 In

In some of the novels, like Mailer’s and Jones’, characters are referred to by their last names,
while in others, like Shaw’s, the first names are used. This explains the discrepancy between
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the first chapter of The Thin Red Line, Charlie Company is aboard a Landing Craft Infantry
barge (LCI) approaching the island. As they enter the active warzone, all of the men cope with
their nerves in different ways, evidence of which is marked on their faces:
Fife had looked around at the faces in the barge covertly. Bugger Stein betrayed
his nervousness by continually adjusting his glasses, over and over, with the
thumb and fingers of his right hand on the frame. Lieutenant Band betrayed his
by repeatedly licking his lips. Storm’s face was too impassively set. The second
cook Dale’s eyes were snapping bright, and he blinked them over and over.
Welsh’s eyes, through the narrow slits to which they were closed in the bright
sun, betrayed nothing of anything. (38)
By having Fife be the one who notices these details, Jones activates the faces in a way simply
describing them would not. To magnify this even further, Fife takes his perception of the men
around him and applies it to himself by wondering how he looks: “Fife hoped his own face
looked all right, but he felt as though his eyebrows might be too high up on his forehead” (38).
With this scene, Jones creates a frame of facial observation tied to Fife’s insecurities about being
an infantry soldier and his attempts to understand his identity as a GI.126

referring to Shaw’s “Michael” and Jones’ “Fife.” Also, where Michael is a civilian for half of
Shaw’s novel, Fife, by contrast, has already been a solider for two years when the reader meets
him.
126
Fife’s “covert” looking is similar to what Samuel Hynes describes in his memoir Flights of
Passage. When Hynes first arrives in the military, he does not how to behave exactly. He
writes, “We were shy of each other, and nervous about behaving properly (none of us knew how
an aviation cadet was supposed to act), and frightened by the mystery into which we were
moving” (15). Psychologists write about the action of looking at other’s people’s faces for a sign
of reassurance. Ralph Adolphs states that not only do humans look at each other’s faces to
derive social and emotional meaning, humans also unconsciously mirror a person’s facial
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Fife is a skittish and generally worrisome young man—one whom Captain James Stein
goes so far as to call, “emotionally unstable, flighty, and inclined to be overimaginative” (117118).127 He wants to fit in and be liked by the other soldiers and often worries that his face
reveals more than he wants. For example, when he learns about the military past of another
soldier named Bell, Fife does not want to discuss his knowledge with Bell, yet Bell looks at him
and seems to know the truth: “Fife was really quite intelligent, although by his excitability he
more often than not gave the impression that he wasn’t, and he had decided afterwards that he
must have shown what he knew by his face that day” (27). Fife also often mopes around about
this hurt feelings and perceived troubles in life. At one point, Jones describes Fife as leaving his
post at Stein’s office in order to go on a walk in the jungle to sulk about his life. In a paragraph
that is a little over ten lines long, Jones uses the word “pointless” nine times to show how Fife
feels sorry for himself. Fife’s level of self-pity here is almost comical. As he is sauntering about
in the jungle next to the camp, he thinks to himself: “Life was pointless. Whether he looked at a
tree or not was pointless. It just didn’t make any difference. It was pointless to the tree…Who
cared?” (121). Jones further illustrates Fife’s puniness in detailing how Fife feels about losing
his glasses during a battle. Fife is injured in the head and is hopeful that his heavy bleeding

expression in this process (223). “Humans are predisposed to react emotionally to facial stimuli
and, in particular, to have facial reactions to facial expressions” (Dimberg 86). Such facial
“mimicry” is automatic and unconscious (88, 86). Thus, Fife’s action in searching the faces
around him and then wondering what is own face shows is a natural process.
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During a particularly grueling march, Fife is vocal about how weak he feels, which irritates
Stein: “Fife had been complaining for some time in a gasping, painful, wildly emotional voice
that he didn’t think he could go on” (116). Stein thinks Fife is, “highly emotional, [and] lacked
the ability to control his emotions which might have given him good judgment” (118). For this
reason, Stein does not give Fife a positive recommendation to become a non-commissioned
officer.
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indicates the wound is severe enough to have him evacuated from the front, but he has no such
luck. Instead, the doctor tells him he can go back to the line. In his disappointment, Fife focuses
on his lost glasses:
He had been hoping desperately they would find him worse than Doc Haines had
predicted, and…his despair showed on his face, but he tried to hide it from this
man.
“That’s fine, Sir,” he said. “But, you see, I lost my glasses.”
“You what?” Col Roth said, his steel eyes widening and getting more steely.
“You lost what?”
“My glasses. When I was hit.” Fife was aware of the half-guilty, three-quartersanguished look on his own face, but he had worn glasses since he was five, and he
could just barely make out the facial features of someone ten feet away, and he
did not intend to stop now…He deliberately did not say Sir.
Col Roth made no attempt to conceal his contempt and disdain. (364)
Here Jones makes it clear Fife knows he often looks at other people’s faces, and he does not
want this ability to be taken away from him. As he cannot say anything back to the Colonel, Fife
passively-aggressively omits the “Sir” and uses his own face to show his unhappiness. When he
leaves, Fife gets up and tries, “to put all his hatred in his eyes” toward the Colonel (365).
One of the reasons Fife is so gloomy throughout the novel could have to do with the
homosexual relationship he has with another soldier, eighteen-year-old Private First Class Eddie
Bead, who happens to be the Assistant Forward Echelon Clerk. The first time they have a sexual
encounter in their tent at night, Jones is careful to describe the facial details of the scene: “They
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were lying face to face, about a foot between them. Fife could just barely make out Bead’s face
in the dim light. Bead’s pale blue eyes seemed to collect the meager light and illuminate his face
with it” (124-125). Anthony Stevens terms the “military virtues” as, “toughness, aggression, and
violence”—all things Fife does not possess (122). Perhaps this is why Fife is drawn to “little
Bead,” who is somehow more a reflection of himself than of any other soldiers in the company.
Like Fife, Bead is a clerk; he is young, and small. Stevens also notes that due to the extremity of
experience in war, war unleashes sides of men’s personalities normally hidden: “Part of
personalities, usually hidden in the shadow, are liberated by war” (123). It is only after Fife has
gone on his little walk through the jungle, and determined his whole existence is “pointless,” and
that he is alone, and no one cares for him, and Welsh is mean to him, that he accepts Bead’s
overtures. In the moments he realizes he could easily die, Fife decides it is okay to receive
sexual comfort from Bead because it is only war, not real life. Bead even says, “And it might be
the last time of anything for both of us” (124). Bead propositions Fife by saying he is not a
“queer” or a “fairy,” but instead it is just two soldiers trying to get through war.128
Because of the circumstances of war, Fife decides he does not need to worry too much
about the implications of his time with Bead: “He had given up trying to sort it all out. All he
knew was that he did not feel guilty about what he did with Bead” (127). However, Jones shows
Fife coming back to think about the topic several times, trying to figure it all out, just as he is
trying to figure out himself as a young man. So, while on the one hand Fife tries to tell himself it
does not matter, his thoughts and actions prove otherwise: “On the night before his outfit went

“Well, what do you say? He said cheerfully. Shall we help each other out? I’ll do it to you if
you’ll do it to me” (126).
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into its first combat he lay awake a long time, wondering whether he was a homosexual” (128).
Fife also takes out his uncertainty about his sexual encounters on Bead himself:
It had of course changed their relationship. Fife to his own surprise found himself
becoming more and more authoritarian with his little assistant than he had ever
dared be with anyone in his life…more and more [he] treated Bead as he himself
hated to be treated by Welsh. Bead on the other hand seemed to understand this,
and moreover accepted it as though he felt it in some way to be his due. (127).
Hundreds of pages later, after Bead dies and Fife is talking to Doll, he again thinks about his
actions: “Fife suddenly wondered what Doll would say if he knew about what had happened
between himself and little Bead. He shuddered. Well, he was never going to tell anybody about
that. Nobody in the world. Not even his wife, when he got married someday” (407). In his
relationship with Bead, Fife experiences the position of authority he struggles to find in military
life.
The soldier whose acceptance Fife wants more than anything is First Class Sergeant
Edward Welsh—“a tall, narrow-hipped, heavily-muscled man in his early thirties, [whose]
Welsh blood advertised itself in every part of him: in his dark complexion and black hair; in his
dark, blue-jowled jaw and wild, black eyes; in the look of dark foreboding which never left his
face, even when he grinned” (11).129 Throughout the novel, most of the soldiers struggle to
understand Welsh. Captain Stein observes, “Welsh was mad. He was insane. Truly a real
madman…He had no respect for anything or anybody” (12). Doll thinks the same thing: “He

Even Captain Stein recognizes how much Fife seems to idolize Welsh: “Fife was imitating his
hero Welsh” (118).
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suddenly found himself confronted by the wild hair and looming figure, and the sly, mad,
brooding face of First Sergeant Welsh” (20). Storm unsuccessfully attempts to interpret the
mystery of Welsh’s face: “With all the expressiveness of a stone Welsh stared at him…Welsh’s
eyes brooded across Storm’s face…It was all very enigmatic” (82). Welsh is also always in total
command of everything around him—including his facial expressions, which is unnerving to the
other soldiers and stands as a stark contrast to Fife. Where Captain Stein looks at the men under
his command with empathy, Welsh looks at them and smirks: “Captain Bugger Stein…stared
into each of their helmet-shadowed, intense faces and chokingly felt tears rising up in him…His
sense of responsibility was monumental, a near holy thing…And beside him stood his first
sergeant [Welsh]…he too watched their faces, but in a different way: in a sly, cunning,
calculating way, as if he knew something none of the rest of them knew” (35).130 Like the
perfect infantry tool, Welsh seems indefatigable, as if he has no limits. On the grueling march
that drives most of the men to exhaustion, “Welsh marched along with his head down,
communing with some element of himself, and looking as though he were out for a walk and had
felt no fatigue all day” (117). As the soldiers try to placate and coexist with Welsh, his face
becomes an effective weapon in exacting his dominance over them. Indeed, Welsh’s face is so
powerful, it speaks for itself without any words. Jones presents one example of this when Doll
tries to follow Welsh on a short patrol: “Welsh stared at him a moment, then without change of

Jones’ Captain Stein is an officer like Noman Mailer’s Lieutenant Hearn. However, Jones’
men do not hate Stein with the same ferocity as Mailer’s hate Hearn. One of the main reasons
for this is that Stein has been leading the soldiers of Charlie Company for two-and-a-half years,
while Hearn was only with the Intelligence and Reconnaissance platoon for a few days. See
Jones 257.
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expression turned away silently. It was obviously a reprimand” (178). Welsh is perhaps the
most aggressive soldier in The Thin Red Line, and Fife’s conflicted adoration of him allows
Jones to present two men at opposites spectrums of the GI model.
Of course, Welsh cannot stand Fife and sees him as, “a punk kid,” “an ass,” and “a
coward” (25).131 As they do for the other soldiers, Welsh’s persona and face have tremendous
power over Fife: “From across the tent Welsh sent him a sudden sharp glance. It penetrated
through the tobacco smoke and renewed din of conversational voices, straight into his face.
Even when he wasn’t looking Fife felt it” (85). Yet, Fife is astute at reading Welsh: “He saw
Welsh coming, and what was more, recognized from his face and from considerable past
experience what sort of mood the first sergeant was stoking up” (25).132 Despite Welsh’s
continual rejection of him, Fife often considers what Welsh’s thoughts might be and attempts to
reach out to him for signs of connection:
For a moment, just a moment, Fife thought of asking [Welsh] for something,
some assurance. He wanted to. But then he realized he did not know what to ask
him for, or how to phrase what he wanted to say, or even what it was…He didn’t
want anyone to think he was a nervous sissy, or a coward…So, instead of
speaking, he shrugged elaborately at Welsh, though feeling that his face did not
look right, looked too scared, and turned and walked away. (122-123)

Welsh elaborates further on why Fife is a coward: “He would be trembling like a dog shitting
peach seeds and scared within an inch of his life, but he would stay. And as far as Welsh was
concerned, that was an even worse kind of coward” (25).
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Jones describes Fife as, “small but broad-shouldered” (25).
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The fear of being labeled a coward is something Fife struggles with throughout the entire novel.
Fife even announces he is a coward, blurting it out to Storm in the midst of conversation. When
Storm plays along and agrees that they are all cowards, Fife’s response is, “I mean really a
coward” (374). Voicing out loud how he feels about himself seems to make Fife oddly more
confident: “Fife felt better. Storm took being a coward so much more in his stride somehow, and
it made Fife feel less unmanly” (375). The curious thing about Fife, though, is that he is not
really a coward; it is just that he is sensitive—not a desirable quality in a combat infantry soldier.
To compensate for his self-image as a coward, Fife tries to impress Welsh and prove his
toughness by volunteering for more combat: “When Welsh heard him, his face turned so red it
appeared his whole head would explode like a bomb with furious rage” (391). Fife immediately
regrets his decision to go back on patrol, but tells himself it is worth it just to see Welsh’s
reaction: “The only real pleasure he got out of it was Welsh’s face” (391). Once out on the front
again, in the middle of violent action, Fife begins to have nightmares. Here Jones returns to the
medium in which Fife has dealt all through the novel:
Trapped by longfaced crewcut infantry Colonels who demanded the willingness
to die…trapped by chic grinning S-1 officers secure in their right to ask only after
other officers, trapped by his own government and its faceless nameless
administrators, trapped by Stein and his increasingly sad face, trapped by 1st/Sgt
Mad Welsh who wanted only to laugh at him. (403)
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In Fife’s nightmares, he is surrounded and trapped by the very faces he spends the entirety of the
war and the novel examining, studying, and reading.133
The range of Fife’s insecurities, emotions, and personal doubts is a pendulum, which
swings back and forth throughout the entire novel. Jones develops the effects of this in Fife’s
final series of scenes, all of which involve him looking at faces. In his last battle, Fife is,
“astonished to realize that he had personally killed two Japanese” (453). While the other men
begin to hunt for souvenirs and prod the cadavers, Fife refrains because “the corpses made him
feel queasy and vaguely guilty” (453). Fife’s main frustration is not just that he feels, but that he
does not feel good about killing. He once again observes the faces around him and tries to make
his face into the image of what he things the perfect soldier should be: “Nobody looked as upset
as Fife felt. And this upset Fife even more. Don Doll, for instance, was watching Dale and
grinning broadly. What was wrong with him? If the rest of the guys could be this tough, why
couldn’t he? He had killed two, hadn’t he?—one of whom had been looking straight at him”
(453). At a loss as to how to fit in, Fife mimics Doll’s face: “Doll was grinning. So Fife grinned
too” (453). While the other soldiers are generally messing with the dead Japanese bodies, Jones
takes Fife’s main attention to the face of the dead because the face has been Fife’s focus for the
whole novel. Jones has Fife muster up enough courage to go over and join the other American
soldiers as they poke at the bodies. In determining he can best show his toughness by copying
the other’s behavior, Fife turns to a dead face: “He thought of sticking his bayonet in it, to show

Once again, Jones has Fife return to thoughts of Welsh here: “Fife was thinking about Fife
somewhat the same way as Welsh was—but differently” (425). Through the awkward thirdperson narration of Fife’s inner voice, Jones replicates the confused thoughts of the Corporal.
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he didn’t give a damn, but he was afraid that would look too affected. So instead he squatted,
taking the stragglybearded greasy chin in his hand, and turned the head so he could look directly
into the face” (453). After observing the details of the open eyes and the blood that was still
coming out of the “halfopen mouth,” Fife shoves the mouth and leaves, telling himself, “That
ought to show them!” (453). This same event leads Fife to momentarily see himself with new
eyes: “He was now sure he had become a real soldier” (472). He also thinks he has courage: “He
had found out that he was really much braver than he’d thought, and this gave him real joy”
(472). Later, bolstered by whiskey and a newfound sense of arrogance after being promoted to
Sergeant, Fife picks a fight with a man of lesser rank, Joe Weld. In this act of violence against
another man in his company, Fife suddenly feels the most dominant he ever has: “It was as
though a sudden scrambled lightning bolt of happy maleness and joyous masculinity had split
Fife’s skull, blinding him with glory…he punched with both fists and total abandon at the face
below him” (474-475). Jones presents the damaged face for both Fife’s and the reader’s
inspection, noting Weld’s “nose was broken and bleeding. Both eyes were puffed almost shut.
Blood ran from his mouth between his broken lips” (475). True to his wavering emotions, a few
moments after he feels triumphant, Fife also feels remorse for what he has done as he stares at
the face he injured. Thus, where Fife thinks it is necessary to engage in violence and enjoy it in
order to be a successful soldier, he ultimately realizes it is not a good fit for him: “Fife had
thought the combat numbness was a new state of mind. And when it went away and left him
again a quivering mass of jelly, he was not prepared. He was forced to face once again the same
fact he had faced before, which was that he was not a soldier” (496). Here, Jones uses the word
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“face” as a verb, meaning to accept and/or confront something, and by the end of the novel, Fife
accepts his role as an ineffective GI.
The last time the reader sees Fife, he is having a final, tense exchange with Welsh, the
“hero” for whose attention and acceptance he never stopped looking. Fife’s dream comes true,
and he finally receives an injury worthy of being evacuated from the combat zone. At the
prospect of leaving the company, and war, for good, Fife suddenly feels disappointment and
wonders if he should actually stay and keep fighting. His thoughts turn to Welsh, whose opinion
matters more to him than anyone else’s, and when he asks Welsh if he should leave or stay,
Welsh’s response is bitter and harsh. If Fife hoped in his final moments Welsh might show him
some affinity, Fife was mistaken:
“So you finally makin it out, hunh, kid?” Welsh leered at him when he saw him,
his black eyes glinting contemptuously.
“Yeh,” Fife said sadly. He couldn’t help feeling melancholy. “But I been thinkin,
First. Maybe I ought to stay?”
“You what!” Welsh snarled.
“Well, yes. I mean, you know, I’m gonna miss the company. And it’s—it’s sort
of like running out. In one way.”
Welsh leered at him in silence, his mad eyes gleaming. (503)
Fife is so eager to receive Welsh’s focus, he does not recognize the coldness in the Sergeant’s
face. Welsh secures the distance between them by telling Fife exactly what he has always
thought of him: “You want to know why I got you busted out of the orderly room that time…It
was because you were such a lousy fucking bad clerk, I HAD to do it!’ (503). As Welsh turns to
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leave, Jones writes, “he did not even look back. Fife did not see him again” (503-504). In this
way, Fife leaves combat just as he enters it—observing Welsh and trying to measure himself
against the Sergeant.
Both Welsh and Fife experience transformations by the end of The Thin Red Line. For
the whole novel, Welsh feels insulated against combat, callous to its effects because he enjoys
the thrill of it: “The truth was, he liked all this shit. He liked being shot at…liked shooting at
strangers and seeing them fall hurt…Of all the company…Welsh was perhaps the only one as far
as he knew who had never yet felt the combat numbness” (423).134 Welsh even returns from
combat with a feeling of triumph, and although his face bears the marks of war like the other
soldiers, he is convinced he feels none of it: “Welsh had come down from the hills at the head of
his company with the same drawn, haunted face and wrinkled, too bright eyes they all wore, but
unlike them he had come down triumphant…because everything had turned out exactly as he had
expected and anticipated, thus leaving him with no real shock or trauma” (387). However, war is
too powerful for even the most hardened soldiers like Welsh, and on the last page of the novel,
Jones writes that even Welsh finally experiences the numbing of combat: “He had known the
combat numbness now—for the first time, at Boola Boola—and it was his calculated hope and
belief that if pursued long enough and often enough, it might really become a permanent and
mercifully blissful state” (510). As is fitting with Welsh’s personality, he confronts the “combat
numbness” as a possession to control and maintain, recognizing the feelings engendered by it are
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Bill Mauldin talks about this same kind of soldier in his memoir Up Front. He describes a
“swamp hunter from Georgia” who loves war and combat: “The swamp hunter once killed eight
krauts with one clip from his M-1 rifle….He says war is just like swamp hunting” (43).
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like an elixir he has worked the whole war to cultivate. Fife’s transformation is more complete
than Welsh’s. Welsh, the efficient Army instrument, the one who comes closest to being a
perfect GI, couches his desires inside a military worldview. By contrast, Fife, who is sensitive
and emotional and alive to his feelings, successfully extracts himself from the war paradigm that
tried to define him. Fife’s ultimate achievement is the realization he no longer needs the faces he
has been desperately seeking and clinging to for the whole war. As the reader last sees him, Fife
is riding an LCI back to a ship that will take him away from Guadalcanal: “He did not feel guilty.
He was glad to leave such hate-filled people. It was a fine, sunshine day” (504). Instead of
merely describing what Fife is doing or looking at, Jones presents the reader with Fife’s inner
thoughts, thereby giving him the last word in his experience—a direct affront to the
homogenizing efforts of both the Army and war.
Facial Violence
The “thin, red line” named in the title of James Jones’ novel is more than the two
references the author quotes after his dedication page.135 Essentially, Jones’ title evokes the
same idea as Norman Mailer’s The Naked and the Dead because the “thin red line” is the
difference between those who witness the devastating violence of combat first-hand and those
who do not. This is something James Michener also writes about at the end of Tales of the South
Pacific: “If you were not the…ultimate man with his sweating hands upon the blockhouse, you

The two passages quoted are from Rudyard Kipling and colloquial culture. Kipling’s “Thin
red line of ‘eroes [sic]/ When the drums begin to roll,” from his poem “Tommy,” speaks to the
lack of appreciation and resources many servicemen are faced with as mere cogs in a wider war
system. The poem talks about how many disregard soldiers until it is either a ceremony or they
need assistance. The second passage, which is self-explanatory, Jones indicates is an old
Midwestern saying: “There’s only a thin red line between the sane and the mad.”
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didn’t know what war was. You had only an intimation, as of a bugle blown far in the distance.
You might have flashing insights, but you did not know” (373). Jones’ characters find this out as
quickly as they arrive at Guadalcanal. One of the LCIs is destroyed by air bombing just as
Charlie Company gets to shore, and they watch the other American soldiers who are gravely
injured, recognizing they “had crossed a strange line…They had been initiated into a strange,
insane, twilight fraternity where explanation would be forever impossible” (45). The company
notes especially the faces of the wounded:
They stared back at their audience with lackluster eyes, eyes which though
lusterless were made curiously limpid by the dilation of deep shock…These men
had crossed a line, and it was useless to try to reach them…Now they had joined
company with—and had even gone beyond—those strange, wild-eyed, bearded,
crazily dressed Marines and soldiers who had been fighting the Japanese here
since August. (46-47)
There is no doubt the realities of war change men and evidence of these changes can be read in
their faces. After their own turn in combat, the soldiers in Jones’ Charlie Company have their
own “haunted faces and pooldeep, seadark eyes” (351). It does not take much time either for
war to reshape the men: “Four hours later they were back with one dead, two wounded, and faces
which had aged twenty years” (398).136 This is the environment that Irwin Shaw’s Michael

Jones also describes the look of combat numbness as, “stary eyes and drawn faces” (466).
Another change the men’s faces incur is the growing of beards: “It was just that everyone—
rightly or wrongly—felt he was a different person from the man who had gone up on the line ten
days ago; and the beards seemed to symbolize, seemed to make material, this change” (384).
Jones also notes the beards aided in erasing the lines of Army control over the lowest in rank:
“Their beards…were precious status symbols. They symbolized the comparative freedom of the
136
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Whitacre and Jones’ Corporal Fife find themselves in, and the facial observation they engage in
not only reveals what they see, but also trains the reader to be alert to the myriad of other faces
looking out from the war conditions of these novels.
A scene of particularly wrenching facial detail in James Jones’ novel occurs when First
Sergeant Eddie Welsh attempts to help the dying Private Tella, inadvertently revealing his own
capacity for human empathy. Tella’s body is savagely ripped apart by the gunfire, a mess of
“blueveined intestines…flies…bloody hands, [and] blood running slowly from the other, newer
wound in his chest whenever he breathed” (250). As if that were not enough, Tella also is
screaming as he dies, further intensifying the horror for all of the other soldiers: “The screaming
seemed to splinter the air, a huge circular saw splitting giant oak slabs, shivering spinal columns
to fragments” (248). In order to do something about the situation, Welsh runs back to Tella,
“And when he looked at Tella, an embarrassed kindliness came over him” (250). Even Welsh is
overwhelmed at the image before him, and there is nothing he can do for the young soldier other
than give him morphine syrettes:
“Here,” Welsh yelled, and tossed him a double handful he had found in the other
pouch, and then turned to run.

frontline combat infantryman, when compared with the tighter, more disciplines ‘garrison’ type
life of the rear area troops” (492). In Boy’s Crusade, Paul Fussell makes note of this exact
phenomenon, explaining that front-line combat released men from “chickenshit” practices:
“There was one advantage in being in an attack, and only one: there, a soldier was seldom
troubled by the chickenshit to be met with in the rear. At the real front there was no such thing
as being out of uniform, for the soldier looked like a tramp with individual variations all the
time” (25).
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But something stopped him. Crouched like a sprinter at the gun, he turned his
head and looked at Tella one more time. Tella, already unscrewing the cap from
one of the syrettes was looking at him, his eyes wide and white. For a moment
they stared at each other.
“Goodbye,” Tella cried. “Goodbye, Welsh!”
“Goodbye, kid,” Welsh yelled. It was all he could think to say. (252)
Tella’s anguished face haunts Welsh afterwards, and he sees the scene again in his mind:
“Tella’s wild face and bulging blue intestines visible behind his closed eyes” (252). More
significantly though, the interaction with the dying soldier leads Welsh to feel, and “he made
himself a solemn promise never again to let his screwy wacked-up emotions get the better of his
common sense” (253). Always in control of his reactions, his thoughts, and his own facial
expression, Welsh is deeply uncomfortable with the newfound emotional reality he witnessed
and decides from that point forward he will not engage in the sentiments brought on by war.
Aside from the faces of American soldiers, the other faces present in both The Young
Lions and The Thin Red Line are of the enemy. For most American servicemen, the German
enemy was a more abstract concept than the Japanese, and as Bill Mauldin explains, the infantry
man “didn’t learn to hate the German until he came over here” (11). John Steinbeck conveys this
by never actually naming the enemy in The Moon is Down as the Germans—instead, he
describes them in generalized terms. By writing they are a “time-minded people” who “push the
rolling world along with their shoulders,” and have “helmeted faces,” Steinbeck presents the
Germans like machines, like armored tanks without human detail (3-4). In The Young Lions,
Shaw develops a Nazi character in Christian Diestl. Several times in the novel, Christian notes
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the look of the face of American GIs: “Christian thought of the faces of the American pilots he
had seen, men who had been shot down behind the German lines and had waited to be taken,
insolently smoking cigarettes, with arrogant smiles on their empty, untouched faces” (340).
There is even a begrudged admiration he feels for the American soldiers he encounters. Coming
across a paratrooper stuck in a tree, Christian studies his face:
He had a tough, athlete’s face, with a broken nose and cold, tough eyes. But he
stopped struggling with the traces and just hung there, staring at Christian.
“I’ll tell you what, Kraut-face,” the American said, “you cut me down and I’ll
accept your surrender.”
Christian smiled at him. If only I had a few more like him with me today,
Christian thought, instead of these worms…He shot the paratrooper. (435)
Christian’s participation in facial observation humanizes him throughout the first part of the
novel, allowing Shaw to set up a more dramatic descent into cruelty for the German.
Although Christian’s face never suffers significant damage, Shaw does provide a detailed
account of a German whose face does: Lieutenant Hardenburg. Initially, the dynamic between
Sergeant Christian and Lieutenant Hardenburg is like the one between Norman Mailer’s Sergeant
Croft and Lieutenant Hearn—a subversive power struggle Christian perpetuates by having an
affair with Hardenburg’s wife: “As Christian watched Hardenburg, he knew that he hated that
face worse than the faces of any of his enemies” (137). Hardenburg’s face is graphically
maimed and burned in combat, but the reader does not see an American soldier personally inflict
this damage. Instead, Shaw saves the detail for what the new face looks like: “There was no face
there at all. There was just a red and white pulpy mass…It was like a pomegranate, roughly and
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inaccurately broken open, veined and red and with the juice running from the glistening, ripe
globules past the knife down onto the shining ivory plate” (270-271). Hardenburg’s wound
serves as a physical commentary on the power of the human face to both connect and repel
people to each other and to society itself.
Hardenburg becomes obsessed with the new state in which he finds himself, and when
Christian visits him in the hospital, Hardenburg does not stop talking about his face: “They
assure men, the voice behind the bandages was saying, that in two years they can give me a
face…I am confident it will be a serviceable face” (272). Adjusting to the reality of life without
a face, Hardenburg begins to take stock of his entire life, a process Christian recognizes him
doing.137 In his attempts to assuage his own devastation at how he looks, Hardenburg
compensates by proclaiming he is proud of his new face, which will come in handy later in his
career: “A wounded face will be of value later…My face will be my medal. Pity, respect,
gratitude, fear—my face will produce them all. There will be a world to be governed when this
is over, and the Party will find my face as good a symbol as any to represent them in other
countries” (277). Not only does Christian find Hardenburg’s assertion shocking, he finds it sad,
privately referring to Hardenburg as “the man without a face” (282). In actuality, Hardenburg is
not as desensitized to his injury as he claims and is ultimately destroyed by the agony of his
damaged face. Almost like a notation from Anne Vanderbilt’s 1916 New York Times accounts

“Locked in his blindness, Hardenburg talked calmly and reflectively for hours on end, slowly
unwinding the tissue of his life for his own and Christian’s benefit, as though now, in this
enforced and brutal holiday, he was taking inventory of himself, weighing himself, judging past
triumphs and errors and mapping out possibilities of his future” (274).
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about the destroyed faces of World War I,138 Hardenburg’s wife Gretchen rejects him because of
the way he looks. Out of despair and desperation, the Lieutenant then kills himself—a fact
Christian is unaware of until much later when he visits Gretchen. Gretchen explains to Christian
that when she saw a photograph of her husband, she just could not accept it: “You have no idea
of what he looked like…A man must be crazy to send his wife a picture like that…He was queer
enough to begin with, but without a face…There are some limits, after all, even in war” (407).
Perhaps feeling guilty he had something to do with the Lieutenant’s suicide, Christian asks to
keep the photograph of Hardenburg.139 “Christian looked at the photograph. One bright,
crooked eye stared coldly and imperiously out of the nameless wounded flesh, over the tight
collar of the uniform” (408). Shaw’s development of the Hardenburg story-line places focus on
the immense power of facial injuries and also on the act of observation. For the first time in the
novel, a character is not looking not at an actual face, not thinking about the haunting image of a
face, but is studying a photographic representation of a face. Removed from Hardenburg
himself, Christian adopts a viewing vantage point similar to what the reader experiences all
along. In this way, Shaw’s portrait of both German soldiers is much more sensitive than any
depiction of the Japanese in novels like Jones’, Mailer’s, and Michener’s.
One of the main reasons the Japanese receive much harsher treatment in American WWII
literature is that “the intensity of collective hostility felt against the Japanese was much greater

Anne Vanderbilt’s observations of the work of the American Ambulance in France was
discussed in Chapter 2. Also, see “Miracles of Surgery on Men Mutilated in War.”
139
Hardenburg killed himself with a “crude knife” Christian brought for him, thinking
Hardenburg would use it to put his suffering bed-mate out of misery (284).
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than that against the Germans” (Stevens 142).140 Historian John W. Dower explains the hatred
of the Japanese was defined by an extreme racial prejudice that saw the Japanese as subhuman,
where the Nazis, by contrast, were white (Erenberg 169). In his book War Without Mercy,
Dower writes, “Just as these new technologies permitted killing at greater and greater distances,
so also did there take place an increasing psychological distancing between one’s own side and
the enemy. The enemy became remote, monolithic, a different species” (294). This was
especially true in the jungles of the South Pacific where American soldiers often did not see their
Japanese enemy until they came upon their rotting bodies, half-consumed by the dense
underbrush.
Due to the proliferation of propaganda images of the Japanese as a non-human enemy,
the level of violence against the Japanese body in many American novels of the Second World
War is far more graphic than the descriptions of dead Germans.141 An example of this can be
seen in The Thin Red Line when a group of soldiers go out hunting for souvenirs. The men come
across a grave full of Japanese corpses: “Either it was very shallow or there was more than one
layer of bodies, because here and there undecayed appendages or smaller angular portions such
as knees and elbows stuck up out of the loose dirt that had been shoveled back over them” (72).
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It is important to note though that when confronted face-to-face with an enemy soldier who
has the capacity to kill you, almost all servicemen are inclined to feel that their enemy is
formidable. Thus, in the midst of the gunfire, explosions, and chaos of combat, the German
seems just as fierce as the Japanese. At the end of James Michener’s Tales of the South Pacific a
small group of servicemen debate this point with each other: “Don’t give me that stuff,” one was
saying. “Europe is twice as tough as this!” “You talk like nuts,” a younger voice retaliated.
“These yellows is the toughest fighters in the world.” “I tell you not to give me that crap!” the
older man repeated. “My brother was in Africa. He hit Sicily. He says the Krauts is the best all
round men in uniform!” (373).
141
John Dower discusses examples of this extensively in War Without Mercy.
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Even more disturbing than this is the action the soldier Big Queen takes in forcefully dragging
one of the legs out of the pile:
Slowly, dreamily, mercifully mudcovered, the body drifted up out of the
grave…First came the rest of the leg; then came the second leg, flung out at a
grotesque angle; then the torso; finally the shoulders and stiff, spreadeagle arms
which looked as though the man were trying to hold on to the dirt and keep
himself from being dragged out; and lastly the mudcovered head…The helmeted
head was so covered with mud it was impossible to distinguish its facial features
as such. (76)
Queen’s effort is an act of violence that seems to disregard the dead Japanese soldier as human.
Although he does later feel the slightest sense of remorse, Queen compensates for this guilt by
putting the helmet of the corpse on his head and wearing it back to camp. Jones completes the
scene by indicating, “before morning Big Queen’s forcible disinterment of the dead Japanese
man had been added to the company’s annals of myth and legend, as well as to Queen’s own”
(80). There is nothing celebratory about what Queen did; instead, this grotesque charade can be
seen as just that—an act to possibly distract men like Queen from imagining themselves as
anonymous cadavers in a shallow, unmarked grave in the middle of a featureless jungle.
While the perceived distance between himself and the enemy allows Jones’ Queen to
direct his savagery with seeming little regret, American soldiers were often appalled to see
evidence that the Japanese did the same thing to GI cadavers. As it is when alive, the face of the
dead American soldier is the most difficult object for these men to come to terms with. James
Michener provides an example of this. When a group of soldiers wades deep into the jungle in
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search of the “Remittance Man,” whom they had been communicating with via radio throughout
the war, they are shocked to find instead human skulls on pikes. Michener allows the un-named
narrator’s face to reveal to Tony Fry what he sees: “Fry rejoined us, carrying part of the radio set.
The bright sun blinded him for a moment. Then he saw my face, and the row of skulls. He
dropped his carbine and the rheostat. “No!” he roared. “God! No!” He rushed…to the fifteen
poles and clutched each one in turn” (95). Michener further enhances the gruesome nature of the
find with the tiniest of details—ants methodically “giving the Remittance Man their ancient
jungle burial” (96). Jones presents a scene of American soldiers similarly outraged at the
treatment of their dead. In a way, Jones perpetuates the notion of the barbaric Japanese enemy
by having the Japanese inflict what appears to be far worse disrespect on American bodies than,
for example, what the reader sees Queen doing. Charlie Company finds an American soldier
from George Company who, “had been beheaded alive with a sword. He was found…with his
hands tied behind his back and his head sitting on his chest. And as a gesture of defiance, or
hatred, or something, the Japanese after beheading him had severed his genitals and stuffed them
into the mouth of the severed head” (156). While seeing this enrages the men, Jones turns to
descriptions of their faces to best convey their feelings: “Bell had never seen such reactions on
men’s faces. Big Queen turned red as a beet…McCron’s eyes got vague and faraway and his
face took on an unwilling, shamed look…Cash grinned and licked his lips…he looked positively
and spinechillingly murderous” (158). All the soldiers react with characteristics that help define
them as individuals.
The severed head of the soldier from Jones’ George Company seems as if it would
instill in the other soldiers a momentous retaliatory impulse. However, the close, personal
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destruction of living faces is neither easy nor natural. In Studs Terkel’s “The Good War,” B-29
gunner John Ciadri explains this, describing what many men felt like when the entered the
military: “I never had any ambition to be a warrior…I had to condition myself to be a killer…I
had to condition myself, to sell myself against my own death” (200-201). A final example of
facial violence involving the enemy that also demonstrates the ghastly experience of killing can
be seen when Jones’ Private Bead kills a Japanese soldier. Here, instead of mutilating a corpse,
Bead kills a living soldier in intimate contact. Jones begins and ends the episode with the face of
the Japanese staring back at Bead’s face. Looking directly into the face of the man he is trying to
kill is so intense that when he first starts out, Bead wants to, “tear the face off with his bare
hands” (172). After attempting every possible method he could think of—he “had beaten him,
kicked him, choked him, clawed him, bayoneted him, shot him,”—Bead turns lastly to the face:
“He reversed the rifle in his hands and drove down full force into his face, smashing it…He
drove the rifle butt again and again into the Japanese man’s face, until all of the face and most of
the head were mingled with the muddy ground. Then he threw the rifle from him and fell down
on his hands and knees and began to vomit” (173). This level of violence is not only unnatural
for Bead, as evidenced by his vomiting, but is also so obscene that it almost removes Bead from
himself—he loses his sense of time afterwards, too. Like others before him have been, Bead is
haunted by the face he destroys: “He could not forget the intent look of deliberate purpose on the
man’s face…His memory of it, and of that resolute face coming at him, made him shudder and
want to gag” (174, 178). Bead also feels, “some agent of retribution” will come for him—a
premonition that soon proves true with his own death. Oddly enough, while Bead is tormented
by the face he killed, he is admired by the faces of his peers: “Bead did not find in their faces any
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of the disgust or horror of him he had expected. If anything, he found a little of the reverse:
admiration” (179). Later, Bead continues to note how the other men look at his face: “they
looked at [him] as though he were a different person. Bead was not sure whether he enjoyed this
or not, but he had decided that he did” (180). Thus, with this scene, Jones provides a pattern of
facial looking that circulates from Bead looking at his enemy and the Japanese looking back at
him, to Bead’s fellow soldiers looking at him, which in turn makes Bead aware of how he
looks.142
The Dichotomy of Seeing
Historian Gerald Linderman writes, “Infantrymen…frequently found very painful
thoughts of their deaths. Especially torturous was the realization that death struck individually,
that it takes a man by himself, in the historian Jonathan Marwell’s phrase” (272). While death
“strikes individually,” it has the capacity to deliver people into anonymity—especially if their
faces are decayed, blown-off, destroyed, or maimed beyond repair. The absence of the face, like
what appears in George Strock’s photograph “Dead Americans at Buna Beach,” increases the

Bead’s interaction with the Japanese soldier is indicative of the kind of violence Joanna Burke
writes about in An Intimate History of Killing: Face-to-Face Killing in Twentieth Century
Warfare. Bourke explains, “Whereas physical scientists…attempted to deny that warfare was
concerned with killing human beings, men at the front were all too conscious of this fact” (81).
Other American novels also present scenes similar to the one of Jones’ Bead. For example, in
Leon Uris’ Battlecry, protagonist Danny Forrester engages in an almost identical process as
Bead. After trying to kill a Japanese with his rifle and then bayonet, Danny realizes the man is
still alive and staring back at him: “The eyes were still open. He lifted the gory weapon and with
its butt bashed madly again and again until there were no eyes or face or head” (349). This
action is completely out of character for Danny, who is an all-around innocent American posterboy when the novel begins. By placing the sentence about the open eyes in italics, Uris
underscores the power of the face to communicate. For other descriptions of ruined and
destroyed Japanese faces that are the result of a non-human contact, see John Hersey’s memoir
Hiroshima in which he details the after-effects of the atomic bomb.
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viewer’s desire to see what is inaccessible. Perhaps this is why Norman Mailer’s Red Valsen is
so distraught he cannot see the face of the dead Japanese he happens upon: “But the corpse lay
there without a head, and Red ached dully as he realized the impossibility of ever seeing that
man’s face” (216). Red is not only disturbed he will he never be able to see who this dead man
was, but he will never know him either. As such, “the body seemed to lie in a casing of silence”
(216). Terminated from individual detail, the corpse becomes almost symbolic of the face, and
identity, that has been erased by the war around it. Red’s yearning for vision is the dichotomy of
seeing inherent to war—the desire to see and the pain of seeing too much.
The “thin red line” Jones’ Charlie Company observes other soldiers crossing over as they
arrive via LCI to Guadalcanal also propels their looking. Although Charlie Company does not
want to watch other American soldiers dying, they cannot tear their gaze away from the scene:
C-for-Charlie…watched this action at the aid station with rapt
fascination…consumed with an almost sexual, morbid curiosity…C-for-Charlie,
as one man, was curious to see: to see a man die…They could not help but be;
fresh blood was so very red, and gaping holes in bared flesh were such curious,
strange sights. It was all obscene somehow. Something which they all felt should
not be looked at, somehow, but which they were compelled to look at, to cluster
closer and study. (46)143

Jones has Corporal Fife engage in this same process again later in the novel: “Naturally, he
was somewhat upset by watching the two wounded being handled and cared for. And yet he
could not not watch” (403).
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The “line” is the threshold of experience from which there is no returning—most soldiers want to
cross the line, but once they do, they realize it was not worth it. Bill Mauldin affirms this in Up
Front when he writes that once a person fights in combat, he does not ever want to fight again:
“the surest way to become a pacifist is to join the infantry” (14). It is one thing for Sergeant
Welsh to squat before his dying peer Tella and look into his face, sensing all the intense
emotions that go with it, and it is another thing entirely for someone like Bead to smash a
Japanese face into oblivion. In Jones’ novel, Bead symbolically pays for the experience with his
own life, absorbed by the violence he helped to create. With the face as the most revealing and
personal detail of war, crossing the “line” coincides with the reader’s desire as well—the reader
wants to see but will forever be just on the outside of that line.
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CHAPTER 5
THE DISORIENTING LANDSCAPES OF
JAMES MICHENER, JOSEPH HELLER, AND KURT VONNEGUT JR.

Much of war is waiting for things to happen—even for front-line, combat-infantry troops.

War

correspondent Bill Mauldin explains, “Many people who read and speak of battle and noise and
excitement and death forget one of the worst things about war—its monotony…the never-ending
monotony of days and weeks and months and years of bad weather and wet clothes and no
mail—all this sends as many men into the psychopathic wards as does battle fatigue” (46-47).144
Often, the waiting is preceded by a period of rapid movement and chaotic activity, what Mauldin
calls the “hurry up and wait system” (46). He describes several instances: “double time to the
assembly area and wait two hours for the trucks—drive like hell to the docks and wait two days
for the ship—fall out at four in the morning to stand an inspection which doesn’t come off until
later afternoon” (46). The fact Mauldin says this system is used by armies everywhere does not
make the experience more tolerable for the basic soldier; but as Ernie Pyle writes, “the army is
good for one ridiculous laugh per minute” (246). Inherent in Pyle’s sarcasm is the
acknowledgement that military life and war are best defined by the enduring reality of absurdity.
This absurdity can even be seen in the texts the US Army uses to train its soldiers. For example,
in “Section V: The Articles of War” of the 1941 FM 21-100, Basic Field Manual: Soldier’s

In his book WWII, James Jones acknowledges this same point: “I think that the great thing
that Mauldin did was to show people over and over again that it was not only the danger of war
that slowly did men in. It was perhaps even more that long haul of day after day of monotony
and discomfort and living in perpetual dirt in the field, on and on with no prospect of release and
no amenities” (130).
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Handbook, guideline seventeen states, “The Articles of War are part of the military laws enacted
by Congress to control the conduct of those in military service of the United States” (6). Two
paragraphs later, guideline nineteen seems to offer an illogical rebuttal: “However, as a good
soldier, resolved to observe fully and in good faith the obligations of the oath of enlistment
above discussed, you do not need to spend much time studying the detailed provisions of the
Articles of War” (6). Essentially, the instructions indicate an effective solider does not need to
question or think about what he is told to do—he should just do it.145 In this way, obedience
does not preclude idiocy.146

Aside from unusual, new protocols, military and war life also involves new landscapes—
the first of which is the training grounds. In his memoir Flights of Passage, Samuel Hynes talks
about adjusting to the strange new surroundings: “the Naval Air Station looked temporary, raw,
ugly…[there] were rows of impermanent-looking gray buildings…and around the whole Station
a high wire fence…we were housed there in regulation enlisted-men’s barracks, barn-like twostory frame buildings…in each of these rooms double-decked bunks were lined up symmetrically
on either side of a central aisle” (40-41). Of course, the physical environment has an impact on
how people behave, and the uniform austerity of the barracks Hynes describes no doubt serves to

Corporal Fife finally comes to this realization on his own at the end of The Thin Red Line: “It
wasn’t so hard to be a real soldier at all. It was really very easy. All you had to do was do it,
whatever it was” (472).
146
John Steinbeck reinforces this point in The Moon is Down when enemy soldier Colonel
Lanser says, “The military, the political pattern I work in has certain tendencies and practices
which are invariable,” to which Mayor Orden replies, “And these tendencies and practices have
been proven wrong in every single case since the beginning of the world” (49).
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break down traces of individuality.147 Once at war, American servicemen were exposed to some
of the diverse geographies in which the Second World War was fought—the jungles, swamps,
coral rock beaches, exposed mountains, and tall grasses of the South Pacific islands, the cities
and forests of Europe, the arid deserts of North Africa, and the vast expanse of both sky and sea.
These new physical surroundings could be isolating to servicemen, something Pyle talks about in
Here is Your War: “We of our little company were swallowed in a great blackness, connected to
the war by one field telephone which ran to the battalion command post a quarter mile away”
(198). Pyle notes that the immensity of the war’s physical proportions disconnects soldiers from
the larger units they are part of and further works to strip them of their individuality.
The places men find themselves in feature heavily in of numerous American novels
written about the Second World War. For example, Irwin Shaw begins each of the first three
chapters of The Young Lions with a distinct setting—Christian Diestl is in a small skiing village
in the Austrian Alps; Michael Whitacre is on the wet streets of New York City; and, Noah
Ackerman is in the California beach town of Santa Monica. Shaw collects these three from their
disparate locales just as men from around the country, and around the world, were collected and
placed together for war. In James Jones’ The Thin Red Line, the descriptions of landscape even
mirror the plot and the development of the characters. In the “gray flush of dawn” of the “lovely
tropic day,” Jones opens the novel with, there is still the promise of surviving war before all of
the destruction begins (2). These places reinforce the dichotomy of seeing, further developing
conditions of absurdity as men find themselves in landscapes both beautiful and also

In Natives and Exotics, Judith Bennett explains, “Unlike trees and aggregates, human beings
can think, and their behavior is shaped by society, its institutions, and the environment” (148).
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unrelenting.148 Martha Gellhorn writes that the great irony of the war landscape is everything
around it can go on looking pristine despite its role as host to carnage: “This field grew huge
dead cattle. They lay with their legs pointing up, and their open eyes were milky and enormous,
and the air stank of their swollen bodies. Aside from the hideous dead animals everything
looked lovely, with the Adriatic a flat turquoise blue and the sky a flat china blue and the neat
green hilly country of the Marche ahead” (121). In Gellhorn’s notation, the reality is so ironic it
becomes grotesque.
In a 2012 article entitled “The Power of Patience,” Harvard art historian Jennifer Roberts
talks about seeing as the “master sense.” She writes, “It is commonly assumed that vision is
immediate. It seems direct, uncomplicated, and instantaneous—which is why it has arguably
become the master sense for the delivery of information in the contemporary technological
world.” In contrast to Roberts, William Frassanito rightly indicates looking at images is useful
but in many ways limited: “But the Antietam photographs and their descendants portray only the
visual aspects of battlefield reality. There is much that is missing. Had the photographers
somehow been able to capture the smells and the agonizing screams along with the sights…I
venture that the photographs would have been buried as quickly as the dead they represented”
(286). In some ways, novels are closer to this later reality, as they describe the sounds—of
bullets whizzing by, of shells exploding, of insects, of dying men, of silence—and the smells—of

Pyle makes note of the contrast between the “the drippy, misty dawn” versus the blackness of
night (203, 198). Also, in WWII: A Chronicle of Soldiering, James Jones writes, “God help me,
it was beautiful. I remember exactly the way it looked the day we came up on deck to go ashore:
the delicious sparkling tropic sea, the long beautiful beach, the palms… waving in the sea breeze,
the dark green band of jungle, and the…power of the mountains rising behind it to rocky
peaks…None of it looked like the pestilent hellhole that it was” (48).
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the other soldiers, of the jungle foliage, of decaying bodies—that contextualize war. The novels
deal with the heightening of senses that occurs in combat—something veteran Robert Rasmus
describes in his memory of war: “I was only in combat for six weeks, but I could remember
every hour, every minute of the whole forty-two days” (Terkel 40).149 Military training had an
answer for this heightened activity of the senses—disregard it. The 1941 FM 21-5 Basic Field
Manual: Military Training instructs, “Modern battle is marked by noise and confusion. The
individual must develop in training, such skill in the technique of operating his implements of
war, whether it be vehicle, weapon, or men, that he habitually follows correct procedure under
any conditions which may be encountered” (15). However, as is the case with most of the
material in these Field Manuals, combat reality seldom goes according to plan, and many
servicemen were overwhelmed at the onslaught their senses experienced in these alien locales.
Three American novels of the Second World War are particularly useful for evaluating
the sensual impact of the disorienting landscape: James Michener’s 1947 Tales of the South
Pacific, Joseph Heller’s 1961 Catch-22, and Kurt Vonnegut Jr.’s 1969 Slaughterhouse Five. In
many ways, these three are the best known American WWII novels in the general public.
Heller’s and Vonnegut’s texts have received considerable scholarly attention, while Michener’s
has been conflated with the romanticized, pop-culture, re-imagining of war in Rodgers and
Hammerstein’s musical adaptation. Perhaps in the most glossed-over terms, today many might
associate Heller’s novel with satirical, dark humor, Vonnegut’s with the anti-war days of
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Both Ernie Pyle and Samuel Hynes reference the sound of the voices of other soldiers. See
Pyle, Here is Your War Story, 201, and Hynes, 40-41, where he also discusses the sound of a
community of sleeping men.
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Vietnam and a kind of post-modern, stream-of-consciousness style, and Michener’s with exotic
paradise and the “greatest generation”—but the truth is all three of these novels have much more
in common than is perhaps immediately apparent. All three are slightly chaotic in their quasiepisodic, disjointed plots, or lack of plots, despite the fact that Michener’s was written some
fifteen years before the other two and just a few years after the war. All three deal with the
confusion and monotony of waiting. Most significantly, all three have a unique geography,
which sets the tone for the conditions of war. These texts present the “forgotten” landscapes in
the American collective memory of the war, for these are not the D-Day beaches of Normandy,
not the Battle of the Bulge, and not Okinawa or Iwo Jima. In their seclusion from popular
culture, these landscapes become remote and private. In such places, soldiers, sailors, airmen,
and marines find themselves ever more trapped between their own, individual personalities and
the absurdity and anonymity brought on by these foreign landscapes. Here, the face ceases to
function solely as an object that looks at the world, registering it visually for others to observe,
and instead is transformed into a sensual receptor, reaching out into the landscape to gather and
absorb the information around it. In turn, the landscape becomes a powerful anthropomorphized
enemy, conversely reaching back to the human body and face—grabbing at soldiers as if it has
arms to claim them, pursuing them with great intensity.
Michener
Of all the Allied Forces’ positions of the Second World War, the South Pacific Theater—
a far-reaching collection of islands that seemed both exotic and unimportant to many
servicemen—was predominantly the possession of the Americans. James Jones called the war
exercise there “Pacific Chess,” noting “not many people knew the strategy of the Pacific war.
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Not many know now…There was a bunch of islands out there nobody had ever heard of, and
almost nobody wanted” (WWII 98). Not only did most of the men fighting the war not know
what was going on, but the perception of the American civilians was often erroneous—
particularly in relation to the naval armaments.150 However, the great contradiction of the South
Pacific was that despite the abundance of negative obstacles, many of the islands were quite
beautiful. It is with this sentiment that James Michener opens Tales of the South Pacific:
I wish I could tell you about the South Pacific. The way it actually was. The
endless ocean. The infinite specks of coral we called islands. Coconut palms
nodding gracefully to the ocean. Reefs upon which waves broke into spray, and
inner lagoons, lovely beyond description. I wish I could tell you about the
sweating jungle, the full moon rising behind the volcanoes, and the waiting. The
waiting. The timeless, repetitive waiting. (9)151
Michener’s narrator addresses the audience directly, as if acknowledging their desire to see what
war there was “really like.” Perhaps surprisingly, given the ferocity of fighting in places like
Guadalcanal, Michener’s introductory description is not of carnage but instead of a geography so
“lovely,” he cannot adequately convey it with words. A hint of alternate perspective comes in

James Michener’s narrator illustrates this with his diatribe against common perception of the
PT Boats: “I have become damned sick and tired of the eyewash written about PT Boats…They
were rotten, tricky little craft for the immense jobs they were supposed to do…In many instances
they were suicide boats…Yet I can understand their popularity. It was strictly newspaper
stuff…some wizard with words went to work on the PT Boat. Pretty soon everybody who had
never seen a real Jap ship spitting fired got the idea our wonderful little PT’s were slugging it out
with Jap battleships” (69-70).
151
The first two sentences of this passage were discussed specifically in the “On the Need to Tell
it Like it Was” section of Chapter 1. Additionally, the passage directly following the one
presented here is discussed in the “Presentation of Names” section of Chapter 6.
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with the “sweating jungle,” but then the moon rises quickly and clears that image away. The
only sign of discomfort is the “repetitive waiting” with which Michener ends the paragraph.
Tales of the South Pacific is not really a novel—it is more a collection of stories about American
sailors and marines stationed near the fictional islands of Vanicoro and Bali-ha’i in the Coral
Sea. Each chapter only loosely advances a cohesive plot, focusing instead on the circumstances
of different characters, a few of whom, like Tony Fry, are featured throughout many of the
“tales.” While there is a climactic battle scene in the taking of Kuralei at the end of the book, the
personal details of the servicemen, and the natives, missionaries, and nurses they interact with,
preoccupy much of Michener’s writing. The “waiting” mentioned in the introductory paragraph
takes on central importance as Michener works to substantiate his account of the landscape: “But
our war was waiting...There were battles, of course. But they were flaming things of the bitter
moment…Then you relaxed and waited” (10). With little to do between battles, the environment
around the servicemen draws them deeper into its fold. Michener provides a deliberate example
of this a little over half way into the book:
That evening there was a peculiar refraction in the air, and the ocean in front of
the mess appeared as it had never done before. Fine sunlight, entering the waves
at a peculiar angle, were refracted by the intensely white coral. The waves
seemed to be green. No, they were green, a green so light as to be almost yellow,
and yet a green so brilliant that it far outshone all the leaves on all the
trees…Whatever the cause, the ocean was a thing of rare beauty that night.
Having nothing else to do, the Marines watched it as long as the sun was up.
Slowly the green faded into twilight gray. The sun disappeared and flaming
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clouds shot up beyond the volcanoes at Vanicoro. There the fine symphony of
light played itself out. (195-196)
There is something vital about bright green, and Michener’s passage here feels optimistic and
refreshing in the midst of war. Not only do the marines gather to watch, but they are also
directed to do so by a major who calls to them: “Look at that lovely water!” The men literally
get up from the tables where they are eating and move over to the shore to see nature put on its
show: “His fellow officers piled out of their mess and stood along the beach. They marveled at
the mystery and discussed it in all the terms they could command” (196). In the opening pages
of the novel, Michener presents the landscape for the reader’s perspective; however, here, he has
the characters themselves talking and thinking about what they are seeing. In this way, the
Marines engage in the same activity Michener does—trying to find the exact language that
captures the scene before them. Instead of describing the faces of soldiers, Michener devotes the
same attention to detail on the setting—as if the reader is gazing upon the face of the island,
which becomes more and more alive as notice is given to it.
In addition to the color saturation, Michener is clear in noting there are sounds present as
well. As night descends, the visual sense gives way to the auditory, and the “symphony” no
longer belongs to the light but to the creatures of the jungle: “A bird called. Night insects began
to cry. Then, like a Mongol rush, night and darkness bore down through the fragmentary tropic
twilight” (196). Michener presents a variety of other sounds, which emanate from the jungle—
one of the most interesting for the men is the “lonely,” disembodied voice of the Remittance
Man, an Englishman who delivers information: “From far away, from deep in the jungles near
Jap sentries came a human voice. It was clear, quiet, somewhat high-pitched. But it never rose
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to excitement…it was always the same” (76). The Americans never meet this man, so his voice
inspires various ideas about his identity, and everyone has a different reaction to it: “For
[Charlesworth] the Remittance Man was an abstract, impersonal command to action. But to
Tony Fry the enigmatic voice from the jungle became an immense intellectual mystery” (77).
For Michener’s narrator, the sound of the Remittance Man haunts him as faces do for so many
others: “I can hear it now. It fills the room about me as it filled that sweating hut” (76).152 The
servicemen grow so accustomed to hearing the sound of the Remittance Man’s voice that when
he goes silent for a few days, they are racked with intense curiosity about what happened to him.
Michener lets sound speak for the character whose only real quality is sound—the Remittance
Man comes back online in time to say he is being attacked by the Japanese, and the contrast in
what the men hear shocks them: “There was a shattering sound. It could have been a rifle. Then
another and another. The Remittance Man spoke no more. In his place came a hissing voice of
one horrible frustration: American peoper! You die!” (92). Just as the sound transforms into
something unpleasant, so too does the terrain around them.
When the Americans decide to go on a scouting party to see if they can find the
Remittance Man, Michener places them in a more hostile landscape. The mesmerizing beauty of
the ocean waves is replaced by the “oppressive and foreboding” jungle, which becomes animated
in its attempts to prevent the men from advancing. Lashing out to them like an enemy unit, the
landscape here is harsh and suffocating:
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For a more detailed analysis of the impact of the violent death of the Remittance Man on the
Americans soldiers, particularly Tony Fry, see the last few paragraphs in the section “Facial
Violence” in Chapter Four.
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Great trees with vine-ropes woven between them fought the sun to keep it out of
the jungle. Stray birds, distant and lonely, shot through the trees, darting from
one ray of light to another. In time a dim haze seeped through the vast canopy
above us. The gloomy twilight of daytime filled the jungle. As we struggled
toward the hills we could see no more than a few feet into the dense growth. No
man who has not seen the twisting lianas, the drooping parasites, the orchids, and
the dim passages can know what the jungle is like. (94)
Thus, like the ambiguous conditions, which force men between indefinite waiting and combat,
Michener forces the men in and out of different sensual sights and sounds that mirror the
experience of war.
Aside from its mutability, the landscape is a central character with the ability to affect
men and change them. Fifty-year-old Atabrine Benny, the man in charge of the Malaria Control
Unit, even acknowledges this. In thinking about the idyllic, paradise island of Bali-ha’i, Benny
“reveled in its strangeness…In Waco, he was a druggist’s helper. On Bali-ha’i he was a doctor.
A consulting doctor, and he was happy” (181). Unattached to his wife and professional
obligations, Benny’s role in life is transformed in the new reality of this landscape.153 The
character for whom this seems to have the most intense ramifications is the US Marine First
Lieutenant Joe Cable, who ends up falling in love with the seventeen-year-old native girl Liat,

On his thoughts about sailors and officers having affairs during the war, “The druggist was
not given to moralizing. He wasn’t in Waco, Texas. He was having a damned fine time in the
islands” (205).
153
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despite having a Bryn Mawr girlfriend back home in Philadelphia.154 When he tries to write to
his girl back home, Cable realizes he cannot find the words to describe the place he is in: “He
had not been able to convey to her his feeling about the islands, nor his long trip into the jungle,
nor what he had thought of mysterious Vanicoro even before he had visited Bali-ha’i” (197).
Bali-ha’i is essentially a secret island where all of the young, native women live under the
direction of French missionaries.155 The US servicemen do not know about it because they
cannot see it from their vantage point and are not permitted to go there. None-the-less, Cable
ends up accompanying Benny to Bali-ha’i and is overcome by the “hidden” island he calls a
“jewel unmatched” (206). Michener uses the same imagery to describe both Liat and the island,
as if they are one and the same. Liat’s “oval face looked exquisite against the dark hair and
wattled wall. Her teeth shone clearly. Her firm chin looked resolute. She was altogether
delectable…In rare beauty she stood proudly against the wall, naked to the waist, incredibly
feminine” (186). Bali-ha’i is nearly identical: “Bali-ha’i was…a jewel of the vast ocean. It was
small. Like a jewel, it could be perceived in one loving glance. It was neat. It had majestic
cliffs facing the open sea…It was green like something ever youthful, and it seemed to curve
itself like a woman into the rough shadows formed by the greater island of Vanicoro” (179). In
this way, the sensual landscape serves as a manifestation of and extension of Cable’s desire.

Cable is so obsessed with his lover Liat that she is like a drug for him: “There were no
proportions to his fantasy; like a vision of marihuana his dream consisted merely of geographic
shapes propelling themselves into weirder shapes, until his entire mind was filled with whirring
and wheeling objects? (210).
155
Michener writes, “Every girl, no matter how ugly or what her color, who might normally be
raped by Americans was hidden on Bali-ha’i” (180).
154
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Interestingly, though, Michener does not leave the face of Bali-ha’i unchanged. Instead, as war
progresses and Cable receives orders to ship out to combat, the island no longer appears as
beautiful as it once did. The last time he visits both Liat and Bali-ha’i, the landscape is darker
and more remote:
There were dark clouds across the entire sky, lying in thick layers upon one
another…Now the flaming red of the sun itself took control, and this sovereign
color filled sky and ocean. It was not merely red. It was a vivid, swirling, violent
color of blood; and it touched every cloud that hung above the water…Cable
gasped as the violence of the scene subsided…Now beauty was gone from the
channel, and the island of Bali-ha’i was an empty thing. (218-219)
What had been a “jewel” is revealed as a “useless little island” after-all (220). Michener writes
of Cable’s adventures as if they are real; however, the setting and love-story plot of this “Fo’
Dolla’” chapter seem not only incongruent with the rest of war, but also absurd in their dramatic
conclusion. Ultimately, Bali-ha’i stands like a reflection of the emotions Cable projects from
himself.
Tales of the South Pacific ends with a vastly different landscape than the one Joe Cable
gallivants around in. In the final chapter, the narrator, still in the South Pacific, visits the
Cemetery at Hoga Point. In this unadorned place, free from the majesty of Bali-ha’i and
irritation of the jungle, the reader and narrator alike encounter all of the men who died in those
landscapes:
I cannot put into words the emotions that captured me as I looked upon the graves
of my friends…I was appalled by the relentless manner in which one dead plus
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one dead plus one dead add up to three white crosses. If you sit at home and read
that two-hundred and eighty-one men die in taking an island, the number is only a
symbol for the mind to classify. But when you stand at the white crosses, the
two-hundred and eighty-one dead become men. (379)
Michener shakes his collection of stories free from the geography and brings the reader back to
the individual servicemen who his novel is filled with. He also returns the reader’s attention to
the difficulty of writing authentically about combat. Just as the marines struggle to describe the
green ocean, and Cable struggles to describe Bali-ha’i, the narrator struggles again, as he did in
the opening passage, to put words to the somber reality of war.
This challenge, of remembering war and trying to write about, is something James Jones
acknowledges in WWII: A Chronicle of Soldiering. Jones is shocked that he can look back with
any fondness toward the places he served during the war: “It is scarcely believable that I can
remember it with pleasure, and affection, and a sense of beauty. But such are the vagaries of the
human head…The pervasive mud, and jungle gloom and tropical sun, when they are not all
around you smothering you, can have a haunting beauty at a far remove” (48). It is these same
places he writes about in the South Pacific setting of The Thin Red Line, where the landscape is a
central character as it is in James Michener’s text. Jones begins four of his eight chapters with
some notation about the setting, and in Chapter One, soldiers enter the uncertainty of war with a
lack of sound and color on the “silent gray” ocean (1). However, it does not take long for the
terrain to exert its presence, and soon “fingers of matted jungle began to be visible, reaching
down into the coconut trees” (52). By Chapter Two, the jungle looms in the rain like an “alien,
supremely confident, making them aware of it even when they could not see it, a fact of nature
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like a mountain or an ocean and equally as ominous to the human ego” (54). In the most
climactic Chapter of the novel, Chapter Four, where four of the soldiers die amid the chaos of an
ambush, Jones starts gently, with little indication of what is to come: “Dawn came, and passed,
and still they waited. The roses and blues of the dawn light changed to the pearl and misty greys
of early morning light” (184). Despite all that occurs in the previous chapter, Chapter Five
opens, almost absurdly, with the men waiting again, this time under a brilliant night sky:
“Billions of hard, bright stars shone with relentless glitter all across the tropic night sky.
Underneath this brilliant canopy of universe, the men lay wide awake and waited” (290). By
continually casing the lead-up to action in these disparate natural surroundings, Jones’ writing
mimics the absurdity of the conditions the servicemen find themselves in.
Norman Mailer’s The Naked and the Dead also presents a powerfully absurd
anthropomorphic landscape that magnifies the soldiers’ senses, making them continually on edge
against the vegetation enemy. The landscape foreshadows the meaning of war when Mailer
illustrates a sunset—not a sunrise—a symbol of things ending, not beginning. Like Michener,
Mailer presents something that is at once beautiful but is later transformed: “It was a sensual isle,
a Biblical land of ruby wines and golden sands and indigo trees. The men stared and stared. The
island hovered before them like an Oriental monarch’s conception of heaven, and they responded
to it with an acute and terrible longing…It could not last” (453-454). As the night crawls out
from under the blazing sunset, Mailer changes his diction and instead of the “vivid spectrum of
crimson and golden yellows and canary greens” and “purple foliage” and “land rose in pink and
violet dales,” the men see the “darkened sky,” with its “evil churning of the gray-white wake” in
the “black dead ocean,” and instead of inspired, they now feel “absorbed in a silent pervasive
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terror” (454). Even the rain takes on a formidable stance—the natural elements wreck Army
organization as a night storm “[breaks] them into all the isolated units” (108). As they set out on
an initial march, “The jungle offered far more resistance than the Japanese, and the troops tried
to avoid it wherever they could” (44). Yet, the terrain finds a way to stand up to them, as if the
soldiers are battling an actual human army in the fields: “Huge roots continually tripped the men,
and their faces and hands became scratched and bleeding from the branches and thorns” (131). It
is this hostile environment which plays a crucial role at the climax of the plot.
This climax, contained in Part Three, which Mailer has aptly named “Plant and
Phantom,” is the mission the Intelligence and Reconnaissance (I&R) patrol takes deep into the
jungle and over the Mount Anaka in order to scout the Japanese rear flanks.156 The “vague
unnamed stimulations and terror…of the foreboding wilderness…began to whip at them,
obstructing their way” (458). Mailer describes the elements of the terrain as if they are an
intentional enemy: “The stream had a force and persistence which seemed alive; they felt
something of the frenzy they would have known if an animal had been snarling at their feet…
The jungle overhead grew so close to the water that it brushed against their faces” (459, 467).
This landscape is so unrelenting that even after hours of marching and hacking through it, “the
jungle gave virtually no hint of the trail they had cut” (493). Emerging on the other side of the
jungle, the men find another, different earthen enemy—a valley of kunai grass: “The kunai grass
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Sergeant Sam Croft sees Mount Anaka as a personal affront and is determined to conquer it
(527). Mailer’s language of domination lends Croft’s desire a perverse sexual desire: “The
mountain attracted him, taunted him and inflamed him with its size…He stared at it now,
examined its ridges, feeling an instinctive desire to climb the mountain and stand on its peak, to
know that all its mighty weight was beneath his feet” (447).
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grew to terrifying heights…It roused a new kind of terror in them…They felt as though they
blundered through a forest, but the forest was not solid. It weaved and swayed, rustled against
their limbs, was soft and yielding, therefore nauseous…the grass whipping nastily in their faces”
(494). If this was all the men had to deal with, perhaps it would have been momentarily
tolerable, but the landscape does more than physically attack them—it battles their senses in a
way they have never experienced. Mailer confirms this when he describes Sergeant Brown
turning into a “raw nerve” that absorbs all of the sensations around him: “Something in the
limitless darkness of the night, in the tenuous protection of the grove, in the self-absorbed
suffering of the wounded man beside him had combined to leave him naked, exposed, a raw
nerve responding to every wind and murmur that filtered into the grove from the bare gloomy
hills in the blackness about them” (537). Here, Brown is transformed by the intensity of the
sensory conditions of war.
Throughout the novel, Mailer consistently highlights the heightened sensual awareness
combat brings by conflating sounds and sights with the landscape. Sounds become physical
objects as machine guns wake the soldiers up with brutal clarity, tearing them “violently out of
their sleep as if an electric charge had bored through them” (220). In the jungle, the guns “lash
at them from across the river…[while] the sounds crack against their eardrums…[as] a ricochet
slaps some more dirt on top of them” (151). Mailer intersperses onomatopoeia between these
descriptions with capitalized interjections of “BEE-YOWWWW!” and “BAA-ROWWMM,
BAA-ROWWMM” to replicate the sound of artillery. Bullets adopt color schemes, as “tracers
looked like red splints of lightning” (151). In the grove before the mountain, rifle sounds morph
into a savage chorus of diverse voices, a “steady and vicious mounting crescendo” where bullets
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“sing,” “snap,” “chirp,” “buzz,” “scream,” and “howl” by the men (510). The men have no
choice but to “wither before it like a wheat field in a squall” (510). Mailer’s use of the pronoun
“it” makes the sound seem like a solid entity and a formidable foe. After similar gunfire kills
Lieutenant Hearn, Wyman struggles to reconcile his senses, trying to mesh the sound and sight
of what is before him: “He was still trying to bridge the sound of the Lieutenant’s voice with the
color of his blood” (605). Wyman’s efforts to resolve his conflicting senses is something the
soldiers deal with throughout the second half of the novel.
The confusion of sensations brought on by the violent gunfire are matched only by the
cacophony of the living jungle: “Their ears were filled with the quick frenetic rustling of insects
and animals, the thin screeching rage of mosquitoes and the raucous babbling of monkeys…the
harsh uprooted cries of the jungle birds, the thrumming of the insects” (457). Air, another
unseen element like sound, also receives a physical identity, and Mailer repeatedly describes the
quality of the jungle air as velvet: “Their faces felt swathed in velvet, and the air they breathed
was superheated” (620).157 The third intangible to tear at the men is smell—both of the land
itself and of decaying bodies. While the smell of decaying vegetation is a “familiar stench” to
the soldiers, the smell of decaying bodies is not: “A strong intense smell close to that of burning
garbage arose from the ridge…[with] bits of rotting flesh strewn everywhere over the blasted
earth…The stench was acute and flies lusted over the corpses” (210, 212, 213). For Red, this
newfound sense of smell is a powerful trigger for ideas of mortality: “It was a smell he would
have expected if he had lifted a coffin lid, and it remained with him for a long bad moment in
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For other uses of the word “velvet,” see also pages 456, 487, and 590.
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which he looked at the body and didn’t look, thought of nothing, and found his mind churning
with the physical knowledge of life and death and his own vulnerability” (217). Yet, just as the
men are overwhelmed at the onslaught of new sights, sounds, and smells, the landscape
transforms into something new—the absence of these things, particularly of sound. Characters
are haunted by the “commanding” silence and the constant alternation between harsh noise and
no noise. For example, when Roth is on night-watch duty, he becomes paranoid about
everything he hears:
He was conscious of all the sounds of the night woods—the crickets and frogs and
lizards thrumming n the brush, the soughing of the trees. And then the sounds
seemed to vanish, or rather his ear could hear only silence; for several minutes
there was a continual alternation between the sounds and the quiet…Roth felt a
gnawing, guttish fear…His ears had become giant amplifiers and he was detecting
a whole gamut of sounds, of sliding and scraping, of twigs cracking, of shrubs
being rustled, which he had not noticed before. (114-115)
Later in the valley, the platoon reacts the same way to what they perceive as deafening silence:
“They were all acutely conscious of the silence in the valley, and started at unexpected rustles,
halted every time an insect began its chirping” (507). Martinez has a similar experience on his
solo scouting mission, where the “unassailable” silence “erodes his courage” as he attempts to
wade through the night field (591, 589).
Ultimately, this foreign, disorienting landscape is the most powerful enemy in The Naked
and the Dead, for it is the natural world—not the Japanese—that overcomes the men. Twice, at
the end of the novel, Mailer allows the landscape to take on supreme importance over the fate of
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these soldiers. As the men cart the injured Wilson back to camp on a litter, his dying moans
“torment” them in their exhaustion while the ground works against them: “The grass interfered
with them, tripping at their feet, and meshing against their bodies, flicking into their faces” (624,
630). At the same time, Wilson himself experiences a supernatural heightening of his own
senses as he approaches death: “Each of his senses seemed to have sprung free of the other”
(515). Later, these same senses direct him away from the landscape and instead align him with
the physical strain of the men carrying him: “All sensations entered his head quite separately like
doors opening into individual closets. His senses were exceptionally vivid, he felt every spasm
of their muscles in the tremors of the litter” (644). His ability to reach out into the world around
him even makes him aware of the smell of his own body: “He could smell himself, the sharp bite
of his fear and the sour flat odor of the blood like stale milk” (516).158 No longer a threat to the
place where he came to wage war, Wilson’s experience in the landscape softens:
His mind hovered about the realization that he was badly wounded, marooned
miles and miles from anywhere, alone in a barren wilderness….He heard some
groan, then groan again, and realized with surprise that he was making the
sounds…Slowly he could feel himself sinking into the earth, its warmth spreading
about, supporting him. All the grass and the roots and the ground smelled of
sunlight. (518)
The earth around Wilson does not “lash” his face and “trip” his feet; instead, in his demise,
Wilson is accepted into the fold of the natural world like the decomposition of organic matter.
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Wilson also smells himself again just before he dies. See page 666.
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Indeed, once he dies, the men lose his body in the rapids—the river claiming him as its own for
the rest of time.
Perhaps the most significant break in the tension in The Naked and the Dead comes in
the novel’s final pages where the I&R platoon escapes from its miserable mission at the
insistence of hornets. Of all the formidable weapons and barriers couched against them
throughout the entire war, it is a mere hornet’s nest that unhinges the men. In his fatigue, Croft
accidently “smashes” into the nest, and all of the emotion and anxiety of the soldiers comes
spewing forth:
For the platoon this was the final unbearable distress. Perhaps five seconds they
stood rooted, flailing dumbly at the hornets that attacked them. Each sting lashed
through a man’s body, loosing new frantic energies of desperation. The men were
in delirium. Wyman began to bawl like a child, holding feebly to a rock, and
swatting at the air in a tantrum. “I can’t stand it, I can’t stand it!” he roared…The
hornets pursued the men down the jungle wall and the rock ramp, goading them
on in a last frenzy of effort. They fled with surprising agility, jumping down from
rock to rock, ripping through the foliage that impeded them…In fifteen minutes
they had fled beyond the point where they had started that morning. (700-701)
For Mailer, the irony of an infantry platoon out-flanked by insects is a fitting end to the absurdity
of war. In a final blow, the men discover the war is essentially over when they return to the
beach. They have nothing to show for their jungle/ mountain difficulties—their errand had been
irrelevant for the campaign, and the General had even forgotten about them. Strung out on the
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precipice of their nerves, the men are alive but alone, the condition of their sensations still
reverberating within them.
Heller
Joseph Heller’s Catch-22 has received considerable more critical analysis than other
American WWII novels like James Michener’s Tales of the South Pacific. One of the reasons
for this could be what Sanford Pinsker suggests—perhaps Catch-22 was the first high-brow
American novel of the Second World War that could justifiably stand on its own alongside
American World War I texts by e.e. cummings, John Dos Passos, and Ernest Hemingway—an
appraisal that finds merit in the sophistication of technique (602).159 For several decades, the
trend in the analysis of Catch-22 has been to evaluate it in relation to writing innovations of the
second half of the twentieth century, examining Heller’s literary style, his use of language, and
the anti-war message of his theme. This kind of scholarship locates the significance of Catch-22
in a post-1960 aesthetic, which privileges the formal elements of the text over its World War II
subject matter. Pinsker is part of this tradition and does exactly this when he compares the
“durability” of Heller’s novel to J.D. Salinger’s 1951 The Catcher in the Rye (603). There are
also unusual studies of Catch-22, like Leah Garrett’s recent, and unusual, scholarship. She
argues adamantly that regardless of the fact that Catch-22 has no Jewish characters and does not
mention the Holocaust, “the work is, in fact, packed with signs and signals that it is about a

Pinsker notes, “it wasn’t until the Vietnam War that Catch-22 really took off…[because] with
a snip here, a tuck there, the absurdist chaos Heller pointed out about World War II applied
easily, perhaps too easily, to Vietnam” (606).
159
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Jewish airman, Yossarian, confronting the Holocaust” (212).160 Garrett’s point is problematic;
the reality is that there simply is not enough Jewish material inside the text of Heller’s novel to
warrant the claims she makes—or stretches to make. As Pinsker notes, Catch-22 is “a World
War II novel that includes only a few stray mentions of Nazis and none of their concentration
camps” (608). Simply put, if Heller had wanted to make Yossarian Jewish, he could have—but
he did not. A more compelling study of Catch-22 is James Dawes’ investigation into the
violence and “subversive” qualities of Heller’s diction. Dawes discusses the novel’s words,
syntax, and plot in relation to an all-encompassing, military bureaucracy that is far more
powerful than the enemy Yossarian is fighting.161 Despite the abundance of academic studies for
Catch-22, the landscape Heller presents still requires attention.
Catch-22 takes place in the European Theater. The novel is a series of fragments, more
than stories, of the American bombing raids over Austria and Germany, and the organization of
the plot points is so disjointed, it takes the reader the entire novel to figure out exactly what is
going on. There are forty-two short chapters, which are almost all named after specific
characters, even though the character for whom any given chapter is named for does not

Garret also suggests Heller intentionally hid the “Jewish” aspect of the story, “as part of a
tradition that arose with Jewish authors in the postwar years who sought to distance themselves
from their ethnicity in order to speak to “universal” themes of rebellion. However, to overlook
the Jewish semiotics of Catch-22 is to miss many of its major themes. I am thus offering a
Jewish reading of the novel that will delineate what it tells us about postwar Jewish life in
America” (212). Garrett’s “Jewish reading” seems unconvincing here—if the reader needs
Heller or Garrett to say there are Jewish themes in the novel in order to see them, then the novel
has failed in some way.
161
Dawes writes, “Men like Yossarian, trained into distrust of how language and logic work in
the military (the law Catch-22, like the declaration of Daneeka’s death, is as physically
threatening as the enemy’s weapons), resort to a disruption of its basic elements as a means of
resistance” (182).
160
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necessarily feature predominantly in that chapter. Pinsker rightly notes if someone were to “cut
whole chapters out” of Heller’ novel, “nothing significant would be lost” (606). This might well
be Joseph Heller’s thesis—that war is a chaotic and confusing enterprise whose re-telling is
nearly impossible.
Throughout the book, the reader follows protagonist Yossarian, a bombardier who often
appears sarcastic and amused—his coping strategies for dealing with his fears of dying. He
loathes the missions he has to fly and hates the fact that he even has to participate in war.162
Early in the novel, Yossarian remarks, “It was bad enough being an aviation cadet because it was
obvious now that the war would not be over before he had finished his training. That was the
only reason he had volunteered for cadet training in the first place” (81). He also does not
appreciate the fact the Army sees him only as expendable material. At one point, while Nurse
Cramer is examining him, the two get into a debate about life. Yossarian says he can do
whatever he wants because it is his life, his body, his leg. Nurse Cramer exclaims: “It certainly
is not your leg! That leg belongs to the US government. It’s no different than a gear or a
bedpan” (302). In the midst of his general malaise, Yossarian finds himself spastically
alternating between three primary landscapes—the hospital, on the ground in Italy, and in the air.
Each of these three places magnifies the absurdity in which Yossarian feels trapped.
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In memoirs, other American airmen talk about the insanity of flying life. John Ciardi explains
why it was so stressful: “We had to fly thirty-five missions. The average life of a crew was
something between six and eight missions” (Terkel 198). These odds made the airmen hate the
people who sent them out: “We learned to hate our enemies—not the Germans and the Japanese
(nobody ever mentioned them), but the nonflying, Attitude-talking martinets who commanded
us, and the military system they represented” (Hynes 37).
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This absurdity is perhaps one of the most recognizable elements of Catch-22, whose title
refers to the inane rule Catch-22: “There was only one catch and that was Catch-22, which
specified that a concern for one’s own safety in the face of dangers that were real and immediate
was the process of a rational mind” (55).163 Not only is Catch-22 illogical, Yossarian recognizes
it is not real: “Catch-22 did not exist, he was positive of that, but it made no difference. What
did matter was that everyone thought it existed, and that was much worse, for there was no
object or text to ridicule or refute” (419). The absurd technicalities of Catch-22 translate to
ludicrous circumstances, which permeate the entire book. The replacement Mudd is blown up as
soon as he arrives, yet his things remain in Yossarian’s tent for the whole war because no one
can remove them when he had not officially reported for duty yet. Yossarian laments, “it seemed
like such an abhorrent extravagance to fly Mudd all the way across the ocean just to have him
blown to bits over Orvieto less than two hours after he arrived. No one could recall who he was
or what he looked like” (118). Another example of absurdity occurs when Yossarian’s pilot
Aarfy rapes the girl Michaela in Rome and then kills her by throwing her body out the window
into the street. Yossarian is disgusted and dumbfounded at Aarfy’s response:
“I only raped her once,” he explained.
Yossarian was aghast. “But you killed her, Aarfy! You killed her!”
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In an attempt to explain Catch-22 to Yossarian, Doc Daneeka gives an example with Orr:
“Orr was crazy and could be grounded. All he had to do was ask; and as soon as he did, he
would no longer be crazy and would have to fly more missions. Orr would be crazy to fly more
missions and sane if he didn’t, but if he was sane he had to fly them. If he flew them he was
crazy and didn’t have to; but if he didn’t want to he was sane and had to. Yossarian was moved
very deeply by the absolute simplicity of this clause of Catch-22” (55).
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“Oh, I had to do that after I raped her,” Aarfy relied in his most condescending
manner. “I couldn’t very well let her go around saying bad things about us, could
I?”
“But why did you have to touch her at all, you dumb bastard?” (428)
The circumstances of Aarfy’ behavior are disgusting, but the absurdity of the situation comes
when Yossarian is arrested for being out at night with a pass yet nothing happens to Aarfy. In
perhaps the most ridiculous situation of all, Yossarian is actually given a medal and promoted to
Captain for accidentally killing Kraft and his crew. At first, his commanding officers are upset
with him, but when they realize he successfully completed the mission of destroying a bridge,
they decide the only way to deal with Kraft’s death is by rewarding Yossarian. Colonel Cathcart
replies: “We’re trying to be perfectly objective about this…I don’t give a damn about the men or
the airplane. It’s just that it looks lousy on the report. How am I going to cover up something
like this in the report?” (148). Yossarian has no response for this.
Heller opens his text not at the front, or in a transport vessel, or at the bivouac, but
instead in the hospital. Ordinarily, one might expect a war hospital to be a scene of incredible
carnage. However, in Heller’s story, the hospital appears pleasant, and this is exactly what
Yossarian thinks as well. Yossarian’s injury is minor—an abstract liver pain—and while in the
hospital, he receives contentment like attention from a staff of doctors and nurses, but not more
attention than he wants, decent food “brought to him in bed,” “extra rations of fresh meat,” and
“during the hot part of the afternoon he and the others were served chilled fruit juices or chilled
chocolate milk” (15). Here, Yossarian’s time is his own, and he is free to spend most of his
afternoons “lying around idly with a clear conscience” (15). Heller even writes that Yossarian
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“was comfortable,” and that in short, “Yossarian had everything he wanted in the hospital” (15).
While the details make this location seem enjoyable and relaxing compared to sweating, velvet
jungles and exposed, bombed-out valleys, the reality is Heller’s hospital, and the opening scene
in general, is strange. There is an unusual tone in the narration—as if the whole novel is written
from Yossarian’s mind as he thinks of and refers to himself in the third-person. This hard-toplace story telling device, combined with the chipper protagonist, lends the entire first chapter a
tone of unsettling sarcasm. The reader is thus left uneasy—not knowing whether the scene is
real or if what Yossarian says is true. Little information is actually determined by the end of the
first chapter, and the uncertainty about what is going will follow the reader for the duration of the
entire novel.
The oddity of this war hospital is also that no one appears to be in too much pain—none
of the other men who are there are screaming or seem to be suffering, even “the soldier in
white,” who merely lays there, wrapped in his bandages. The paradox of a war hospital with
little suffering is like the paradox of Michener’s beautiful island—it feels oddly incongruent to
the rest of what war is all about. Indeed, the majority of the patients in this hospital are so well
that all of the officers there are required to “work” during their morning “censoring the letters
written by all the enlisted-men patients” (16). Yossarian’s only complaint is that this is
“monotonous work”—a laughable complaint in war. In fact, aside from the word “rations” when
referring to the meat, there is no indication of any kind on the opening page of Catch-22 that this
book is about war, let alone World War II.
The hospital, while a physical place, actually functions as a symbolic mooring spot for
Yossarian’s thoughts during the war. Whenever the reality of combat flying becomes too
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much—which is every time he flies—Yossarian goes back to the hospital, as if retreating to what
he knows. In the hospital, Yossarian’s invisible injury becomes a stand-in for the war neurosis
he experiences. The hospital is also the place from which the reader begins to understand more
about what has actually happened to these servicemen. Although the style of the writing feels
dismissive of the action, the reality behind many of the events described from Yossarian’s
memory is actually quite disturbing. For example, Yossarian indicates one of the main reasons
he likes the hospital is because death feels tidy and remote there:
There was a much lower death rate inside the hospital than outside the
hospital…few people died unnecessarily…There was none of that crude, ugly,
ostentation about dying that was so common outside the hospital. They did not
blow-up in mid-air like Kraft or the dead man in Yossarian’s tent, or freeze to
death in the blazing summertime the way Snowden froze to death after spilling his
secret to Yossarian in the back of the plane…They didn’t take it on the lam
weirdly inside a cloud the way Clevinger had done. They didn’t explode into
blood and clotted matter…There was none of that tricky now-you-see-me-nowyou-don’t business so much in vogue outside the hospital, none of that now-I-amand-now-I-ain’t. (175-176).
What appears to be Yossarian’s inane rambling is actually a re-telling of all of the graphic deaths
of his peers. Exploding into “blood and clotted matter” is an image as grotesque as any from
Jones’ and Mailer’s scenes of decaying corpses and destroyed faces.
The landscape outside of the hospital is as harsh as Yossarian’s recollections. When not
flying, Yossarian and the other men are camped in a unpleasant forest in the Italian countryside
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outside the town of Pianosa: “There was nothing funny about living like a bum in a tent in
Pianosa between fat mountains behind him and a placid blue sea in front that could gulp down a
person with a cramp in the twinkling of an eye and ship him back to shore three days later…all
bloated, blue and putrescent, water draining out through both cold nostrils” (26). When
Yossarian goes for a walk in the forest to try to clear his mind, he is met by an unnaturally alive
slimescape of multiplying mushrooms that take on a deathly advance toward him: “Along the
ground suddenly, on both sides of the path, he saw dozens of new mushrooms…poking their
nodular fingers up through the clammy earth like lifeless stalks of flesh, sprouting in such a
necrotic profusion everywhere” (153). Perhaps the most disturbing of all the ground landscapes
is the city of Rome itself. Yossarian experiences the eternal city as “tomblike,” “deserted,”
“frigid,” and “raw” (422). His senses are bombarded by all manner of horrors in a city, which
takes on the same anthropomorphic qualities of Norman Mailer’s jungle: “Deep inside the dense,
impenetrable shadows of a narrow, winding street, he heard the mysterious, unmistakable sound
of someone shoveling snow. The measured, labored, evocative scrape of iron shovel against
concrete made his flesh crawl with terror…He heard snarling, inhuman voices cutting through
the ghostly blackness” (424). In this weird, darkened city, human body parts are scattered in the
most unexpected places: “Yossarian…found himself walking on human teeth…near splotches of
blood kept sticky by the pelting raindrops poking each one like sharp fingernails. Molars and
broken incisors lay scattered everywhere” (425). As if living in his own hellish nightmare, the
Roman landscape around Yossarian agitates him, magnifying the ridiculousness of war.
The most intense of the three places where Yossarian finds himself is in the air inside of
an airplane. In the confined quarters of the aircraft, the bombardier’s senses are alert to the silent
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tension of waiting to bomb targets: “There was a time of tension, then a time of waiting with
nothing to hear and nothing to see and nothing to do but wait as the antiaircraft guns below took
aim and made ready to knock them all sprawling into infinite sleep” (57). Like Michener’s
narrator, Yossarian notices the steep contrasts in landscape around him. At one moment, before
the bombs are away, the sky appears beautifully calm with its “diamond-blue [color] that was
sunny and pure everywhere and laced in the distance with long white veils of tenuous fluff”
(156). A mere second later, the crew is diving in a “merciless forty-five degree turn…through
endless blobs of ghostly black smoke [and] hanging smut wafting against the smooth Plexiglass
nose of the ship like an evil, damp, sooty vapor” (157). In these wrenching moments of dives
and turns, what Heller describes as “going berserk in mid-air…the heart-stopping, ear-splitting,
indescribably petrifying” dive, Yossarian is solely focused on his own experience of enduring the
circumstances (235). He shrieks “soundlessly” over and over again “through lips that could not
open” (235). In Flights of Passage, Samuel Hynes, who was an air gunner pilot, writes,
“Memories of flying are almost always memories of landscape” where he looks down at “the
earth’s face” (39). However, for Yossarian, memories of flying are memories of destruction—a
landscape marked by fear and death. When his insane pilot McWatt gets it in his mind to
daredevil the plane, Yossarian feels none of the same enthusiasm:
To Yossarian’s astonishment [McWatt] began following the falling land down as
fast as the plane would go…with a massive, grinding, hammering roar over each
rocky rise and dip of the rolling terrain…Yossarian was petrified. The new
bombardier beside him sat demurely with a bewitched grin…and Yossarian
wanted to reach out and crush his idiotic face. (342)
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As he sits in helpless agony in the plane, the landscape seems to attack Yossarian from all
directions. He flings himself “away from the boulders and hillocks and lashing branches of tress
that loomed up above him” as he is upside down against the ground (342).
If this is not terrifying enough for Yossarian, Heller repeatedly associates the act of
flying with the carnage it inflicts on the American servicemen. For example, McWatt flies his
plane, this time without Yossarian in it, too close over the beach and his propeller slices Kid
Sampson in half. Now, not only are Yossarian’s senses magnified in the moment of this horrific
accident, but everyone else’s are too, and Heller calls attention particularly to the sounds of this
scene:
Even people who were not there remembered vividly exactly what happened next.
There was the briefest, softest tsst! filtering audibly through the shattering,
overwhelming howl of the plane’s engines, and then there were just Kid
Sampson’s two pale, skinny legs, still joined by strings somehow at the bloody
truncated hips, standing stock-still on the raft for what seemed a full minute or
two before they toppled over backward into the water finally with a faint, echoing
splash and turned completely upside down so that only the grotesque toes and the
plaster-white soles of Kid Sampson’s feet remained in view. (348)
The effect of Heller’s single, run-on sentence is to mimic the never-ending feeling of horror felt
by the observers—the reader is compelled forward in the sentence by the relentless details,
which do not cease until the absurdly grotesque image of the pale, white, dead feet floating and
bobbing in the water. Heller goes on to write, “Kid Sampson had rained all over” (348). Here,
the use of the verb “rained” merges destruction and natural elements into one so that the dead
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American airman’s body now becomes an actual part of the landscape, with horrifying results.164
Even McWatt is disturbed by this, and he ends up killing himself by immediately choosing to fly
his plane into a mountain. William R. Cubbins, a WWII bomber pilot, explained that to him,
“death in the lonesomeness of night-blackened skies is so impersonal it violates the rules of
dying…To disappear suddenly in the faceless void of night is to lose one’s very existence, to
become as an incomplete sentence” (Adams, The Best War Ever 157). Yet for Heller’s
Yossarian, there is nothing impersonal about all of the deaths he witnesses. Instead of
“incomplete sentences,” Yossarian’s dead peers become bitter novels—like the “dead” soldier
Mudd who “lives” in Yossarian’s tent for the entire book.
At the end of the novel, the reader finds Yossarian back in the hospital again. However,
the pleasantness is gone, and in its place are memories of all that has transpired—nightmares of
the violence around him: “he knew he was a prisoner in one of those sleepless, bedridden nights
that would take an eternity to dissolve into dawn” (446). Now, the various landscapes begin to
merge together, replicating the ambiguous nature of converging thoughts haunting Yossarian’s
mind. In the “safety” of the hospital, Yossarian actually finds himself in the air over Avignon,
reliving the disastrous end of the young man Snowden. Like the graphic nature of Kid
Sampson’s death, Snowden meets with an equally grisly demise—one Heller doles out in
piecemeal fashion throughout his text until the end of the book, when Yossarian can no longer
deny the power of how this has affected him. Halfway through Catch-22, Yossarian remembers
Snowden, “smeared abundantly all over his bare heels and toes, knees, arms, and fingers” (270).

“Those who spied drops of him on their limbs or torsos drew back with terror and revulsion,
as though trying to shrink away from their own odious skins” (348).
164
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The lines seems a comical one-off, a crazy ramble of Yossarian’s delusions. However, several
hundred pages later, the reader realizes this is actually what happened to Snowden.
In what is perhaps the most visceral scene in the novel, Yossarian attempts to comfort
and aid the dying Snowden. To effectively convey the shock of what has happened, Heller turns
to both the senses and also the human face. In the tight, cramped confines of the aircraft, it is all
of these specific details that threaten to undo Yossarian. He recognizes, “his senses were in
turmoil, when he knew he must act at once and feared he might go to pieces completely” (447).
At least three times throughout the scene, Heller describes the “pale and pasty” face of Snowden
and how Yossarian feels its “lackluster gaze resting upon him…a dim, sunken light glowed in his
weak and listless eyes. Yossarian…tried not to look at him” (447). Yossarian also tries not to
look at the “slimy bone he saw running deep inside the gory scarlet flow behind the twitching,
startling fibers” or the “raw muscles [that] twitched like live hamburger meat” (447, 448). As he
views the ghastly wound, Yossarian is trapped in his own observational process as he does not
want to see but yet forces himself to do so. He is also powerless to his own response:
Snowden was wounded inside his flak suit. Yossarian ripped open the snaps of
Snowden’s flak suit and heard himself scream wildly as Snowden’s insides
slithered down to the floor in a soggy pile and just kept dripping out…Yossarian
screamed a second time and squeezed both hands over his eyes…He forced
himself to look again. Here was God’s plenty, all right, he thought bitterly as he
stared—liver, lungs, kidneys, stomach and bits of the stewed tomatoes Snowden
had eaten that day for lunch. (449-450)
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The significance of Heller’s use of Snowden’s death is that it reveals a sensitive side to
Yossarian that is an authentic response to war. Here, the bombardier, who for the whole novel
has seemed tense, shifty, uncertain, sarcastic, and detached, is now represented as an empathetic
human who is trying his best when faced with the absurd and profoundly sad death of his peer.
In the end, all Yossarian can do is “[pull] the rip cord of Snowden’s parachute and [cover] his
body with the white nylon sheets” (450). “Catch-22” is never mentioned in reference to this
episode, as if one of Heller’s last statements is that individuals ultimately inhabit the space of
war.
Vonnegut
For Kurt Vonnegut Jr.’s narrator in Slaughterhouse-Five, the memory of World War II is
so painful, it takes twenty-three years before he is able to write anything about it: “When I first
got home from the Second World War…I thought it would be easy for me to write about the
destruction of Dresden, since all I would have to do would be to report what I had seen. But not
many words about Dresden came from my mind then…And not many words come now either”
(2-3).165 The first impression of the words Vonnegut’s narrator does manage is plain language
and a rambling voice that seems jumbled, where “all moments, past, present, and future, always
have existed, always will exist” (34). The lack of perceptible organization is due to the fact that
“nobody [has] any good war stories to tell” (70). The novel is Vonnegut’s response to his own
experience as a US Army Infantry soldier in Europe during the war and focuses primarily on the
Allies’ saturation fire-bombing of Dresden. Through a stream-of-consciousness style, the book
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Vonnegut’s narrator, like James Michener’s in Tales of the South Pacific, is vaguely himself.
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follows protagonist Billy Pilgrim as he survives the bombing while locked as a prisoner of war
inside a pig slaughterhouse: “It was a one-story cement block cube with sliding doors in front
and back. It had been built as a shelter for pigs about to be butchered. Now it was going to serve
as a home away from home for one hundred American prisoners of war…Their address was this:
Schlachthof-fünf. Schlachthof meant slaughterhouse. Fünf was good old five” (194-195).
When Billy Pilgrim emerges from the slaughterhouse, the carnage of the city is so overwhelming
that he calls it a “corpse mine” (273). The narrator is unable to lucidly convey all of this
grotesque damage—instead, he descends into irony and satire, and the only real response he can
offer is the stunted idiom “So it goes” (122). While at first this seems flippant and detached, it is
actually Vonnegut’s purpose—that there is no point in trying to clarify war because it is absurd.
Repeatedly throughout the book, the narrator responds to a variety of circumstances with this
indifferent turn. Whether eating a spoonful of special syrup at the factory or listening to the
report of the numbers killed by Allied bombs throughout the war, everything is simply a “so
what” kind of reality.166 Vonnegut also uses this phrase to relay the same over-all message to the
1960s as well:
Robert Kennedy…was shot two nights ago. He died last night. So it goes.
Martin Luther King was shot a month ago. He died, too. So it goes.
And every day my Government gives me a count of corpses
created by military science in Vietnam. So it goes. (268)

As the carnage grows in intensity, so too does the response, “so it goes, so it goes, so it goes.”
For example on page 274, nearly every paragraph of destruction is followed by the shrug “so it
goes.”
166
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The effect of this language and response serves to highlight a sense of failure, and Vonnegut’s
resignation portrays dismay at what he and others had hoped would be different.167
Slaughterhouse-Five is often discussed as a kind of anti-war semi-fiction that is deeply
critical of violence.168 Indeed, Kurt Vonnegut even promotes this message in the novel itself. In
his introduction, Vonnegut promises not to glorify or romanticize war in the story he will tell: “I
give you my word of honor: there won’t be a part for Frank Sinatra or John Wayne” (19). He
also explains what he told his children about war: “There is nothing intelligent to say about a
massacre…I have told my sons that they are not under any circumstances to take part in
massacres, and that the news of massacres of enemies is not to fill them with satisfaction or glee”
(24).169 Although Vonnegut embraces the anti-war theme engendered by the Vietnam War,
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The 1960s was an era upon whose birth was heaped the dreams of moving away from
consensus and mediocrity. Free love, free spirit, and freedom for all seemed limitlessly possible
in the early part of the decade. However, by 1969, when Vonnegut published SlaughterhouseFive, it was apparent that all of those promises of freedom were not immediately coming to
fruition. Cultural historian Glenn Altschuler points to the example of music: “Rock ‘n’ Roll did
not always raise the racial or political consciousness of fans. Some listeners remained blissfully
ignorant of the racial connotations” (49). Not all music stars sustained their potential either.
Altschuler points to Elvis as an example of this: although Elvis burst onto the scene a “southern
juvenile delinquent” with long sideburns and electric hips, he ultimately sagged away as a
junked-out Vegas caricature (24).
168
All of Vonnegut’s bitterness and anxiety about what he experienced in the Second World War
resurface for him when the Vietnam War happens.
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Another example of Vonnegut’s anti-war message occurs when he refers to David Irving’s
1964 book The Destruction of Dresden and what is written in its forewords. U.S.A.F. Lieutenant
General Ira C. Eaker wrote, “I deeply regret that British and US bombers killed 135,000 people
in the attack on Dresden, but…I regret even more the loss of more than 5,000,000 Allied lives”
(239). British Air Marshall Sir Robert Saundby wrote, “Those who approved it were neither
wicked nor cruel, but it may well be that they were too remote from the harsh realities of war to
understand fully the appalling destructive power of air bombardment in the Spring of 1945. The
advocates of nuclear disarmament seem to believe that, if they could achieve their aim, war
would become tolerable and decent. They would do well to read this book and ponder the fate of
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Slaughterhouse-Five does not represent the actual landscapes from Vietnam—this war landscape
is a nebulous combination of both WWII-era Germany and also the American suburbs where the
narrator lives after the war. Where Joseph Heller’s three different landscapes chaotically merge
together in Yossarian’s mind by the end of Catch-22, Vonnegut’s “forgotten” landscapes merge
together with other landscapes from his time during and after war.
Like James Michener’s study of contrasts in Tales of the South Pacific, Vonnegut also
presents landscapes that are ironically beautiful in the midst of war. One of the best examples of
this is the difference between the unforgiving winter forest Billy Pilgrim wanders in after the
Battle of the Bulge and the seeming perfection of Dresden when he first gets there. Lost in the
German countryside Billy’s senses are engulfed by the isolating silence around him: “He was a
dazed wanderer far behind the new German lines…Avoiding the Germans, they were delivering
themselves into rural silences ever more profound. They ate snow” (40-41). This landscape
transforms him from a recognizable human to something more animalistic: “Last came Billy
Pilgrim, empty-handed, bleakly ready for death…He had no helmet, no overcoat, no weapon,
and no boots…He was also going bald. Wind and cold and violent exercise had turned his face
crimson. He didn’t look like a soldier at all. He looked like a filthy flamingo” (41-42). Once
captured, Billy is transported in a boxcar to Dresden, which looks stunning when he first sees it:
“The boxcar doors were opened, and the doorways framed the loveliest city that most of the
Americans had ever seen. The skyline was intricate and voluptuous and enchanted and absurd.

Dresden, where 135,000 people died as the result of an air attack with conventional weapons”
(240).
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It looked like a Sunday school picture of Heaven to Billy Pilgrim” (189).170 The city of Dresden
is so pristine that another prisoner there, and Englishman, tells Billy he does not need to fear any
more violence: “You don’t need to worry about bombs, by the way, Dresden is an open city. It is
undefended, and contains no war industries or troop concentrations of any importance” (186).
Of course, the opposite will prove to be true as the city is soon bombed to rubble: “Those with
eyes had seen it burn and burn, understood that they were on the edge of a desert now” (232).171
In this way, Billy’s experience of the war landscape—jumbled and shifting—is like both the
narrator’s experience of time and also the reader’s experience of reading the text.
The end of the war arrives anti-climactically for Billy as he waits inside the slaughterhouse:
“Billy and the rest of his group were locked up in the stable in the suburbs. And then, one
morning, they got up to go discover that the door was unlocked. World War Two in Europe was
over” (274). However, the reality of what he lived through has only begun to haunt him. Here,
Vonnegut turns to the sense of sound as a trigger to bring deeply buried war memories to the
surface of Billy Pilgrim’s consciousness. While watching a barbershop quartet at a party, Billy
is overcome by feelings he does not recognize:
Unexpectedly, Billy Pilgrim found himself upset by the song and the
occasion…Billy had powerful psychosomatic responses to the changing chords.

The beauty of Vonnegut’s Europe is similar to John Steinbeck’s in A Moon is Down and
Irwin Shaw’s in The Young Lions. Steinbeck’s novella takes places in a quiet, quaint town,
“where small peaked roofs and little shops were mixed up together” (70). Shaw opens his novel
with a portrait of an idyllic Austrian skiing village: “The town shown in the snowy twilight like a
Christmas window, with the electric railway’s lights tiny and festive at the foot of the white
slope, among the muffled winter hills of the Tyrol” (1).
171
The narrator explains the purpose behind the bombing: “The idea was to hasten the end of the
war” (231).
170
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His mouth filled with the taste of lemonade, and his face became grotesque, as
though he really were being stretched on the torture engine called the rack. He
looked so peculiar that several people commented on it solicitously when the song
was done. They thought he might be having a heart attack, and Billy seemed to
confirm this by going to a chair and sitting down haggardly. There was silence.
(220)
Vonnegut confirms the impact of the sensations by describing people looking at the appearance
of Billy’s face even though he does not understand why he is upset: “He could find no
explanation for why the song affected him so grotesquely. He had supposed for years that he had
no secrets from himself. Here was proof that he had a great big secret somewhere inside, and he
could not imagine what it was” (221). His confusion over what the “secret” could be is
ambiguous and in keeping with the purpose of Vonnegut’s novel—that ultimately, servicemen
are an imperfect and unreliable tool to engage war.
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CHAPTER 6
MEMORIALIZATION
“They say the war is over. But water still/ comes bloody from the taps.”172
The image of Howard Nemerov’s opening lines of “Redeployment” is of a violence that does not
end—a war whose reality is permanent. Nemerov’s conjunction abuts the simple statement of an
abstract “they,” who have no power to quell the crimson water from flooding forth. These “taps”
are the spigots of veterans’ memories, faucets that do not shut off when the battle concludes.
Instead, many servicemen watch a ceaseless loop of their experiences of war for the rest of their
lives—a loop that has the power to summon the sounds, smells, places, and feelings of all they
wish to forget. The details of war seem to expand as the distance from them increases,
magnified to a scale that diminishes the context around it out—so that decades after war, the
impressions are of the gurgling of a man choking to death from his own blood, the saturation of
color in a remote and jarring landscape, the odor of rotting jungle and flesh, and the frozen,
gaping eyes of a face staring back. Is it possible to convey such things to a civilian audience
who has not been there? Most veterans would say no. The only effort that seems best to bridge
this chasm of exposure is the work of specificity. The process of identifying details at least
approaches something authentic, and if the most revealing detail of war is the individual, human
face, then its companion is the individual, human name.

From Howard Nemerov’s poem “Redeployment.” Nemerov served in the American Air
Corps during World War II.
172
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American novels of the Second World War are saturated with names. James Michener’s
Tales of the South Pacific begins with a narrator who speaks directly to the reader and states that
he wishes he could describe the reality of World War II in the Pacific Theater. More
importantly, this narrator indicates that when and if he tries to speak about the war, “people
intervene” (9). Michener writes that instead of describing the places and things he encountered
in war, he always ends up talking about specific people—individuals who are memorable to him
and thus offered in description to the reader. He explains, “But whenever I start to talk about the
South Pacific, people intervene. I try to tell somebody what the steaming Hebrides were like and
first thing you know I’m telling about the old Tonkinese woman who used to sell human heads”
(9). The narrator goes on to give a few additional examples, naming specific people who made
an impact on him in war: the Remittance Man, Admiral McCain, Aubrey Fitch, Admiral Millard
Kester, Luther Billis, Dr. Paul Benoway, Tony Fry, and “the old savage who wanted more than
anything else in the world to jump from an airplane and float down to earth in a parachute” (9).
The sentiments of Michener’s narrator are a theme repeated in other American novels about
WWII. The novels of Joseph Heller, James Jones, Norman Mailer, Irwin Shaw, John Steinbeck,
Leon Uris, Kurt Vonnegut Jr., and Herman Wouk are all punctuated by people who “intervene.”
Their war stories are character-driven plots, which reflect the experiences of people. In order to
highlight individuals so that they are not lost in either the text or war itself, several of these
authors rely on the formal naming of characters by listing, repeating, and organizing patterns of
these names at regular intervals. When this body of literature is viewed cohesively, this naming
impetus appears as an act of memorialization—one that has a specific relationship with the
physical memorials built to commemorate war.
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The Presentation of Names
Recent scholarship from Kate McLoughlin investigates the use of names in war literature.
In a chapter entitled “Details,” McLoughlin attempts to examine what she calls the “nametallying approach” (53). She rightly suggests, “Recuperating the individual—particularly the
individual’s name—is a counterthrust to the blankness” (82). However, in focusing on nametallying as a detail of war literature that somehow contrasts with a synecdochic approach,
McLoughlin fails to fully recognize who these names represent. She is also unable to define the
tension that exists between the anonymity created in war and the individuality of those fighting
in it. The breadth of her literary references includes ancient texts like Homer’s The Iliad to more
recent ones like Tim O’Brien’s The Things They Carried in supporting her claims.
Unfortunately, this approach becomes more encyclopedic than substantive, as McLoughlin
quickly races through a multitude of disparate illustrations. The result is that McLoughlin offers
many examples without offering a great deal of implication. One example of this can be seen in
the way in which McLoughlin contradicts herself when considering the effect of names. She
writes: “In addition to numbers, writers turn to names. War and onomastics are closely
connected. Battle is an opportunity to make one’s name, to become a household name” (58).
Incongruently, four pages later McLoughlin states, “To appreciate the effects of such nametallying, it is important to remember that names are more often lost, than made, in war. Soldiers
‘surrender’ their given names on joining the forces, becoming surnames, ranks and serial
numbers” (62). Therefore, the question that arises from McLoughlin’s argument is this: how can
a soldier who has “surrendered” his name become a “household name?”
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Unfortunately, McLoughlin’s scholarship on the use of names in war literature is
ultimately unresolved. She gives examples of lists of names then asserts, “long lists of names
blur into meaninglessness” (70). However, a statement such as this obscures the intention of
McLoughlin’s analysis. She ends her discussion of name-tallying with the following: “But
forcing the mind to consider ‘what it may be that is meant and not expressed’ is literature’s
peculiar talent, and its best hope of conveying the unknown quantity of war’s vast scale” (82).
This is a vague statement, a variation of which is repeated throughout her chapter. McLoughlin
writes “unknown quantity” but does not define what the quantity refers to. Certainly a
“quantity” of a “scale” does not make sense.
Historical scholarship estimates the number of people killed by WWII. While the
number is not exact, it is also not entirely unknown. McLoughlin even begins her chapter almost
verbatim to the opening of the WWII literature chapter from John Limon’s 1994 book Writing
After War, a source listed in her own bibliography. Limon begins: “Fifty million people were
killed in World War II. If that is the first sentence, what could be the second? There is nowhere
to go” (128). He cites John Keegan’s 1989 The Second World War for documentation of this
figure. McLoughlin begins her chapter (published in 2011) in this way: “Fifty million people
died as a result of the Second World War” (51). She cites Martin Gilbert’s 1989 Second World
War. The scope of destruction in WWII is difficult to make sense of. One of the challenges of
the writers of WWII novels is to create in their texts a meaningful and concrete “second
sentence” in response to the magnitude of the war—one which negates the abstraction of
numbers and the desensitized image of equipment.
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Before the first chapter of The Thin Red Line, the book opens with three pages labeled
“Company Roster.” Just below that title Jones has written (Partial), indicating there are actually
many more characters in his story. This roster accomplishes two things. First, it serves as a
record for the reader to refer to. It organizes the characters into a list based on their position in
the military hierarchy. Commissioned officers are at the top of the roster followed by all the
enlisted men in the order of sergeants, corporals, and privates. At the bottom of the roster are
replacement officers and a short list entitled “Others,” which includes an assortment of
miscellaneous men from other companies. The second purpose of the roster is a visual
argument, which deliberately constructs circumstances of anonymity to comment on the loss of
individuality in war. As the reader’s eye looks up and down the company roster, names move in
and out of various stages of obscurity. “Stein, James I, Capt, “C” Co Cmdg” starts the list, while
“Wynn” ends it. Based on this list of names, the lowest rank of enlisted men suffers the greatest
level of anonymity. For example, aside from First Class Sergeant Edward Welsh, all of the
enlisted men are only given last names on the roster. With plain, mostly four-letter,
monosyllabic names like “Beck,” “Cash,” and “Dale,” Jones draws attention to both the
anonymity and also the expendability of these soldiers. The men are defined solely by their rank
and purpose in the unit. In this way, the company roster of enlisted men is like a supply list of
infantry instruments, uniform in sound and function as they all blur together.
The tension between the anonymity and individuality of enlisted men is further
emphasized in the opening of Jones’ novel. During the first three pages of the book, Jones writes
about the men only vaguely, using plural pronouns like “they” and “them” and non-specific
adjective/ noun combinations like “a man,” “another,” “a third man,” and “the first man” (1, 2).
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Slowly and steadily, the names of these anonymous characters begin to appear from the “graying
flush of dawn,” and the men come more into focus (1). By page four, Jones begins to use the last
names from the roster, accompanied with physical descriptions of what the characters look like.
Instead of “the first man” and “the third man” arguing, the reader now sees Private Mazzi and
Private Tills. By page five, a first name of an enlisted rifleman is given: Nellie Coombs. Then
on page six, three central characters are described in the same sentence. “Private First Class
Doll, a slender, longnecked southern boy from Virginia, was standing with Corporal Queen, a
huge Texan, and Corporal Fife the orderly room clerk” (6). The effect of this is that the
characters emerge from obscurity much like the transport vessels that carry them in the opening
sentence of the novel: “The two transports had sneaked up from the south in the first graying
flush of dawn, their cumbersome mass cutting smoothly through the water whose still greater
mass bore them silently, themselves as gray as the dawn which camouflaged them” (1). Thus,
characters, “camouflaged” in the anonymity of the company roster, start to become individuals
as the reader consumes more the novel’s text. The deliberate act of naming, listing, and utilizing
these names removes the characters from unknown soldiers to known individuals.
The Naked and the Dead does not have a company roster at the beginning of the book.
Instead, Mailer accomplishes his list of names in a different way—with his “Time Machine”
sections. The “Time Machine” serves to highlight details of ten individual characters’ lives
before they entered the war. Each “Time Machine” section begins with the name of the
character it describes, followed by a phrase Mailer constructs to define him. Julio Martinez’s life
is illustrated as, “Shoeing the Mare,” Sam Croft is “The Hunter,” Red Valsen is “The Wandering
Minstrel,” Gallagher is “The Revolutionary Reversed,” Robert Hearn grew up in “The Addled
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Womb,” Woodrow Wilson is “The Invincible,” General Cummings is “A Peculiarly American
Statement,” Joey Goldstein lived in “The Cove of Brooklyn,” William Brown will get “No Apple
Pie Today,” and Polack Czienwicz’s slogan is “Gimme a Gimmick and I’ll Move the World.”
The “Time Machine” magnifies the importance of these ten by further developing their identities,
despite the fact that there are actually at least a dozen more characters in the book. Also, as the
names become linked to background stories, the reader becomes more invested in the fate of
these soldiers. The “Time Machine” sections are dispersed at regular intervals throughout the
book. The result of this is to return the reader’s attention continually to individuals. Thus, as the
plot of the novel threatens to overshadow specific characters, Mailer uses the “Time Machine” to
usurp the anonymous progress of war and insert the individual soldier back into the forefront of
the reader’s attention.
Similar to Mailer’s The Naked and the Dead, Joseph Heller’s Catch-22 relies not on a
named roster but instead on named chapters. Out of the forty-two chapters in the book, thirty-six
have titles, which are names of individual characters. A few characters, like Scheisskopf and
Milo, have more than one chapter in their names. As the names of the chapters accentuate
distinct characters, and the content of the novel develops them, Heller shows the reader how war
is comprised of individuals. These names pull the reader along in the disjointed narrative so that
individual characters stand out and link the story together. Heller also chooses to name several
chapters for characters who do not have specific names. These individuals are known for the
duration of the novel by their descriptors: The Texan, The Soldier in White, Nately’s Whore, and
Kid Sister. The descriptors become replacement names for characters who are as defined in
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physical characteristics and idiosyncratic behavior as all of the rest of the characters in title
chapters.
Additionally, Heller uses “The Soldier Who Saw Everything Twice” both to comment on
the loss of individuality in war and also to recover a specific name. The reader first encounters
The Soldier Who Saw Everything Twice as an anonymous, injured airman in the hospital. He is
“a patient across the aisle who began to see everything twice” (187). When The Soldier Who
Saw Everything Twice dies before his visiting family can see him, the doctor asks Yossarian to
pretend to be the dying, anonymous soldier. In this moment of seemingly obscured identities,
the reader learns that The Soldier Who Saw Everything Twice’s real name is Giuseppe. Not
only does Giuseppe receive a name, Heller also provides a short narrative for him by describing
his family. Giuseppe’s mother “had a long, brooding, oval face of burnt umber, with coarse
graying black hair parted severely in the middle,” and his father “was broad and muscular on a
small scale and had a magnificently curled silver mustache on his crinkled face” (193).
Suddenly, a man who pages before was simply a patient with a voice, is now the son and brother
of poor Italian laborers. Thus, at the point of anonymity, Heller recuperates an individual
identity. As the reader begins to contextualize Giuseppe through his family, the jarring
realization is that Yossarian continues to impersonate the dead man. The family laments that
they almost did not get to see him to say goodbye, to which Yossarian twice responds: “What
difference would it make?” (195).

Now Heller manipulates the newfound identity, heightening

the confusion of the scene by having the characters directly address the soldier’s name. The
father says, “All this time I thought his name was Giuseppe, and now I find out his name is
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Yossarian” (195). The reader then sees these names literally bantered back and forth on the
page:
The father drew himself up formally to say goodbye.
“Giuseppe,” he began.
“Yossarian,” corrected the son.
“Yossarian,” said the father.
“Giuseppe,” corrected Yossarian. (195)
In this way, Heller uses the revelation of the identity of The Soldier Who Saw Everything Twice
as a commentary on the blurred line between anonymity and individuality in war.
The final chapter of Catch-22 is entitled “Yossarian.” This last act of naming provides
closure to what began in the opening sentences of the novel. Both the second sentence of the
novel and the third-to-last sentence of the novel include the name Yossarian: “The first time
Yossarian saw the chaplain he fell madly in love with him” and “Yossarian jumped” (15, 463).
As the protagonist of the novel, Yossarian is the first and last specifically named character of the
text. Thus, this individual name serves as a framing, parenthetical device, which contains the
story within it and focuses the reader’s attention on the individual in war.
Herman Wouk takes a slightly disparate but related approach in The Caine Mutiny. As
Wouk’s novel is not only about the bureaucracy of military life in the navy but is also about the
behavior of individual people during a war, the author uses names to define parts of the plot. As
a result, characters are not anonymous but instead directly shape what the novel is about and how
the story is being told. Two of the seven sections of the novel are named for specific characters:
Part I is “Willie Keith” and Part III is “Captain Queeg.” The remaining five sections each
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contain a minimum of at least one chapter named after an individual. Additionally, Wouk gives a
list of names within the text near the beginning of the novel as Willie Keith looks for his room at
the Navy’s midshipman school:
Willie walked down the hall, scanning the names posted outside each room, andfound a
door labeled:
Room 1013
KEEFER
KEITH
KEGGS (6)
As Willie’s eyes survey the names, the reader’s eyes do the same thing. This list of names, setoff by the blank, white space of the page around it, resembles an actual sign. In this way, the
names are not only posted on the fictional bedroom wall of the novel but are also posted in the
physical text for the reader. The protagonist Willie Keith’s name is placed between the names of
two other individuals who are foils to his character. The list is even more important given that
there are two characters with the last name Keefer in the novel: Roland Keefer and his halfbrother Tom Keefer. In order to eliminate the homogeneity of these short “K” last names, Wouk
describes the characters as they get to know each other: “Back in their room, with leisure to talk,
the three exchanged identities. The gloomy Edwin Keggs was a high school algebra teacher
from Akron, Ohio. Roland Keefer was the son of a West Virginia politician. He had had a job
in the state personnel bureau” (8). The author provides a first name, a profession, and a
geography for these two new midshipman, thus helping the reader to distinguish their
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individuality. Consequently, as Keith, Keggs, and Keefer exchange identities with each other,
Wouk also exchanges their identities with the reader.
Like Heller’s Catch-22, Wouk’s novel is framed at its opening and closing by the
circumstances of the protagonist. Wouk’s text opens with a physical description of Willie but
only addresses the character with the vague pronouns “he” and “his” in the first two paragraphs.
When Wouk uses the name of “Willie” for the first time, the reader encounters the character in a
moment of youthful embarrassment. As a recent Princeton graduate, Willie is annoyed that his
mother drove him to the midshipman training facility; he sheepishly kisses her on the cheek only
when they are several blocks away: “Willie had wanted to take the train. It would have seemed
more like departing for the wars; he did not like being escorted to the gates of the Navy by his
mother” (2). The name “Willie” seems child-like in comparison to the efficient list of last names
used to identify the cadets several pages later. Willie’s behavior in this opening episode mirrors
the juvenile sound of his name: “He kissed her [his mother] for the second time and glanced
nervously about, hoping that no military men were observing the overtender scene” (2). As
Willie crosses into the naval school, Wouk makes it clear the character is beginning a
transformation, and his name reflects this: “Willis Seward Keith stepped out of the sunshine
across the threshold” (3). The formality of Willie’s full name contrasts with the boyish sound of
his nickname, and as he crosses the “threshold” into military life, the memories of his immediate
past become distant: “He had completely forgotten his mother” (3). Wouk describes it as though
Willie is consumed by the Navy, his former identity gone: “Mrs. Keith saw Willie swallowed
up” (3). Mrs. Keith yells out her son’s name as if trying to prevent the change that is occurring:
“She rapped on the glass of the outer door with her diamond ring and cried, “Willie! Willie!” But
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her son did not hear her call from the other world” (3). The repetition of Willie’s name
deliberately calls attention to it and reinforces it to the reader. This prevents the name from
being “swallowed up” by the war or the text itself.
Ultimately, the use of Willie Keith’s name in the first two pages of the novel mirrors the
transformation that this character experiences in the book. The last sentence of the novel states,
“Torn paper was flying in the air over the victorious marchers; now and then a scrap drifted
down and brushed the face of the last captain of the Caine” (537). No longer the naïve college
graduate trying to make it through basic training, Willie Keith is now captain of the DMS 22—
U.S.S. Caine. Like Heller, Wouk’s return to a description of the protagonist at the close of the
novel focuses the reader’s attention to the centrality of the individual in the experience of war. 173
Leon Uris also gives the details of distinctive characters to the reader through his use of
names. Battlecry begins with the very act of naming itself. The first sentence of the novel reads,
“They call me Mac” (1). The reader interprets the “they” to be other marines—a powerful
statement of comradeship, and a society closed to outsiders. Yet Uris does not want the story to
be closed to the reader. His narrator, Mac, speaks directly to the reader and addresses his
appellation: “The name’s unimportant. You can best identify me by the six chevrons, three up
and three down, and by the row of hashmarks. Thirty years in the United States Marine Corps”
(1). While this statement establishes the credibility of the narrator as a seasoned combatant, it
seems to contradict the preservation of individuality. The name “Mac” is also a commonly-used

It is also interesting note that Wouk gives the ship, “The Caine,” a specific name as well. The
Caine is a mine-sweeper—not a large battleship, missile cruiser, or aircraft carrier. In the
American WWII-era navy, there were thousands of anonymous, support vessels just like the
Caine. Through its name, the Caine receives an identity like the GIs aboard it.
173
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name for marines and with it, Uris plays on the sense of anonymity (Fussell 254). When Mac
says, “the name’s unimportant,” it is as if he wants to be part of an anonymous mass and takes
pride in his communal identity. However, if his name really is unimportant, then Uris would not
have begun this way; he would have opened the novel with a truly anonymous, unnamed narrator
who did not call attention to the significance of names. Instead, Uris begins with a statement that
magnifies the ambiguous tension between a specific character’s individuality and anonymity. By
saying the other marines call him “Mac” but that it does not matter, Uris’ narrator allows the
reader to take part in this closed comradeship circle. Thus, as Mac introduces himself and
discusses his name, he simultaneously invites the reader to invest in the story ahead.
To present the individuals who form the nucleus of his war experience, Mac gives a rollcall of the men who were in his outfit: “There was the company clown, the farmer, the wanderer,
the bigot, the boy with the mission, the Texan” (3). The reader might perceive this list to
represent clichéd and anonymous types rather than specific characters. Uris addresses and
counteracts this when Mac says: “But how many men were there like Sam Huxley and Danny
Forrester and Max Shapiro?” (3). Proving how much consequence individual identities carry,
Uris repeats a version of the character list several times throughout the seven-page-long first
chapter. The second time the reader encounters the list is when Mac reads the roster of new
arrivals to their squad. In dialogue format, Uris reproduces the physical look of the company
roster. This list is enhanced by Mac’s internal opinions. Mac reads the name aloud, the
character responds as present, then Mac’s thoughts provide and repeat descriptors for the reader
to latch on to:
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“Brown, Cyril!”
“Here.” Christ on a crutch! Right off the farm, a barefoot boy.
“Forrester, Daniel!”
“Here.” Not bad looking, but awfully young. A cherry no doubt.
“Gray, Mortimer!”
“Yo.” Another damned Texas. Gawd almight [sic] damned.
“Hodgkiss, Marion!”
“Here.” The name fits, Buster.
“Hookans, Andrew!”
“Here.” A big dumb musclebound Swede with two left feet.
I had to look at the next name on the roster twice.
“Lighttower, Shinning?” I finally tried it.
“Ugh, I’m an Injun.” The squeak came from behind the big Swede.
“Zvonski?”
“Zvonski, Constantine. My friends call me—”
“Don’t tell me, let me guess,” I sneered…A real feathermerchant. (5-6)
Page seven once again provides a register of Mac’s unit. Therefore, the list of individuals, and
the repetition of their names and character identities, repeats three times in seven pages. In this
way, Uris suggests that names do matter.
John Steinbeck and Kurt Vonnegut utilize names differently from the other writers. The
absence and alteration of names in their WWII stories magnifies the expendability of individuals
in war. In The Moon is Down, Steinbeck names and describes the soldiers in his novel, but these
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soldiers are the conquering enemy. The enemy soldiers bring war to an anonymous,
unsuspecting town filled with anonymous, unsuspecting people. At first, Steinbeck does not give
many of the names of individual townspeople. Instead, he reserves the most detailed
descriptions of physical appearance, disposition, and motivation for the enemy soldiers. For
example, the first specific name presented in the text belongs to a man whose identity is revealed
to be a fabrication, for he is a traitor for the conquering army: Mr. Corell. Additionally, the
reader is introduced to Major Hunter, Captain Bentick, Captain Loft, Lieutenant Prackle,
Lieutenant Tonder, and Colonel Lanser, whose names sound like instruments of war. In contrast,
Steinbeck refers to the fighting men of the town as “the local troops, big, loose-hung boys [who
had] very little experience in war” (1). The town is so small that there are only twelve of them.
By the end of the second paragraph of the novella, half of the town’s troops have all died: “Six of
the soldiers became dead riddled bundles and three half-dead riddled bundles, and three of the
soldiers escaped into the hills with their rifles” (1). None of these young men are given names.
Even the three who escape are presented to the reader in ongoing anonymity. The Mayor asks,
“Which ones escaped?” to which his servant replies, “I don’t know, sir” (11). War completely
consumes these soldiers’ identities, quickly reducing them to either inanimate or unavailable
objects.
The use of names begins to shift a third of the way into the story when the first enemy
solider, Captain Bentick, is killed by one of the townspeople. Lanser asks Loft who killed
Bentick, to which Loft simply replies, “a miner” (37). However, the name of the miner is soon
revealed to the reader as “Alexander Morden” (40). This act results in the presentation of a
number of new names. At the moment the townspeople begin to earnestly fight against their
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attackers, their names seep forth with increasing frequency. By the end of the novella, nearly
twice as many names are given for the townspeople as for the invading army. Where the names
of the enemy soldiers resemble weapons, the names of the townspeople similarly reinforce their
roles. Mayor Orden’s name associates him with order. As Alex is executed and his widow
Molly kills a soldier to revenge his death, the name “Morden” reflects the beginning of the Latin
word for death, “mort.” The old Doctor Winter, who never actually treats anyone, instead offers
advice and closes the novella with a solemn recognition of the Mayor’s sacrifice. Steinbeck thus
compensates for the loss of the anonymous soldiers at the opening of the novella by slowly
developing the specific identities of the people those soldiers fought to defend.
In contrast to the writing of Jones, Mailer, Heller, Wouk, and Uris, Kurt Vonnegut Jr.’s
Slaughterhouse Five initially appears to diverge from the naming trend of other American WWII
texts. This difference is presented in the opening of Vonnegut’s book. In Slaughterhouse Five,
the narrator establishes the credibility of his story by explaining in the first chapter how several
characters in the novel are representative of real people he knew during WWII: “One guy I knew
really was shot in Dresden for taking a teapot that wasn’t his. Another guy I knew really did
threaten to have his personal enemies killed by hired gunmen after the war” (1). However,
semblance to reality is punctured by the reader’s realization that not a single name in the novel is
an actual name of a real person. In the last sentence of the first paragraph Vonnegut writes, “I’ve
changed all the names” (1). Here Vonnegut’s narrator is not unlike Uris’ Mac, who purposefully
calls attention to the function of names and to those who get erased in war. Whereas Mac
suggests his own name is not important, Vonnegut’s disclosure more subtly contends that the
name change is necessary to protect the original soldiers from the story he is about to tell.
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Although Vonnegut changes the names in his book, he still provides plenty of them. For
example, the second chapter begins with a specific name: “Listen: Billy Pilgrim has come
unstuck in time” (29). Thus, from the opening of the novel, the reader is challenged both by the
act of naming and also by a name itself.
Similar to Heller’s narrative in Catch-22, the action in Vonnegut’s stream-of
consciousness style is made cohesive by the repetitive insertions of the same character names
and personality traits. In Vonnegut’s novel, a substitution occurs in which once real soldiers
become instead fictionalized characters who are far from anonymous. This is directly addressed
by Vonnegut in the body of the novel. The narrator claims that his story contains no individual
characters because war consumes them all: “There are almost no characters in this story…One of
the main effects of war, after all, is that people are discouraged from being characters” (208).
Yet despite the narrator’s ironic assertion, the novel actually has many specific characters, and
like other American WWII novels, soldiers in Vonnegut’s text are enhanced by detailed physical
descriptions and background information. Billy Pilgrim is a twenty-one-year-old chaplain’s
assistant who is a “preposterous six feet and three inches tall, with a chest and shoulders like a
box of kitchen matches”; Roland Weary is a “stupid and fat and mean” eighteen-year-old
antitank gunner who always smells “like bacon”; Edgar Derby is a forty-five-year-old “high
school teacher from Indianapolis” with “one of the best bodies”; Eliot Rosewater is “a former
infantry captain” who loves “science-fiction paperbacks…and had brought them to the hospital
in a steamer trunk”; Paul Lazzaro is a “tiny…polka-dotted car thief from Cicero, Illinois”; and
Howard W. Campbell Jr. is “an American who had become a Nazi” (41, 44, 105, 128, 162, 206).
Thus, it is not that the names of Vonnegut’s narrator’s fellow soldiers do not matter; it is that the
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individual people they represent matter more than anything else. Vonnegut’s novel is propelled
forward by the specific, named characters whom he develops.
Several WWII memoirs also rely on the process of naming. For example, the threshold,
which Wouk describes Willie as crossing over at the start of The Caine Mutiny, is described in
similar fashion at the beginning of Hynes’ memoir Flights of Passage. Hynes remembers his
father walking him to the platform of the train station, where Hynes would depart for Navy
Flight School. Just as Willie’s mother struggles to retain a piece of her son before the military
takes him, Hynes’ father does the same: “He seemed to be propelling himself forward swiftly but
against his will, toward the edge of his familiar world, where he would have to stop, but I would
step over” (12). Like the text of Wouk’s novel, Hynes also turns to the issue of names at this
point of transformation. In Wouk’s novel, as Willie crosses the threshold into military life, his
name endures an alteration. In Hynes’ memoir, when the young Hynes crosses the same
threshold, he is greeted by the comfort of familiar-sounding names: “The yeoman began to call
muster: Baird, Berg, Eichman…Johnson, Milch, Spitzenberger. The names were Midwesternsounding, German and Scandinavian, most of them, the kind of names you’d expect to find in
Minneapolis. I had grown up with such names, and I felt a little reassured by their familiarity”
(12-13). Hynes thus feels contentment with the names he encounters. Hynes goes on to remark
that eventually, individuals thrown together by the alphabetical organization of their names form
a level of association, which the military could not have prescribed: “In the service, friends often
come by the accidental conjunctions that the system imposes. Because my name came between
the next-to-last of the H’s and the first of the I’s, I got to know Spanish John (above me in the
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double-decker bunk) and T (on my left)” (42). In this way, Hynes becomes close to other men
specifically because of their names.
Memorials
Thirty-five years after the publication of Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse-Five, and almost sixty
years after the end of the war, the United States dedicated its National World War II Memorial
[Figure 48] in Washington, D.C. Meant to reflect the American experience of the Second World
War and honor both the military and civilian populations who aided in the country’s war efforts,
the WWII Memorial is a stark departure from the content of American literature written about
the event. Whereas writers like Norman Mailer and Joseph Heller reveal the war to be an
unpleasant experience of violence and chaos, the WWII Memorial presents something far more
sanitized. With its water fountains and granite architecture, the memorial omits the individual
servicemen whom the writers worked so hard to highlight—there are no individual faces or
names.174 As such, the memorial stands as a curious re-imagining of the war, a physical
manifestation of the dichotomy of not only seeing, but ultimately of remembering.

…

174

At the WWII Memorial, instead of the names of the dead soldiers, there are the names of the
states of the Union. The fallen soldiers of World War II have been collectively and
anonymously represented by an aesthetically pleasing field of gold stars. In Sacrificing Soldiers,
Kristin Hass notes, “the National World War II Memorial project is not interested in gender or
racial legitimation. It does not seek to redraw boundaries of national inclusion. The figure of the
soldier is reduced in this memorial to the small ornamental star, an evocative symbol but one that
leaves no room for representing the kinds of soldiers who fought this war or the terms of service”
(153).
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The 2001 Washington Post reveal of the plans for the WWII Memorial [Figure 49]
spawned a tirade of vitriolic criticism. One of the most vivid and perhaps illuminating examples
is that of architectural critic Herbert Muschamp:
The World War II Memorial can be seen as a monument to the militaryentertainment industrial complex, our new enforcers of the global Pax American
Pop Culture. It is a Spielberg production featuring Tom Hanks in a cast of all-star
unknown soldiers. Naturally, the design looks authentic. It's a special effect. A
digitized backdrop, like the Colosseum in ''Gladiator.''175
Most monumental public projects for war memorials in the twentieth century engendered
controversy and derision, at least at first. Did this commemoration of arguably the most
“popular” and uncontested American war of the twentieth century generate a memorial as
unreflective and artistically retrograde as Muschamp implies? This would be particularly
puzzling given its physical and chronological proximity to the Vietnam Veteran’s Memorial—it
was conceived within two years of the dedication of Maya Lin’s work—the revered model that
has set the standard for memorial art of the last thirty years [Figure 50]. In fact, in relation to the
contemplative beauty and carefully conceived iconographical program of Lin’s minimalist
sculpture, the WWII Memorial does look like “a special effect” or “digitized backdrop.” Its
exaggerated symmetry and oversized emblems of democracy do seem to have more in common
with blockbuster entertainment culture—the self-congratulatory ethos of Steven Spielberg’s
Saving Private Ryan or Tom Brokaw’s sentimental The Greatest Generation—than a late

Muschamp, Herbert. “New War Memorial Is Shrine to Sentiment.” The New York Times. June
7, 2001.
175
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twentieth-century war memorial cognizant of developments in contemporary sculpture,
architecture, and cultural memory sites.176
As if to clarify exactly what the memorial is, its entry plaque [Figure 51] explains:
Here in the presence of Washington and Lincoln, one the eighteenth-century father
and the other the nineteenth-century preserver of our nation, We honor those
twentieth-century Americans who took up the struggle during the second World
War and made the sacrifices to perpetuate the gift our forefathers entrusted to us: A
nation conceived in Liberty and Justice.
Standing at the plaque, the Lincoln Memorial is visible across the fountain. However, unlike the
self-contained and instantly recognizable iconic silhouettes of the Lincoln Memorial and
Washington Monument, the WWII Memorial is not yet part of the Mall’s symbolic lexicon. As
if to underscore its unfamiliarity, two identical granite blocks boldly and literally pronounce:
“WORLD WAR II MEMORIAL” at the ceremonial entrance, above American eagle emblems
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The WWII Memorial was designed by Friedrich St. Florian, an Austrian immigrant who came
to the US in 1961 to study architecture and remained. He eventually was appointed Dean of
Architecture and Design at the Rhode School of Design, a post he held for eleven years (Grooms
106). Thomas Grooms indicates that St. Florian’s design was selected because it left an open
space for the direct sight line on the mall, took into consideration architectural elements similar
to the classical style already present on the Mall, incorporated the landscape, utilized the use of
the north-south axis, and presented a variety of spatial relationships. St. Florian positions the
commission for the World War II memorial in relation to his own coming-of-age: as a child, he
witnessed his village’s liberation from the Germans by American soldiers. This event had a
lasting impact that informed his design concept for the memorial. Because he witnessed firsthand the results of American involvement in the war, he said it was his greatest honor to be
chosen to design the memorial for the very generation who helped save his family. For him, the
project was more than an architectural design; it was a way, he says, for him to say “thank you”
to those Americans who liberated his village. This information came from a personal interview
with St. Florian on November 5, 2007.
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meant to recall the Great Seal of the United States. The “announcement piers” are monumental
in size; at nearly eight feet tall, they dwarf the visitor. These piers mark the beginning of a path,
which leads to an open plaza whose overriding quality is symmetry.177
The entrance ramps [Figure 52] of the Memorial slope gently downward toward a
centralized fountain, while low, smooth, grey granite walls on either side guide the eye. Each is
lined with a series of twelve sculptural bas-relief bronze panels.178 Although one of the first
elements encountered by visitors, the reliefs were in fact among the last elements designed for
the Memorial. At the time of the Memorial’s final design approval, there was no sculptural
element included until the Memorial Advisory Board (MAB) pressured the team to add figural
sculpture (Grooms 72).179 The theme of this bas relief is “the transformation of America,” a
series of images of both war service activities and home-front realities largely based on period
photographs of actual events (Grooms 72). On the north, the reliefs depict scenes related to the
Atlantic front, while the southern reliefs showcase the Pacific front. Sculptor Ray Kaskey, who
designed and constructed the reliefs, took his inspiration from the late nineteenth-century bas-

Grooms uses the terminology of “announcement piers” in his description of the memorial’s
architectural elements (86).
178
Each panel is 5’4” by 1’10”. While the major components of the Memorial were approved by
the CFA and the NCPC at the end of 2000, it was not until July of 2002 that the designs for the
bas-reliefs were approved. It took two years to develop a “storyboard that reasonably represented
all the services and all the home-front activities” (Grooms 72).
179
This might have been a strategic move to avoid the kind of battle waged over representation
at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial a few decades earlier. In response to the charged criticism of
the VVM’s minimalist black granite wall, the bronze statue known as The Three Servicemen was
commissioned of Frederick Hart and dedicated in 1984. In response to similar concerns that the
World War II Memorial was also lacking any naturalistic, figural element, St. Florian conceived
the idea of the bas-reliefs along the entranceway.
177
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reliefs depicting the Civil War on the National Building Museum in Washington, D.C.180 By
making the panels isocephalic, Kaskey ensured that all other details became subordinate to the
human figures represented there; thus their forms literally “pop” right out of the bronze.181 This
collage of stories conveys the message that the war effort was in equal parts dependent on soldier
and citizen.182 Because the images are based on period photographs, continuously circulated in
the media, the panels seem somehow familiar, and the bas-reliefs’ mnemonic snapshots elicit a
nostalgic view of World War II and the “greatest generation.”183 Like the generic classicism of
the plaza’s architectural elements, they convey the sense of a reassuring and familiar past.
The Memorial sits on the National Mall like the mirage of a gateway, but once the viewer
enters, it feels as if there is actually nowhere else to go. At the site’s center is a great expanse of
granite surrounding a large circular fountain, sunken just below ground-level. Highly polished,
the granite provides a constantly shifting viewing experiencing as it reacts to light. In bright
sunlight it appears bleached and blinding in its reflective properties; and when wet, it appears
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This information is based on personal interview with the sculptor conducted on December 11,
2007.
181
Isocephalic means that all of the heads of the figures line up horizontally.
182
This theme is also echoed in the pillars of the plaza, which has been called the “roll call of the
nation.”
183
Several of the scenes are particularly successful for the way in which they recall images
already engrained in the popular memory of the War. These include War Bond Drive and D-Day
on the Atlantic side and News of Pearl Harbor and V-J Day on the Pacific side. The panels are
not labeled with these titles on the actual Memorial. Rather, the viewer is meant to recall the
meaning and definition of the images from their understanding of the War. Therefore, these
images do not serve to develop a new perspective on World War II; instead they perpetuate the
same sense of nostalgia of service and sacrifice bred for example by Saving Private Ryan and
The Greatest Generation—both of which, in 1998, riveted attention to the fiftieth anniversary of
World War II. Momentum around the WWII Memorial building project received another boost
when actor Tom Hanks, who had starred in the film, agreed to serve as the funding spokesman in
a series of public service announcements.
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more irregular and stained. The space is also filled with the boisterous sound of the fountain’s
central pool where one hundred small jets are positioned in an oval formation around two cluster
jets pumping “dramatic sprays” ten- fifteen feet in the air (Brinkley 287).184 The water cascades
gently from an upper level surrounded by the incised names of the various “theaters” of war, to a
lower level naming all of the battles waged in those places. The effect of these fountains is more
disconcerting than reassuring as they make the space noisy rather than contemplative. As the
squares of green granite, bronze details, and inscriptions vary the Memorial’s surface texture, the
pillars and colonnade arches enliven its space. Encircling the north and south ends are the
Memorial’s most prominent and distinctive forms—two colonnades of fifty-six pillars [Figure
53] standing seventeen feet high and anchored at the center by massive arch and baldachino
ensembles. The pillars represent the individual states and territories of the United States during
the war, and a bronze rope connects through all of the pillars signifying the unity of the nation
during the war. These pillars are at once like an army of guarding soldiers and tombstones.
Their presentation recalls grand nineteenth-century monuments such Rome’s 1895 National
Monument of Victor Emmanuel II. Their symmetrical orientation also conjures certain World
War I era monuments like San Francisco’s Legion of Honor and Arlington National Cemetery’s
Memorial Amphitheater. The central area of the Memorial Plaza is distinguished by a multitude
of textual inscriptions which
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If the fountains happen to be off, the experience is the opposite: one of silence, which makes
the Memorial seem lifeless. There are four fountain areas: the large central fountain, and smaller
fountains at the Pacific arch, the Atlantic arch and the Wall of Freedom.
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range from single sentences to charged excerpts from famous political speeches of the
period, such as President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s demand for a declaration of war resolution
after the bombing of Pearl Harbor, the motivational words of General Dwight D. Eisenhower on
the eve of the D-Day invasions in Normandy, and the reflection offered by General Douglas
MacArthur at the War’s end.185
The last area a visitor comes to at the memorial is the Wall of Freedom [Figure 54],
where four hundred gold stars attempt to represent the 400,000 Americans who died in the
War.186 Placed to preclude any distractions, the wall is the only site in the Memorial that is
contained—closed off from views of the cityscape or any other monuments. It is also the only
spot that does not afford a view of the Lincoln Memorial. An inscription at the base of the Wall
reads “Here We Mark the Price of Freedom.” Water falls at either side of the field of stars from
the level of the reflecting pool to a shallow pool below, but the water directly in front of and
beneath the stars is completely still.187 Sunken can-lights shine up through the water and onto
the gold stars above, which then reflects back out over the water, the numbers magnified.
Although the memorial commemorates those who died in World War II, it is not a cemetery or a
place of death—it is what might be called “a surrogate site.” In fact, removed as it is from the
physical trauma of actual deaths, the memorial is free to function as a living space of
remembrance and at times celebration, as its plaza form underscores. All the bas-relief scenes of

There are eighteen inscriptions in total, which have been carved in the “Roman Claudian
Variant” (Grooms 94).
186
Each of the 400 stars is meant to represent 100 lives lost. The stars are a conceit to recall the
service banners families hung in their windows during the War.
187
The fountains also link the Memorial to the Mall’s larger reflecting pool, which stretches
from its west end to the Lincoln Memorial.
185
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the Memorial portray a romantic version of history comparable to what Stephen Fjellman calls a
“vacuum cleaned,” where “stories of the past would be told in the carefully re-mythologized
form to which Americans were becoming accustomed through the movies and television” (59).
In this way, the WWII Memorial never resolves whether it is a civic space of social engagement
or a solemn site of remembrance. Instead, it offers a little of everything: an effusive, almost
celebratory plaza space punctuated by a noisy fountain; a self-contained wall of remembrance
made for individual meditation; a reassuring classical veneer and, for those who prefer it,
photographically inspired social realist scenes that appear at once familiar and vaguely historical.
The language inscribed on the walls of the memorial are not the names of the dead but instead
patriotic sound-bites that speak of reliance, service and gratitude and guide the viewer past the
moral complexities of war to a more familiar and comforting space of national symbols.
Before the World War II Memorial was dedicated in Washington, D.C., the two most
prominent precedents in the United States were the United States Marine Corps Memorial in
Arlington, Virginia [Figure 55], and the USS Arizona Pearl Harbor Memorial in Hawaii [Figure
56]. The USMC Memorial, commonly referred to as the Iwo Jima Memorial, was dedicated in
1954 and is based on Associated Press photographer Joe Rosenthal’s popular photograph of five
marines and one sailor raising the US flag above Mount Suribachi. Rosenthal’s image became
iconic immediately, and during the War, it helped spur war bond drives on the home front. Karal
Ann Marling argues that Rosenthal’s image not only served to link in perpetuity the marines and
Americanism, but the monument itself became the standard by which all other American war
memorials would be measured—at least until the Vietnam Veteran’s Memorial was completed
(149). Although it suggests a real scene from World War II, in actuality, the USMC Memorial
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does not commemorate any one single event or war—it is dedicated to all United States Marine
Corps Personnel who gave their lives in service to their country since its founding in 1775. Due
to its proximity to Arlington National Cemetery, the USMC Memorial occupies a solemn space
of reflection, far removed from the monumental core of the Mall.188
In contrast, the USS Arizona Pearl Harbor Memorial is still submerged in the bay, its
exploded remains resting under a gallery-like viewing station suspended overhead. Edward
Linenthal discusses the USS Arizona Memorial in terms of American sacred sites and martial
pilgrimage.189 Linenthal’s inquiry is prompted by the definition of sacred sites in America as
they relate to battlefields.190 Particularly relevant here is the idea that Pearl Harbor led to the
formulation of the idea of World War II in the minds/memory of many Americans: “It is largely
through the ruins of the USS Arizona that Americans have been taught to think about the war, the
Japanese, and the opening of the nuclear age” (Linenthal 178). Here at Pearl Harbor the
“faithful” come as pilgrims to view the wreckage, now like a shrine, where the very bodies of the
fallen are gazed upon in their watery tomb like sacred symbols of the war, of the nation.
Linenthal writes, “The language of righteous vengeance was frequently used during and after the
war to justify U.S. military action” (184).191 However, perhaps more shocking is Linenthal’s
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The Memorial sits on the twenty-seven acre Nevius Tract to the west of Arlington Cemetery.
For a discussion of this site, see Marling, 164.
189
Linenthal writes, “Martial pilgrimage sites represent some of the most popular attractions in
the country: for example, the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Arlington National Cemetery, the
Marine Corps Memorial, the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, and Valley Forge” (3).
190
He defines the most prominent sites as Lexington and Concord, the Alamo, Gettysburg, Little
Bighorn, and Pearl Harbor. Of course Linenthal’s book was published in 1991, many years
before Ground Zero would become perhaps the nation’s most sacred site after 9/11.
191
Although Linenthal is talking about World War II, this statement can just as easily be used to
define today’s Iraq War. “Memories of Pearl Harbor often led the way toward the popular
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assertion that during the war, many Americans saw “the blood that was shed at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki [as] redemptive blood, for it brought the story full circle” (184). Unlike the WWII
Memorial, the USS Arizona marks the actual site of loss and destruction—a point that magnifies
the absence of names, faces, and figures at the Washington, D.C. memorial. Sitting at its place
on the National Mall between the Washington Monument and the Lincoln Memorial, where it
does not block the sight line as critics had feared but instead disappears into landscape, the
World War II Memorial functions as a threshold between two familiar emblems of American
identity.192
As important as the Washington Monument and Lincoln Memorial are to the function of
the World War II Memorial, it is another memorial which has been integral to its construction
and appearance—the Vietnam Veterans Memorial (VVM). Not directly visible through sight
lines, but relatively close in proximity, it is the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, more than any other
American monument, which is the most important precursor for the World War II Memorial.
Like a dark mirror, the VVM emerges from the earth in silence. In sharp contrast to the World
War II Memorial, there are no fountains, plazas, or ceremonial inscriptions. Instead, there is one
path, which travels the length of the wall, allowing visitors to enter and leave its space in much
the same fashion—always in the face of the fallen. Etched onto its black granite surface appear
the names, in chronological order, of all the American soldiers who died in this conflict. There is

acceptance of the redemptive function of American strategic bombing, including the use of the
atomic bomb” (185).
192
Mike Conley of the ABMC suggested that if “we had not won World War II, then Lincoln
and Washington would not represent what we are, but instead what we were.” Information
gained from an interview with Mike Conley in December 2007. Also see Daniel Sherman, The
Construction of Memory in Interwar France, 290, 311.
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no way to experience the VVM without acknowledging these names—they are the only thing to
see. This is important because the focus of the VVM is opposite of the World War II Memorial.
The former mourns the individuals who fought a losing war, while the later instead celebrates the
collective nation, which won a war.
The impetus to build a memorial to honor the soldiers of the Vietnam War began in
1979 when veteran Jan Scruggs, deeply dismayed at the “outcast” status of Vietnam vets,
formed the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund (Hass 9-10).193 Supporters of the fund
“imagined a veterans memorial that listed all the names of those killed, missing in action, or
still held prisoners of war” (Hass 11). They wanted the memorial to be built in Washington,
D.C., to give the veterans a place of national visibility they had theretofore been denied (Hass
11).194 In keeping with the established practices of memorial design, in 1981 the Fund held an
open competition to be judged by a panel.195 Maya Lin’s design was chosen due to its
“eloquence” and “simplicity” (Hass 14).196 Lin purposefully did not study the war or attempt
to understand the ramifications of the national conflict surrounding it (Hass 14). As a result,
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Scruggs was the son of a rural Pennsylvania milkman. This is strikingly similar to how Roger
Durbin (also a veteran from rural America- he was an Ohio mail carrier) began his campaign for
the World War II Memorial. Both men represented the life of small-town, working-class
America.
194
Because the Fund chose the Capitol as the site of the Memorial, they too would have to have
the site and design approved by the NCPC, the CFA and the Department of the Interior.
195
The VVM jury panel did not include any Vietnam Veterans, although some were veterans of
one or both World Wars (Hass 12, 129). The competition garnered over 1,400 design
submissions. The World War II Memorial competition by comparison only garnered 406
submissions.
196
Hass also notes that the white, male jurors were shocked to discover the winning entry was
designed by a “twenty-one-year-old intellectual, Chinese American female art student.”
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the Memorial she envisioned was less about the Vietnam War than the individual people who
died as a result of it; it truly is a veteran’s memorial.
In 1982, the VVM was dedicated to the public amidst expressions of public outrage.197
Such controversy was not without permanent consequences. Powerful individuals such as
Secretary of the Interior James Watt and major donor H. Ross Perot “demanded” the design be
altered in some way to include some figural representation (Hass 18). The result was that in
1984 sculptor Frederick Hart’s The Three Servicemen [Figure 57] was erected to “supplement”
the black wall (Hass 18).198 Perhaps more importantly than the additions of the figural
monuments to the VVM, as a result of bitter disdain for the architectural style of the Memorial,
in 1986 Congress passed the Commemorative Works Act (CWA). In an effort to “protect the
Mall,” the CWA established a two-step authorization for all subsequent monuments built in the
nation’s Capitol to be approved for both site and design by both the NCPC and the CFA. It
was into this environment that the World War II Memorial would develop, its design process
intimately bound to the protocols and values of the post-CWA era.

Opponents decried that the wall “was too abstract, too intellectual, too reflective. It was in
the minds of many, high art, the art of the class that lost the least in the war” (Hass 15). Hass also
notes that for the “Reagan revolution it was an abomination. The design flew in the face of the
recently revived strain of relentlessly nostalgic patriotism that had sent them to the capital” (17).
198
As late as 1993, a second figural composition, Diane Carlson Evans’ Vietnam Women’s
Memorial, was also added nearby to once again “supplement” Lin’s original design. Here Hass
notes that both J. Carter Brown of the CFA and Maya Lin were “fiercely opposed” to the
addition of the Women’s Memorial because they thought it would set a precedent for “a whole
slew of other special interest memorials” (Hass 19, 131).
197
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The controversy over the VVM was not due solely to its ground-breaking design, but
was indicative of the “restless memory” of the war.199 Plans to commemorate the Vietnam
War were particularly challenging due to the contested nature of the nation’s memory of it.
Unlike World War II, Vietnam was unpopular, and its veterans were not celebrated as war
heroes upon arriving home.200 With the discord surrounding both the war itself and the
Memorial’s design, no one could have predicted the black granite wall’s current popular
appeal. People flock to the VVM to read the names and leave tokens of remembrance, thereby
bearing witness to the sacrifices represented there. Precisely due to its unexpected popular
success, the VVM became the “default” memorial model of the late twentieth century, a new
kind of icon on the Capitol stage.201
Historian Kristin Hass argues that the VVM represents a new form of memorialization
focused on the “impulse” of individuals, thus altering the relationship between the individual
and the nation.202 Where the Korean Memorial design attempted to mediate the realm between
abstract contemporary commemoration and classical architectural language, the World War II

“More than twenty years after its official end, [the Vietnam War] continues to haunt the
American imagination” (Hass 1).
200
“The deeply controversial nature of the war, its unpopularity, and the reality that it was lost
created an enormous void of meaning that compounded the difficult work of memorializing.
What it meant to die in this war was as unclear as what it meant to fight in it” (Hass 9).
201
Boime argues that the Vietnam Veterans Memorial “is not a national icon because its physical
embodiment neither photographs well nor lends itself easily to mass-produced artifacts and
souvenir trinkets. It resists commodification in part because of the feelings of veneration it
inspires and partly because of its formal characteristics. Furthermore, the Memorial is an
antiheroic monument dedicated to a war in which there could be no heroes.”
202
Hass notes that new memorial practices emerged with the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. She
writes that May Lin, “understood that memorializing the war necessarily meant undoing the
traditional idea of patriotic nationalism in the shape of a singular heroic memorial” (20).
199
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Memorial explicitly rejected the Vietnam Memorial’s formal precedent, returning to more
traditional forms. Sculptor Ray Kaskey argues it was impossible for the World War II
Memorial to follow the model of the VVM because of the vast difference between perceptions
of the two wars; Vietnam remains a painful scar, but the selective aspects of World War II now
commemorated on the National Mall elicit a nostalgia for a golden age of war with fewer
moral complexities. Kate McLoughlin also uses the Vietnam Veterans Memorial (VVM) to
illustrate her name-tallying approach thesis. She calls the memorial “a cultural artefact [sic]
whose name might stand for the name-tallying approach,” yet her footnote for that sentence
explains that the VVM “is not the only name-bearing war memorial, nor the one with the most
names” (63). If the VVM is neither the first nor the largest to include names, then why should
it epitomize a name-tallying approach? McLoughlin does not answer this question. She tries
to describe how the VVM is physically compelling, but her two sentences of description and
evidence are both dependent on quoted material from the same source:
When the monument itself was unveiled, it was clear that the names—and the fact
that viewers saw their own reflections behind them in the polished granite—had
extraordinary power: “As you saw your living reflection mixed up with the name,
a strong bond, a sharing, came forth.” Above all, people touched the names.
“Fingertips traced out each letter. Lips said a name over and over, and then
stretched up to kiss it.” (64)
The footnote McLoughlin provides for these quotations states the following: “It should be
acknowledged that, despite the power of the name incised on stone or listed in newspapers, there
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was and is a widely expressed sense that it is an inadequate recompense” (64). Qualifying notes
like these undermine her argument.
McLoughlin’s analysis of the VVM is also problematic because her lack of personal
response to the memorial implies that she has not spent time carefully witnessing it. If she could
not travel to see the VVM in person, then she could have examined images of the memorial in
order to offer her own descriptions of the monument’s effect. Additionally, she could have cited
primary source material instead of relying on statements already quoted in a popular 1985
source. As McLoughlin’s book was published in 2011, it is reasonable to think she would have
had access to Kristin Ann Hass’ 1998 book Carried to the Wall. Hass provides a critical analysis
of the nature of the VVM in American memory and discusses the memorial’s use of names in
detail. Hass suggests the names on the VVM condition a specific memory process about the
war: “The wall tries to make a somehow individuated memory of a war. The events in Vietnam
are remembered through the names of the dead” (15). The VVM is powerful because its scope
of inclusion is monumental: names seem to appear endlessly. Yet McLoughlin claims the VVM
is actually a manageable size. She cites the VVM as an example of a place where the dead are
memorialized by their specific names and reframed “to a more manageable size” (54).
The World War II Memorial, dedicated just three years after 9/11, serves as an anesthetic
to blunt the complexities and horrors of war. Free of reference to the violence of the atomic
bomb and the Holocaust, it is less a war memorial, than a cultural monument to D-Day. Loss is
transmuted into nostalgia, a vague and comforting longing for the “the greatest generation” and
“our finest hour.” In this convenient memorialized form, the individual soldier is lost—as if
transformed into anonymous Government Issue in a field of gold stars. Without distinct features,
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servicemen become both unknown and also inaccessible to the viewer. As a result, the viewer
experiences what John Dower terms a “psychic numbing” as servicemen are indistinguishable
from numbers (294).
The repetition and organization of names in the many American WWII novels shifts the
representation of war towards its most essential detail: people. Kate McLoughlin suggests “the
experience of combat…is so overwhelming” that name-tallying is “what arises in response: an
intense counter-urge to recuperate, catalog and enunciate lost names” (62). However, what
McLoughlin misses in her intellectual discourse on naming is that names actually persist after the
war and through the text itself. Limon writes: “The individual in war [does not die] along with
his name in these texts; in fact, the name itself, wrested from the individual it is supposed to
indicate, has unexpected survival skills” (Piette 115). The only legitimate claim of
McLoughlin’s scholarship on names is to confirm that names are used in war stories, and names
matter a great deal. Names represent individual servicemen who were neither unknown nor lost
in a “vast scale” to the men serving with them. The names, faces, voices, and personalities of
soldiers, sailors, airmen, and marines were seared into the memories of their comrades. For
example, Paul Fussell, Audie Murphy, Ernie Pyle, and Leon Uris all dedicate their books to
servicemen. In Doing Battle, Fussell even acknowledges the act of dedicating a work to a
specific soldier. He describes how The Great War and Modern Memory is in many ways a
reflection of his own combat experiences in WWII:
To hint at one thing the book was about, I dedicated it to the memory of Hudson
[Platoon Sergeant Edward K. Hudson], and to give the proceedings empirical
authenticity, to remind readers that I was alluding to a man who was once real and
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alive, like themselves, not an idea but an actual person, I wrote the army and
asked for Hudson’s army serial number, which I placed after his name. (267)
Fussell specifically states that his intention is to “remind the reader” that “real” people die in
war. Thus, the point is not simply the “urge to recuperate” names as McLoughlin suggests; it is
the urge to recuperate people. The characters in the war novels of writers likes James Michener,
James Jones, Norman Mailer, Joseph Heller, and Irwin Shaw recreate names, faces, voices, and
personalities to demonstrate to the reader the consequences of the individual in war.
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AFTERWORD
THE LEGACY OF WAR

The great irony of American military training is that it cannot overcome the power of the
individual. Even the first page of the 1945 US Army Field Manual 7-5 proclaims: “Man is the
final and decisive element in war.” Nearly seventy-five years after the Second World War,
“Guadalcanal sounds distant on the ear”—but “Baghdad” does not.203 Far from the “velvet”
jungles of the South Pacific, in the arid deserts of Iraq, military forces fight a nebulous enemy
whose strength metastasizes as the “War on Terror” continues.204 Back at home, an alternate
warfront has developed where soldiers return to a technologically sophisticated civilian
population that spends a vast amount of time in internet limbo, communicating remotely. The
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan coincide with the advent of social media and the rise of a cultural
obsession of observing images of who people are as individuals. Perhaps this is why audiences
continue to be preoccupied with the identities of the people who serve in war today.
One example of this is Dutch photographer Claire Felicie’s 2009 Marked, a collection of
triptychs of more than a dozen of the young men in the Royal Netherlands Marine Corps’ 13th

James Michener is the one who suggests Guadalcanal “sounds distant on the ear.” At the end
of the first chapter of Tales of the South Pacific, Michener’s narrator thinks about the way in
which his fellow soldiers will be remembered by history: “They will live a long time, these men
of the South Pacific. They had an American quality. They, like their victories, will be
remembered as long as our generation lives. After that, like the men of the Confederacy, they
will become strangers. Longer and longer shadows will obscure them, until their Guadalcanal
sounds distant on the ear like Shiloh and Valley Forge” (12).
204
The War in Afghanistan, begun after 9/11 and lasting eleven years, officially ended in 2014,
but the War in Iraq continues. The United States ended its engagement in Iraq in 2011, only to
restart it in 2014.
203
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Infantry Company before they deployed to Afghanistan. The photographs show them during
their deployment then several months after they had returned home. Figure 58 shows two of
these, and in the far left photographs of each triptych, both marines appear content; Emiel’s face
is expressionless while Remon’s is happy. Thus, the viewer is to interpret that on the eve of war,
these soldiers outwardly display neither fear nor worry. The middle image of both triptychs
purports to show these two marines while they are engaged in war. Emiel’s face now appears
shocked, and Remon’s face looks hardened. The final image in each triptych shows the “mark”
of war. Here Emile’s eyebrows are thicker than before war, his eyes vacant, and his forehead
lined and rigid. Remon’s post-war face shows a more dramatic and noticeable shift. Avoiding
direct eye-contact with the lens, his face is turned slightly as he gazes tensely out of the frame.
Beneath them are deep pockets, which hint at aging, stress, and exhaustion. Despite the fact that
only a matter of months transpired in the actual time it took Felicie to capture these images, the
viewer is left to imagine that Remon has undergone a complete transformation from his war
experience.205 Ultimately, Felicie’s photographs are powerful because of the specificity they
display.
This is also the case with Luis Sinco’s “Marlboro Marine” [Figure 59].206 Taken in Iraq
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In some ways, Marked is problematic because Felicie arranges the order of the images in a
preconceived timeline that dictates a narrative for the viewer. Also, the title “Marked” assumes
a specific outcome, one that implies all people are negatively affected by combat. All of the
images in Marked are similar to the ones of Emile and Remon. Felicie does not include other
faces of war, such as those of other ethnicities, women, or officers of higher rank. However,
people besides white men fought in Afghanistan, even in the Dutch military.
206
Luis Sinco was an embedded photo-journalist with the 1st Battalion, 8th Marine Regiment.
See Sinco, “Two Lives Blurred Together by a Photo.” Sinco explains, “With the click of a
shutter…Miller, a country boy from Kentucky, became an emblem of the war in Iraq.”
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in 2004, Sinco’s photograph shows United States Marine Lance Corporal James Blake Miller
smoking a cigarette after the Second Battle of Fallujah—the fiercest battle of the Iraq War, thus
far.207 Miller looks significantly older than twenty, his age when this shot was taken, as blood,
camouflage paint, and dirt smear down his face. His eyes look off into the distance, displaying
the vacuous, distant expression of battle fatigue reminiscent of the WWII marine at Eniwetok
[Figure 1] and Don McCullin’s 1968 “Shell-shocked Marine” from the Vietnam War [Figure
59]. The similarities between these three photographs confirm the significance of the human
face as a remarkable register of war’s events. Sinco even attests to this when he explains why he
was drawn to Miller’s face: “His expression caught my eye. To me it said: terrified, exhausted
and glad just to be alive. I recognized that look because that’s how I felt too.” Several years after
Fallujah, Sinco wrote about his experience of taking Miller’s picture:
Beneath a heap of bricks, men lay dead or dying. I sat down and collected my
wits. Miller propped himself against a wall and lighted [sic] his cigarette. I
transmitted the picture that night...I considered not even sending Miller’s picture,
thinking my editors would prefer images of fierce combat…Soon, my editors
called and asked me to find the “Marlboro Marine” for a follow-up story. Who
was this brave young hero? Women wanted to marry him. Mothers wanted to
know if he was their son. I didn’t even know his name. Shell-shocked and
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Eighty-two American troops were killed in action during the Second Battle of Fallujah, also
known as “Operation Phantom Fury,” which took place from November 7- December 24 of
2004. After the battle, the city was handed over to the Iraqi government. However, in January
of 2014, Fallujah was overtaken by the Islamic State (ISIS). See Dan Lamothe’s article
“Remembering the Iraq War’s Bloodiest Battle, 10 Years Later.” A few months ago, in June of
2016, Iraqi security forces regained control over the city, driving ISIS away from its stronghold.
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exhausted, I had simply identified Miller as “A Marine” and clicked “send.”
While the details of Miller’s life have, at times, been the unfortunate fodder of various media
reports, his combat face has become one of the most recognizable images of the Iraq War.208
Despite the popularity of the “Marlboro Marine,” the current face of the American solider
is no longer simply of service “men” but is now of service “people.” Los Angeles photographer
Devlin Mitchell proves this in his ongoing “Veterans Vision Project” [Figure 61], where the
complexity of modern warfare includes both heterosexual and homosexual men and women
alongside transgender individuals, families, and those struggling with mental health issues. In
Mitchell’s collection of over 350 images, military personnel gaze not out at the world but at
reflections of themselves, as if trying to figure out where they fit into this world, what war they
were fighting, and how they can now define themselves. In many ways, combat veteran writers,
whether from the battles of WWII, Vietnam, or Iraq, are doing much the same thing—processing
the magnitude of war in a way that highlights, above all else, the specific, authentic experience
of individual people.

…
In 2016, even with the detached precision of drones, the real work of war is still done by
individual soldiers, sailors, and marines. Photographer Julie Jacobson recognized this when she
took a parting shot [Figure 62] of United States Marine Lance Corporal Joshua M. Bernard after

Diagnosed with a personality disorder, Miller was “medically discharged” from the US
Marines on November 10, 2005 and continues to deal with the effects of PTSD brought on by his
experiences in Iraq (Sinco). Sinco’s image of him appeared on the front-page of over 150
American newspapers in 2004.
208
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his legs were severed by a rocket-propelled grenade in Dahaneh, Afghanistan (Dunlap).209
Bernard’s right hand reaches desperately behind him as his left hand clutches at the dirt beneath
his rifle—small details immense in their implication. The chaos, perceptible in the fuzzy, frantic
gestures of the marines desperate to save their comrade, is muted only by the mess of red at the
center of the photograph.
Distributed by the Associate Press in 2009, Jacobson’s photograph created a firestorm of
backlash. The main issue of controversy was that the Corporal could be identified.210 Embedded
photographers like Jacobson had restrictions as to what they were allowed to document, and
many, including Bernard’s father, deemed this image too painful, too deeply personal for viewers
to look at.211 Jacobson explains why she chose to capture and publish Bernard’s final moments:

209

Joshua Bernard was 21 when he died. Julie Jacobson took the photograph in 2009 while
embedded with the Second US Marine Expeditionary Brigade. While Jacobson worked as a
photographer, there were embedded reporters in Iraq and Afghanistan as well who went on to
write non-fiction books about their experiences much as John Steinbeck and John Hersey did
during WWII. Perhaps the two best known of these are Sebastian Junger’s 2010 War and
Pulitzer Prize winner David Finkel’s 2009 The Good Soldiers. Junger was with a US Army
173rd Airborne platoon in Afghanistan, and Finkel was with the Second Battalion of the 16th
Infantry Regiment in Iraq. In 2009, sociologist Andrew Lindner criticized the perspective of
many embedded journalists as being too sympathetic toward combat troops. He argued that
because the reporters’ lives were consistently at risk, many came to see themselves as one of the
“band of brothers” (23). See Lindner, “Among the Troops.”
210
David Dunlap and James Estrin compare Jacobson’s photograph to two other controversial
war images that show American dead: George Strock’s World War II “Dead Americans at Buna
Beach” [Figure 40] and Larry Burrows’ 1965 picture of the chaos inside a helicopter when one
of the marines has been mortally wounded. Burrows’ photograph was published as the cover of
the April 16, 1965 issue of Life magazine. “A key difference between Mr. Strock’s photo and
that taken by Ms. Jacobson last month was that the faces of the dead were obscured on the beach.
The marine whom Ms. Jacobson photographed moments after he was hit by a rocket-propelled
grenade in a Taliban ambush was all too recognizable as Lance Cpl. Joshua M. Bernard, 21,
whose father implored the A.P. not to distribute the picture.”
211
The policy states: “Casualties may be covered by embedded media as long as the service
member’s identity and unit identification is protected from disclosure until OASD-PA [Office of
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“It is too easy to sit at Starbuck’s far away across the sea and read about the casualty and then
move on without much of another thought about it…An image personalizes that death and makes
people see what it really means to have young men die in combat” (Dunlap).212 In the
photograph, Bernard, encased in his pain, slumps, his mouth open in shock as his face slips
toward death. Here, the mortally wounded is immortally preserved in heaps of trash along the
side of a ditch for anyone who cares to look. Much like Timothy O’Sullivan’s bloated faces in
the fields at Gettysburg, like the unseen faces of the “Dead Americans” Eugene Strock captured
at Buna Beach, like the specific names etched into the black granite of the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial, and like the words written by writers like Norman Mailer, James Jones, and Joseph
Heller, the image of Lance Corporal Joshua Bernard is a mute representation—yet it speaks
loudly through its lasting silence, a testament to the individual identity of a soldier.

the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Public Affairs] has officially released the name. Photography
from a respectful distance or from angles at which a casualty cannot be identified is permissible”
(Dunlap). Associate Press director of photography Santiago Lyon defended the publication of
the image because, “What it does is show — in a very unequivocal and direct fashion — the real
consequences of war, involving in this case a U.S. Marine…And that becomes very personal and
very direct in some way, because we have a name, we have a home town” (Dunlap).
212
Jacobson also stated: “It was interesting to watch the marines from his squad flip through the
images from that day on my computer (they asked to see them). They did stop when they came
to that moment. But none of them complained or grew angry about it. They understood that it
was what it was. They understand, despite that he was their friend, it was the reality of things”
(Dunlap).
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Figure 1
Unknown (possibly George Strock), US Marine, February 1944, Eniwetok.
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Figure 2
Haddon H. Sundblom, US Marines Recruitment Poster, 1942.

Figure 3
Norman Rockwell, “Four Freedoms,” 1943.
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Figure 4
Al Parker, Mother-Daughter Series, 1942.

Figure 5
US War Bonds Poster, “This is My Fight Too!” 1943.
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Figure 6
US Office of War Information Propaganda Poster, 1943.

Figure 7
Al Parker, Mother-Daughter Series, July 1945.
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Figure 8
Timothy O’Sullivan, “A Harvest of Death,” July 4, 1862, Gettysburg.

Figure 9
Timothy O’Sullivan, “Field Where General Reynolds Fell,” July 1862, Gettysburg.
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Figure 10
Mathew Brady, “Wheat-Field in Which General Reynolds Was Shot,” July 1863, Gettysburg.

Figure 11
Timothy O’Sullivan, “One of Ewell’s Corps as he lay on the field, after the Battle of the 19th of
May, 1864,” Spotsylvania.
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Figure 12
Timothy O’Sullivan, “Dead Confederate Soldier as he lay on the field after the battle of the 19th
May, near Mrs. Allsop’s, Pine Forest, 3 miles from Spotsylvania Court House, Va.”

Figure 13
Unknown, “Petersburg, Va. Dead Confederate Soldier with Gun,” April 1865, Siege of
Petersburg.
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Figure 14
Alexander Gardner, “Home of a Rebel Sharpshooter,” 1865, Gettysburg.

Figure 15
Alexander Gardner, “A Sharpshooter’s Last Sleep,” 1865, Gettysburg.
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Figure 16
Dr. Reed Brockway Bontecou, one page from his teaching album, 1864-1865, Harewood US
Army General Hospital

Figure 17.a

Figure 17.b
Harold Delf Gillies, “William M. Spreckley,” 1917-1957.
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Figure 17.c

Figure 17.d
Harold Delf Gillies, “William M. Spreckley,” 1917-1957.

Figure 18
Anna Coleman Ladd, French soldier with face mask, circa 1918.
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Figure 19
Otto Dix, “Skin Graft,” from Der Krieg, 1924.

Figure 20
Ernst Friederich, “War Face,” from War Against War!, 1924.
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Figure 21
Nestle Chocolate Advertisement, 1940.

Figure 22
Bankers Trust Company, Sixth War Loan Campaign, 1944.
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Figure 23
US Army Corps of Engineers Recruitment Poster, circa 1942.

Figure 24
Major W. Victor Guinness, US Marines Corps Recruitment Poster.
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Figure 25
US Office of War Information Propaganda Poster. 1943.

Figure 26
“Got What it Takes,” US Army Recruitment Poster, 1943.
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Figure 27
Private F. Smith, “Shooting Off Your Face Won’t Help Free Speech,”
Pendleton Field, Oregon, circa 1944.

Figure 28
US Army Propaganda Poster, circa 1943.
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Figure 29
US Office of War Information, “Get a War Job to Help Him Fight,” 1942.

Figure 30
Harold von Schmidt, Office of Price Administration Propaganda Poster, 1944.
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Figure 31
US Army Propaganda Poster, “Make Haste Safely,” 1942.

Figure 32.a
War Production Board, “Produce for Victory!” 1941-1945.
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Figures 32.b-32.j
War Production Board, “Produce for Victory!” 1941-1945.
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Figures 32.k and Figure 32.l
War Production Board, “Produce for Victory!” 1941-1945.

Figure 33
Bill Maudlin, “Frontispiece,” Up Front, 1945.
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Figure 34
Bill Mauldin, reproduced in Up Front, 1945.

Figure 35
Bill Mauldin, reproduced in Up Front, 1945.
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Figure 36
Bill Mauldin, reproduced in Up Front, 1945.

Figure 37
Bill Mauldin, reproduced in Up Front, 1945.
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Figure 38.a
Margaret Bourke-White, unknown US Army Engineer, 1943, Germany.

Figure 38.b
Margaret Bourke-White, Sergeant James M. Abbott, 1943, Sahara Desert.
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Figure 39.a
Joe Scherschel, unknown marine, Guadalcanal, 1942.

Figure 39.b
Joe Scherschel, unknown marine, Guadalcanal, 1943.
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Figure 40
George Strock, “Dead Americans at Buna Beach,” 1943.
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Figure 41
George Strock, Battle of Eniwetok, 1944.

Figure 42
George Strock, Battle of Eniwetok, 1944.
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Figure 43
Eugene Smith, “US Army Sergeant Angelo Klonis,” July 1944, Saipan.

Figure 44
Eugene Smith, “US Army Sergeant Angelo Klonis,” July 1944, Saipan.
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Figure 45
Tom Lea, “Going In,” Oil on Canvas, 1943.

Figure 46
Tom Lea, “That 2000-Yard Stare,” Oil on Canvas, 1944.
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Figure 47
Tom Lea, “The Price,” Oil on Canvas, 1944.
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Figure 48
Aerial View, World War II Memorial, circa 2004.
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Figure 49
Washington Post, Publication of the plans for the World War II Memorial, 2001.
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Figure 50
Maya Lin, The Vietnam Veterans Memorial, circa 2007.
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Figure 51
Entry Plaque to the World War II Memorial, circa 2004.

Figure 52
Entrance Ramp, World War II Memorial, 2007.
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Figure 53
Granite Plaza when wet, World War II Memorial, 2007.

Figure 54
Wall of Freedom, World War II Memorial, 2007.
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Figure 55
US Marine Corps Memorial, Arlington, Virginia, circa 2007.

Figure 56
USS Arizona Pearl Harbor Memorial, Hawaii, circa 2005.
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Figure 57
Frederick Hart, The Three Servicemen, Bronze, 1984.
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Emiel, 26

Remon, 21
Figure 58
Two triptychs from Claire Felicie’s 2009 documentary war photography project entitled Marked.

Figure 59
Luis Sinco, 2004, “Marlboro Marine,” Fallujah, Iraq.
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Figure 60
Don McCullin, 1968, “Shell-shocked Marine,” Hue, Vietnam.
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Figure 61
A collection of various photographs from Devlin Mitchell’s “Veteran’s Vision Project.”
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Figure 62
Julie Jacobson, 2009, Lance Corporal Joshua M. Bernard, Dahaneh, Afghanistan.
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